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ABSTRACT 
During the early nineteenth century, Cherokee society rapidly 
evolved from its traditional state of social and economic homogeneity 
into a state of marked socioeconomic heterogeneity. This transformation 
is attributable to differential acculturation of Anglo-American economic 
strategies, material culture, and 
Cherokee society. Such socioeconomic 
manifested in the archaeological 
ideologies by various sectors of 
heterogeneity is expected to be 
record by a high degree of 
intercontextual variability in Federal Period Cherokee assemblages, 
contrasting with low levels of variability in Colonial Period Cherokee 
assemblages. This proposition is addressed in this study through 
comparative analysis of 13 Federal Period Cherokee assemblages, two 
Federal Period Anglo-American assemblages, and 43 late Colonial Period 
Cherokee assemblages derived from contexts in the Tellico Reservoir 
Archaeological Project area of eastern Tennessee. Patterns of material 
variability revealed in this analysis indicate a high degree of 
interassemblage variation among Federal Period Cherokee archaeological 
assemblages. This variation distinguishes Federal Period Cherokee 
assemblages most similar to contemporary Anglo-American farmstead 
assemblages from Federal Period assemblages most similar to the Colonial 
Period Cherokee sample. Most distinctive among the Federal Period 
Cherokee sample are assemblages from the Bell Rattle Cabin Site (40MR 
211), a single family Cherokee farmstead dating 1800-1826. This site, 
the first of its type investigated in Tennessee, is reported in 
Appendixes B-G of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Cherokee Indians are popularly known as the foremost of the 
"civilized" tribes of the American Southeast (Foreman 1953, Malone 
1956). This reputation derives from the Cherokees• rapid assimilation of 
Anglo-American material culture, economic strategies, and lifestyle 
during the early nineteenth century. However, the degree of such 
acculturation was highly variable among different sectors of Cherokee 
society. Differential acculturation during the early nineteenth century 
gave rise to socioeconomic disparity among the Cherokees who had been, a 
generation earlier, socially and economically homogeneous. The 
historically docUmented socioeconomic diversity of early nineteenth 
century of Cherokee society should be reflected in the archaeological 
record as patterned variability in material assemblages and contextual 
configurations. 
Study Objectives 
This thesis aims to: 1) to develop a model of the material 
correlates of the socioeconomic variability which characterized early 
nineteenth century Cherokee society, and 2) to apply this model to the 
analysis of interassemblage variability of materials from early 
nineteenth century Overbill Cherokee archaeological contexts. These 
goals are addressed through examination of primary historical 
documentation and ethnohistoric accounts dealing with the early 
1 
nineteenth century Cherokees and through comparative analysis of 58 
archaeological assemblages from six sites in the Tellico Reservoir area 
of eastern Tennessee. This study was prompted by recovery of 
archaeological and ethnothistoric data concerning the Bell Rattle Cabin 
Site (40MR 211), a single family Cherokee farmstead which is considered 
in the comparative analysis. Appendices B-G of this thesis provide a 
descriptive account of archaeological investigations, contexts, and 
assemblages at the Bell Rattle Cabin Site (40MR 211), which is the first 
documented Cherokee farmstead reported from eastern Tennessee. 
The extensive historic record of early nineteenth century Cherokee 
society provides a 
testable hypotheses 
unique data base for deriving archaeologically 
which concern material dimensions of Cherokee 
socioeconomic heterogeneity. 
variability can, in turn, be 
Hypothesized 
tested for 
patterns of 
congruency 
material 
with the 
archaeological record. Once assessed, these hypotheses should function 
as a predictive model, allowing better interpretation of material 
patterns in the early nineteenth century Cherokee archaeological 
record. 
The goal of such hypothesis testing is not simply verification of 
the historic record through archaeological means. It is, rather, an 
attempt to account for patterned variability in the archaeological 
record and to examine, both historically and archaeologically, the 
incipient stages of the development of socioeconomic diversity in a 
society which had previously been both socially and economically 
homogeneous. 
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During the early nineteenth century, the Cherokee Indians inhabited 
much of southeastern Tennessee, southwestern North Carolina, 
northwestern Georgia, and northeastern Alabama (Royce 1 887 ) .  The 
political center and most densely populated area of the Cherokee Nation 
lay in extreme southeast Tennessee and northwest Georgia. The 
archaeological sites specifically considered in this study are located 
in lower Little Tennessee River and Tellico Valleys ( Figure 1 ) ,  on the 
northwestern frontier of the Cherokee Nation near its border with the 
United States. The Cherokee sites compared in this study were member 
units of the northern division of the Upper Towns, a socially and 
politically distinct segment of the early nineteenth century Cherokee 
Nation. This political division was primarily composed of settlements 
between the lower Little Tennessee River and the lower Hiwassee River. 
Prior to the American Revolution, this area was the heartland of the 
Overbill Cherokee country. In the post-Revolutionary period, this area 
was steadily depopulated as the Cherokees consolidated in areas more 
distant from the American frontiers or migrated to Arkansas. The 
Cherokees ceded these lands to the United States Government through the 
Calhoun Treaty of February 27 , 1819  (Royce 1887 ) .  Following the 1819  
cession, these lands became known as the Hiwassee District ( Figure 2 ) , 
and today comprise Monroe, McMinn, and Meigs Counties, and portions of 
Loudon and Polk Counties, Tennessee. Although the development of 
socioeconomic heterogeneity progressed at differing rates and in 
differing patterns throughout the Cherokee Nation ( McLoughlin and Conser 
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Figure 1 .  Map illustrating locations of sites included in the 
comparative analysis. 
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Figure 2 .  Federal Period Cherokee communities in the Hiwassee 
District. 
( 
1 977 ) ,  the problem orientation and results of this study are broadly 
applicable beyond the bounds of the Hiwassee District and are, in a 
general sense, relevant to other native American groups in the early 
nineteenth century Southeast. 
The Study Period 
This study concerns the three decades following the official 
cessation of American/Cherokee hostilities in 1794 . During this period, 
the rapid acculturation of certain sectors of Cherokee society resulted 
in marked socioeconomic diversity within the Cherokee Nation. The study 
period considered here roughly corresponds with the Federal Period 
( 1794- 1 8 1 9 )  defined by Newman ( 1977 )  as the final segment of the 
Overbill Cherokee occupancy of the lower Little Tennessee River Valley. 
The 1819  terminal date for the Federal Period as proposed by Newman and 
utilized by Ford ( 1979,  1982)  and Russ ( 1984 ) is that of the Cherokee 
cession of the Hiwassee District. Residual Cherokee occupation of the 
study area continued for approximately five years after that date. For 
the sake of convenience, the study period ( 1794- 1824) considered here is 
referred to as the Federal Period. 
This study 
Materials and Methods 
utilizes Federal Period historic records and 
ethnohistoric accounts as data sources for information dealing with 
Cherokee economy, social and economic values, and socioeconomic 
variability. Primary sources utilized are: Records of the Cherokee 
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Indian Agency in Tennessee ( National Archives , Records Group 7 5 ,  
microcopy M-208 ) ,  Special Files o f  the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
( National Archives , Records Group 7 5 ,  microcopy M-234 ) , the Tennessee 
State Archives Cherokee Collection , the 1809 Meigs census (Moravian 
Archives , Winston-Salem) , and the j ournals of Louis -Philippe (Becker 
1977 ) , Steiner and de Schweinitz (Williams 1928 ) ,  and Maj or John Norton 
(Klink and Talman 1970) . Data garnered from these sources are used to 
generate archaeologically testable hypotheses concerning material 
correlates of Cherokee socioeconomic heterogeneity . 
Archaeological assemblages from Federal Period Cherokee contexts at 
Chota (40MR 2) , Citico ( 40MR 7 ) ,  and the Bell Rattle Cabin Site (40MR 
21 1 )  are 
variablity . 
comparatively analyzed for patterns of interassemblage 
Archaeolog ical assemblages from Tomotley (40MR 5 ) ,  a Late 
Colonial Period Cherokee town site , and from Harrison Branch (40MR 21 ) 
and Hodge ( 40MR 46 ) ,  Federal Period Anglo-American farmstead sites , are 
used as reference samples representing the expected extreme ranges of 
variability . Assemblage data for Citico , Harr ison Branch , and the Hodge 
s ite are taken from Ford ( 1979 ,  1982 ) .  The Tomotley data are derived 
from Baden ( 1983 ) .  Chota assemblage data is taken from Schroedl ( 1986a) 
or otherwise supplied by Dr . Gerald Schroedl ( personal communication 
1986) . The Bell Rattle Cabin s ite assemblage data are presented in 
Appendices B-G. 
The study assemblages are comparatively analyzed using Kinteigh's 
( 1984) diversity index simulation technique , principal components 
procedure ( SAS Institute 1982 : 309-345 ) and Ward ' s  hierarchical cluster 
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analysis ( SAS Institute 1982 : 423-431 ) . These techniques are employed as 
a means of delineating and describing patterns of variability among the 
study assemblages . 
Previous Historical Analyses of Cherokee Acculturation 
Numerous historical studies have focused on the general effects of 
acculturation on early nineteenth century Cherokee culture . Bloom 
( 1942 ) presented the f irst coherent discussion of Cherokee acculturation 
as a cultural process . Malone ' s  ( 1956 ) synthetic study of early 
nineteenth century Cherokee society depicted acculturation as a general 
upward trending process by which all 
rates , the values and material 
Cherokees adopted , at differing 
culture 
agrarian society . Malone stressed the 
acculturation and the influence of the mixed 
of southern Anglo-American 
rapidity of Cherokee 
blood Cherokee economic 
elite, de-emphasizing the high degree of variability and social conflict 
(McLoughlin 1984a , 1984b) which developed within Cherokee society . 
More recent studies have recognized the phenomenon of differential 
acculturation and the resultant socioeconomic heterogeneity of Cherokee 
society . Perdue ( 1979a) dealt peripherally with the problem of 
differential acculturation in her excellent work on black slavery among 
the Cherokees . Young ( 1982 ) examined the role of women in the 
acculturation of early nineteenth century Cherokee society . Her study 
focused on Cherokee women ' s  responses to the Federal government ' s  
agrarian program and discussed "the social class divisions that 
burgeoning wealth had created in the tribe ( 1982 : 154 ) . "  
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Ford ( 1982 ) presented a documentary analysis of the process of 
directed acculturation of Federal Period Cherokee society in the 
Hiwassee District . This analysis examined the relationships between 
normative beliefs , behavior , and material culture of Cherokee society, 
the U . S  government , and Anglo-American settler society . Ford ' s  study, 
for the sake of coherence , presented Cherokee responses to directed 
acculturation as normative and unified ,  disregarding the radical 
ideological , behavioral,  and material cultural divergence within Federal 
Period Cherokee society . 
McLoughlin ( 1984a, 1984b) has best developed the theme of social 
and economic differentiation in early nineteenth century Cherokee 
society . He discussed in detail the highly differential effects of 
acculturation on Cherokee ideologies , behavior , and material culture and 
the conflicts produced by the development of socioeconomic 
heterogeneity . 
These studies have served to clarify the historical process of 
Cherokee acculturation and have contributed to this study ' s  perspective 
on emergent socioeconomic diversity in Cherokee society . 
Previous Archaeological Research and Analyses of 
Overbill Cherokee Acculturation 
From its inception , one of the primary research goals of the 
Tellico Reservoir Archaeological Project has been the archaeological 
examination of Overbill Cherokee acculturation . In addressing this 
9 
goal, historic Cherokee components at Chota-Tanasee ( 40MR 2/40MR 
62) (Schroedl 1986a) , Mialoquo ( 40MR 3) ( Russ and Chapman 1983 ) ,  Tomotley 
( 40MR 5 )  ( Baden 1983 ) ,  Toqua ( 40MR 6 )  ( Polhemus , in press) , Citico ( 40MR 
7 )  ( Chapman 1979 ) , Tuskegee ( 40MR24/64) (Guthe and Bistline 1978 ) ,  
Starnes ( 40MR 32)  (Milligan 1969 ) ,  Wear Bend (40LD 107 ) ( Chapman 198 0 ) , 
and the Bell Rattle Cabin site ( 40MR 2 1 1 )  (Davis , et al . 1982) were 
investigated through the course of the proj ect . This study constitutes 
a continuation of this research goal , and builds upon the previous 
analytical contributions of Newman ( 1977 , 1986 ) ,  Ford ( 1979 ,  1982) , and 
Russ ( 1 984 ) . 
Newman ( 1977 )  initiated use of South ' s  ( 1977 )  quantitative pattern 
recognition model for the descriptive characterization of Overbill 
Cherokee assemblages in his study of Euro-American art ifacts in the 
Chota-Tanasee assemblage . Ford ( 1979 , 1982) and Russ ( 1984 ) adapted 
South ' s  classification format to include all material aspects of 
Overbill Cherokee archaeological assemblages . Ford ( 1982) applied this 
quantitative pattern recognition model to the description and 
comparative analysis of Federal Period Cherokee, Federal Period American 
Settler , and Federal Period Military Material Culture Patterns in the 
Lower Little Tennessee River Valley . Russ ( 1984 ) used this pattern 
recognition model to develop a Colonial Period Cherokee Material Culture 
Pattern , and compared this pattern with a Federal Per iod Cherokee 
Pattern and the Revolutionary Period Mialoquo assemblage in order to 
determine if these patterns are temporally distinct and thus reflect the 
temporal progression of Cherokee material acculturation . 
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Ford ' s  ( 1982 ) analysis sought to define intercultural variation 
among Federal Period Cherokee, Anglo-American Settler , and United States 
Military material culture patterns and relate the observed variability 
to cross-cultural differences in normative beliefs , values , and material 
culture . Russ ( 1984 ) attempted to define temporal variability among 
Cherokee assemblages . Both studies were oriented toward definition of 
overall material culture patterns and did not specifically consider 
variabil ity within or among Federal Period Cherokee assemblages . The 
present study aims to define and explain intersite and intercontextual 
variabil ity in the artifact assemblages of contemporaneous Federal 
Period Cherokee contexts as a means of assessing the effects of 
differential acculturation and socioeconomic heterogeneity on the 
Cherokee archaeological record . 
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CHAPTER II 
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC BACKGROUND 
The development of socioeconomic diversity within Federal Period 
Cherokee society may be viewed as a direct function of the accelerated , 
differential acculturation of Cherokee society following the 
Revolutionary Period ( 1 776-1794 ) . Accelerated acculturation emerged as 
an adaptive response to the severe social and economic stresses 
generated by Cherokee participation and defeat in the American 
Revolution and the Chickamauga Conflict . Cherokee acculturation in the 
post-Revolutionary era was largely directed by the Federal government ' s  
"civilization" program toward assimilation of Anglo-American agrarian 
l ifestyle and economy (Ford 1982 ) . Cherokee receptivity to acculturative 
change was highly variable, conditioned by differences in levels of 
community integration , retention of traditional value systems , and 
degree of exposure to frontier conflict . This differential receptivity 
to acculturative change resulted in the development of a broad 
socioeconomic spectrum within the Federal Period Cherokee polity . 
Pre-Revolutionary Patterns 
Prior to the American Revolution ,  Cherokee acculturation was 
l imited to the gradual and voluntary adoption of Euro-American material 
culture (Ford 1982;  Newman 1977 ) .  Euro-American manufactured goods 
procured through the hide trade were integrated into traditional 
functional and symbolic contexts and replaced aboriginally produced 
12  
technologies . Euro-American introduced garden crops , cultivated fruits , 
and domestic animals were integrated into traditional subs istence 
patterns without substantial alteration of Cherokee economic patterns 
(Newman 1979 ) . Euro-American architectural concepts such as horizontal 
log construction and chimneys were adapted to Cherokee requirements with 
l ittle change in household organization . 
Pre-Revolutionary Cherokee social and economic ideologies , although 
slightly modified to satisfy the demands of the hide trade economy, 
retained their basic values and modes of transmission and enforcement 
( Gearing 1962 ) . Traditional Cherokee social values emphasized 
communalism, egalitarianism, and the maintenance of intragroup harmony 
( Gulick 1960; Ford 1982;  McLoughlin 1984a) . The economic system was 
subsistence oriented; l ittle or no positive emphasis was placed on 
capital gain or personal accumulation of material wealth ( Perdue 1979a; 
Adair 1966 ) . Subsistence was accomplished through communal 
co-operative effort . These social and economic ideologies 
manifested by a high degree of socioeconomic 
pre-Revolutionary Cherokee society ( Perdue 1979a) . 
homogeneity 
or 
were 
in 
European trade created a critical dependency in the Cherokee 
economy (Ford 1982;  McLoughlin 1984a, 1984b) . Functionally superior and 
aesthetically appealing European manufactured goods supplanted much of 
Cherokee material culture . The Cherokees became committed to the hide 
trade as the only means of procuring trade goods necessary for 
maintaining what had become a "traditional" standard of l iving . The 
hide trade formed a s ingle fragile link between the Cherokees and the 
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European markets and industrial systems upon which they depended . 
Deepening material dependency , coupled with the lack of socially 
acceptable economic alternatives to the hide trade , placed the Cherokees 
in a particularly unstable economic situation by the Late Colonial 
Period . The American Revolution triggered the decline of the Cherokee 
hide trade and brought economic depression and social instability to the 
Cherokee Nation . 
The Revolutionary Period (1776-1794)  
The American Revolution ( 1 776- 1783 ) and its outgrowth, the 
Chickamauga Conflict ( 1777-1794 ) , were critical events which altered the 
nature and speed of Cherokee acculturation .  At the beginning of the 
war , the Cherokees openly supported the British and Loyalists in order 
to assure continuance of trade and to combat American settlers ' 
encroachment on Cherokee lands ( O ' Donnell 1973 ) . Cherokees elders , who 
recalled the destruction of their towns during the Cherokee War of 
1760-61 , advocated neutrality toward the Americans ( Gearing 1962 ) . A 
vocal and actively hostile Cherokee faction waged war on the southern 
American frontiers . Retaliation by Georgia, South Carolina, and North 
Carolina militias destroyed most maj or Cherokee settlements . The 
hostile faction removed to less accessible locations near Chattanooga in 
1777 , leaving the neutral faction to negotiate a forced peace ( Gearing 
1962 ) . The hostile faction , known as the Chickamaugas , continued to war 
on the American frontiers with suppl ies from the British and active 
support from the Creeks , Shawnees , Miamis , and other British allied 
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groups . The depredations of the Chickamaugas brought reprisals and 
pre-emptive attacks by Anglo-American militias from the Watauga ,  
Holston , and Cumberland settlements (Brown 1938 ) .  Militias attacked the 
nominally neutral Overbills and hostile Chickamaugas indiscriminately, 
repeatedly laying waste to the Cherokee country . Destruction of the 
principal Chickamauga towns and General Wayne ' s  rout of British allied 
Northern Indians in 1794 forced the Chickamaugas to negotiate the 1794 
Tellico Treaty, which ended 
( Cotterill 1954 ) . 
overt Cherokee/American hostilities 
Destruction of personnel , crops , villages , and food stores by 
American militias thoroughly disrupted Cherokee economic , political , and 
ritual organization ( Fogelson and Kutsche 196 1 ;  McLoughl in 1984a) . 
During the Revolution ,  the Cherokees were beset with famine , epidemic 
disease , economic hardship , and the constant threat of attack . Trade 
routes to the Cherokees were severed as the Americans took control of 
the backcountry . Loss or diminution of British trade crippled the 
Cherokee economy and the Cherokees ' abi lity to wage war effectively . 
The secession of the Chickamaugas weakened the Cherokees proper and 
destroyed traditional political structures at the tribal level ( Gearing 
1962) . The schism of opposing political factions was highly damaging to 
Cherokee concepts of group harmony and unity . The organization of 
Cherokee towns deteriorated along with communal social and ritual l ife 
under the military rule of the wartime ( Red) village organizat ion 
( Gearing 1962 ) .  The peacetime (White) organization lapsed in the nearly 
two decades of warfare, and with the death of the older Beloved Men such 
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as Attacullaculla and Oconastota no domestic leaders emerged to take 
their places . 
Many Cherokee settlements were partially or completely abandoned 
following attacks by American militias . As the Revolution progressed , 
Cherokee population centers shifted southward from the Overbill country 
to north Georgia and the Chickamauga settlements . Many Cherokee towns 
took on the character of refugee camps ( Gearing 1962 ) . Communalism and 
the harmony ethic ( Gulick 1960) were strained under such conditions . 
Formerly nucleated settlements began to disperse into 
communities of small hamlets and individual farmsteads . 
diffuse 
Social 
structures and social ideology deteriorated along with the dissolution 
of nucleated towns ( Gearing 1962 ; McLoughlin 1984a) . Many of the 
co-operative social and economic mechanisms which integrated Cherokee 
society and reinforced traditional values were discontinued after the 
Revolutionary Period ( Fogelson and Kutsche 1961 ) .  
The Federal Period ( 1 794 -1 824) 
At the beginning of the Federal Period , Cherokee society was 
plagued by continuing social and economic disorder . McLoughlin ( 1984a) 
has characterized the disarray of Cherokee society as a pan-societal 
anomie .  Cherokee nationalism and cultural pride were crippled from 
military defeat and economic subjugation by the Americans . The Cherokees 
could no longer perceive themselves "The Principal People" in a country 
dominated by Anglo-Americans . Many Cherokees lost confidence in the 
viability of their own cultural system and came to view themselves as 
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entirely subordinated to the oppressive Anglo-Americans (McLoughlin 
1984a) . Cherokees in areas near the American border felt themselves 
despised and ridiculed by the frontier Anglo-Americans , many of whom 
totally disregarded Cherokee rights and boundaries . McLoughlin notes : 
The surrounding settlers , bristling with greed , 
contempt , and animosity , darted in and out of the tribal 
area , carrying on illicit trade , cheating , robbing , 
frequently assaulting the now defenseless Cherokees 
with white men continually in their midst and encroaching on 
their borders • • . it was almost impossible for local town 
chiefs to retain order under the old, unwritten patterns of 
noncoercive authority and clan revenge ( 1984a : 8 ) . 
Traditional modes of social control faltered as traditions failed 
to protect the Cherokees from the onslaught of frontier whites . In the 
absence of traditional forms of social control , an atmosphere of 
lawlessness and disorder pervaded the Cherokee country (much as it did 
the southern American frontier) . Traditional Cherokee social and 
economic ideologies were invalidated by economic depression and the deep 
sense of cultural despondency . Many Cherokees justifiably feared total 
destruction of the Cherokee Nation from external pressures and internal 
collapse . 
Economic depress ion compounded Cherokee cultural disorientation 
during late Revolutionary and early Federal Periods . While the Cherokees 
remained materially dependent upon Euro-American manufactured goods , 
their access to trade goods dwindled with the steady decline of the hide 
trade . British trade was severely limited by American governmental 
policy controlling the Cherokee borders . American traders servicing the 
Cherokee Nation offered shoddy goods at exorbitant prices ( Prucha 1 962 ) . 
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Game resources in inhabited portions of the Cherokee Nation were 
severely depleted by Cherokee and American overhunting , and the spread 
of Anglo-American settlement hampered Cherokee access to former hunting 
grounds . With few economic alternatives to the hide trade, most 
Cherokees grew increasingly impoverished . The decline of village life , 
with its communal horticulture and shared food stores , left many 
Cherokees exposed to famine through crop failure or negligence . The 
poorer Cherokees came to depend upon annuities and economic aid from the 
Federal government for mere survival (McLoughl in 1984b) . 
In the social and economic insecurity of the post-Revolutionary 
era ,  many Cherokees came to believe that their survival as a nation , 
surrounded on three s ides by Americans , depended on their gradual 
assimilation of Anglo-American l ifeways . Moravian missionaries Steiner 
and de Schweinitz relate that by 1799 the Cherokees near Tellico 
Blockhouse realized, 
• that they would gradually have to order their 
manner of l iving to that of the whites , for if they should 
continue to l ive as heretofore, they would deteriorate and 
would be despised ,  as is now the case with the 
Catawbas . • . .  They could understand that the best way to 
increase and preserve their numbers would be to dwell in 
peace and to accustom themselves more and more to the 
manners of the white people (Williams 1928 : 460 ) .  
While many Cherokees attempted to maintain their traditional 
l ifestyle in spite of social and economic instability, other sectors of 
Cherokee society selectively adopted Anglo-American economic strategies 
and l ifeways as a means of attaining economic security . The United 
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States government actively encouraged Cherokee economic readaptation 
through its "civilization" pol icy . 
The Indian "civilization" policy of the Federal government emerged 
as an attempt to neutralize continued Indian military threat to the 
American frontier through the directed assimilation and eventual 
absorption of Indian groups ( Prucha 1962; Horsman 1967 ) .  The policy , 
articulated under the Washington administration ,  advocated economic 
acculturation of the Indians as an initial step toward cultural 
assimilation . The 1791  Holston Treaty laid the groundwork for the 
civilization program among the Cherokees in Article XIV : 
That the Cherokee Nation may be led to a greater degree 
of civilization, and to become herdsmen and cultivators , 
instead of remaining a state of hunters ,  the United States 
will , from time to time , furnish gratuitously, the said 
nation with useful implements of husbandry . • (American 
State Papers 1832 ( I ) : l24 ) . 
The Cherokee desire for governmental aid in economic recovery was 
expressed by Bloody Fellow in 1 792 : 
The [Holston ] treaty mentions ploughs , hoes , cattle , 
and other things . . . this is what we want ; game is going 
fast away from us . We must plant corn, and raise cattle and 
we desire you to assist us • . • In former times we bought 
of the trader cheap ; we could then clothe our women and 
children ; but now game is scarce and goods dear , we cannot 
live comfortably (American State Papers 1832 ( I ) : 205) .  
Washington ' s  1 796 address to the Cherokee Nation presents the 
government ' s  goals for the rejuvenation of the Cherokee economy : 
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Some of you already experience the advantage of keeping 
cattle and hogs ; let all keep them and increase their 
numbers and you will have a plenty of meat . To these add 
sheep , and they will give you clothing as well  as food . 
Your lands are good and of great extent . By proper 
management you can raise livestock not only for your own 
wants , but to sell to the white people . By us ing the plow 
you can vastly increase your crops of corn . You can also 
grow wheat (which makes the best of bread) as well as other 
useful grain . To these you will easily add flax and cotton 
which you may dispose of to the white people , or have it 
made up by your own women into clothing for yourselves . 
Your wives and daughters can soon learn to spin and weave 
(Washington in Perdue 1979a : 54 ) . 
The economic reordering of Cherokee society proposed by the 
government "civilization" program was based on the model of 
Anglo-American agrarianism, the "present state of perfection" touted by 
the new American republic . To aid the Cherokees in attaining a new 
economic order , government agents assigned to the Cherokees distributed 
plows , hoes , axes , seeds , spinning wheels , looms , and cards and employed 
instructors to teach interested Cherokees agricultural techniques , 
animal management , and cloth production (Horsman 1967 ) . A few 
Anglo-Americans were g iven government sanction to operate model farms in 
the Cherokee Nation (Malone 1956 ) . 
The rapid acculturation proposed by the Federal government was , 
however,  a bitter pill for the Cherokees to swallow . Far beyond merely 
offering economic aid, the government program promoted the complete 
restructuring of Cherokee social and economic ideologies based on the 
Anglo-American agrarian model . Government agents encouraged the 
complete dissolution of communalism and Cherokee towns in favor of the 
Anglo-American pattern of individual farmsteads . The traditional 
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Cherokee gender roles in which the male was hunter and the female was 
horticulturalist were discouraged in favor of the Western pattern in 
which the male functioned as agricultural producer and the female 
functioned as domestic homemaker . The government program in practice 
constituted an attack on what was left of Cherokee traditional culture, 
on Cherokee identity and cultural independence . Government agents 
denigrated Cherokee traditions , holding that all which was distinct from 
Anglo-American culture and values was "backward" . They preached to 
Cherokees the alien values of idealized Anglo-American agrarianism: the 
positive value of hard labor for the personal accumulation of wealth, 
and the driving force of American capitalism, "the love of exclusive 
property" (American State Papers 1832 ( 1 ) : 53-54 ) . 
For a great many Cherokees , the government program was functionally 
impractical and the agrarian values stressed by government 
representatives were repugnant . McLoughlin expresses the confl ict of 
the proffered agrarianism with traditional Cherokee values : 
• • • Quite apart from the fact that few Cherokees 
possessed at the time the skill , the tools , or the capital 
to become successful farmers , almost everything about this 
new system ran counter to their traditions and beliefs . 
"Exclusive property" - - the idea of private ownership of 
land ran counter to the staunch bel ief in tribal 
ownership of the land; private profit ran counter to 
communal sharing and the hospitality ethic;  aggressive 
personal ambition ran counter to the high value placed upon 
self effacement and affability .  To leave the village, stake 
out a clearing in the woods , and start farming for oneself 
and family alone meant to repudiate neighborliness . Perhaps 
most important of all , it meant the establishment of a 
nuclear family system, patrilineal inheritance , the end of 
clan relationships , and a reversal of roles for both men and 
women • • •  ( 1984a : 1 3 - 14 ) . 
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Cherokee attitudes concerning socioeconomic ass imilation varied with 
respect to degree and type of exposure to Anglo-American culture , degree 
of economic stress experienced, and degree to which traditional value 
systems were maintained . Some sectors of Cherokee society embraced 
total ass imilation of Anglo-Amer ican l ifeways and economic strategies , 
seeking Anglo-American approval of their advances . Other Cherokees 
selectively adapted economic aspects of the agrarian system but retained 
the core of Cherokee social and economic ideologies . Still other 
sectors of Cherokee society , seeking to remain "Cherokee" in the 
strictest sense, attempted to maintain their traditional l ifestyle by 
traditional means . Put into practice, attitudinal differences toward 
assimilation gave rise to highly divergent lifestyles based on a variety 
of economic strategies . These economic strategies were practiced with 
varying degrees of success , creating a spectrum of socioeconomic 
diversity within the Federal Period Cherokee polity . 
The development of Cherokee socioeconomic variability and its 
consequences are discussed by McLoughlin : 
• . • factionalism developed between those who favored 
the government ' s  "civilization plan" ( to lead the Cherokees 
into becoming self-subsistent yeoman farmers on individual 
plots of land) and those who wished to retain as much as 
possible of their traditional mixed economy - - hunting , 
f ishing , gathering , and farming on the basis of communal 
ownership of the land and water r ights . As the fur trade 
waned, men were forced to spend their time cultivating food 
while women had to become spinners and weavers of cotton , 
wool , and flax in order to provide clothing for their 
children . Those Cherokees who favored acculturation ( often 
those of mixed Cherokee and white ancestry, who constituted 
almost one quarter of the population) were deemed "the 
progressives" by the government and· grew richer and more 
influential , while the traditionalists ( considered 
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"backward" by the government) grew comparatively poorer and 
lost influence . The progressives avoided the drudgery of 
cultivation by purchasing black slaves . In addition to the 
disappearance of game, which had provided the 
traditionalists with a cash income , their inexperience as 
farmers ,  their lack of adequate tools and capital to run a 
farm, and a series of droughts , frosts , and pestilences 
created famine conditions among the poor on several 
occasions . 
• • • Technically the nation maintained the concept of 
communal ownership of the land, but those who adopted the 
Protestant ethic and cash-crop farming rapidly attained the 
best farmland and pasturage, acquired ferry and tavern 
franchises , built trading posts , grist mills and sawmills 
and charged the poorer Cherokee on the marginal lands for 
the necess ities of life.  In short, class divisions [arose] . 
The ability of the dominant white authorities to grant 
prestige, wealth, and power to those who went along with the 
new social order , appeared to the traditionalists unfair and 
arbitrary . The old social order gave prestige to those who 
had proven themselves as warriors or hunters , and who were 
wise in counci l  and adhered to the values of sharing . Now 
honor went to individuals whom the whites labeled 
"progressive" . . .  ( 1 984a : l 16- 1 1 9 ) . 
The socioeconomic diversity which developed in Federal Period 
Cherokee society may be appropriately characterized in three broadly 
definable classes : the "progressive" assimilationists who adopted 
Anglo-American economy , values , and material culture wholesale, the 
"conservative" traditionalists who attempted to preserve a communal 
l ifestyle based on the hide trade economy , and Cherokee 
nontraditionalists who selectively employed Anglo-American economic 
strategies and technologies but who maintained cultural identities as 
Cherokees . 
As noted by McLoughlin , the maj ority of those Cherokees who 
strongly supported rapid and complete assimilation were those of mixed 
ancestry, here termed Anglo-Cherokees . The Anglo-Cherokees formed a 
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distinct socioeconomic class which arose from the intermarriage of 
British traders , Loyalists , and other whites residing in the Cherokee 
Nation with Cherokee women ( Perdue 1979a; McLoughl in 1984a, 1984b) . The 
offspring and descendants of these unions were fully accepted within 
Cherokee society by virtue of their maternal clan aff il iations , yet 
formed an endogamous class which practiced a distinct l ifestyle . As 
McLoughl in notes , 
• . • the whites and their mixed offspring adopted the 
patriarchal system of white society . They seldom 
acknowledged any clan responsibilities or connections . 
Because they grew up under the father ' s  training , the mixed 
bloods dressed, ate, talked and thought more l ike whites 
than l ike Cherokees , even though pol itically they identif ied 
themselves as Cherokees and often rose to high ranks in town 
and tribal affairs . Caught between two cultures , they 
provided valuable assistance to the Cherokees in 
relationships with white officials and traders . Many of 
them became traders and many were owners of black slaves 
( 1 984b : 26 ) . 
The Anglo-Cherokees came to constitute a bourgeois class within 
Cherokee society (McLoughlin 1 984b) . They gained material wealth not 
only through agrarian pursuits , but also through trade with Cherokees 
and other Indian groups , through mercantilism, and through the operation 
of public facilities such as ferries , mills , taverns , and inns (Malone 
1 956 ) . The Anglo-Cherokees employed black slaves , white sharecroppers ,  
and paid Cherokees in their economic enterprises . Anglo-Cherokees 
utilized business contacts and information networks inherited from white 
ancestors and appl ied capital inherited from white fathers to economic 
ventures ( Perdue 1 979a) . They appl ied prof its to the improvement of 
their lifestyle by Anglo-American standards and conspicuously exhibited 
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Anglo-American symbols of economic prosperity to both Cherokees and 
Americans . 
The Anglo-American lifestyle and economic strategies of the 
Anglo-Cherokees developed as a result of enculturation by their white 
kindred rather than as adaptive acculturation .  For them, the government 
"civilization" program simply validated a lifestyle which they already 
followed . The Anglo-Cherokees emerged as a distinct class with the 
weakening of traditional Cherokee socioeconomic order during the late 
Revolutionary Period . Their economic security , gained from practicing 
Anglo-American economic strategies in the midst of wartime and post-war 
ruin, impressed their Cherokee neighbors and kin with the economic 
benefits of acculturation . Although the social and economic values 
exhibited by the Anglo-Cherokees were distinctly Anglo-American in 
character , their exhibition by persons within the Cherokee kinship 
network made agrarianism more acceptable to many Cherokees . 
In direct contrast to the Anglo-Cherokees were the traditionalists , 
who made up the most materially impoverished sector of Cherokee 
society . Members of this class , predominantly fullbloods , attempted to 
maintain the pre-Revolutionary War Cherokee l ifestyle through continued 
dependence on the fur trade and subsistence horticulture . Although much 
of the material culture of traditionalist Cherokees was derived from 
Euro-American technologies , traditionalists maintained social and 
economic ideologies and attitudes prevalent in Cherokee society prior to 
the Revolutionary Period . Return J .  Meigs , Federal agent to the 
Cherokees , expressed the government view of traditionalist Cherokees : 
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• . • the Cherokees are extremely j ealous of their 
customs , customs which have descended down to them from 
their Ancestors from time immemorial,  many of which it is 
wished were done away. (Meigs to Guegier , June 6 , 1806 ) . 
great numbers who have been brought up to the 
hunting l ife will not , nor can it be expected that they will 
change habits so long in use for the habits of agriculture 
and manufactures • • •  [they] must change their idle habits 
for labor and industry and this they will never do as a 
people - - labor is painful and in the idea of most of them 
dishonorable and the love of ease is their predominant 
passion (Meigs to Dearborn, June 3 ,  1808 ) .  
The traditionalists included those Cherokees who were 
geographically isolated from Anglo-American influence, those Cherokees 
who viewed rapid ass imilation as an unjustifiable departure from 
traditional ( and divinely ordained) customs , and those older Cherokees 
who were too f irmly entrenched in the traditional lifestyle to readapt . 
Most , but not all , Cherokee traditionalists resided in diffuse, clan 
based towns where communal reinforcement mechanisms lent resistance to 
acculturative change .  Morse, in his 1822 Report to the Secretary of 
War , noted the role of village life in maintaining traditionalist 
Cherokee resistance toward "civilized" agrarianism :  
At present only that portion of the Cherokee Nation , 
which is confessedly the most indigent and degraded 
continues to l ive in towns . The greater and more 
respectable part l ive on their plantations and thus acquire 
the habits of industry and sobriety which are uniformly 
counteracted by their congregation together • • • (Morse in 
Evans 1981 : 62 ) . 
Traditionalist Cherokees were distributed throughout the Cherokee 
Nation , but were most concentrated in the Middle and Valley settlements ,  
on the fringes of the Great Smoky Mountains , and near the Creek frontier 
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(McLoughlin and Conser 1977 ) .  In many cases , the traditionalism of 
Cherokees was the effect of isolation and culture lag as much as any 
active or passive resistance to acculturation .  For example, Norton 
observed that the inhabitants of the Valley Towns , 
• • • are not so generally advanced in civilization and 
industry, nor do they possess property equal to those who 
inhabit the banks of the Tennessee; but they are a s imple , 
honest people ,  living nearly in the same manner as their 
progenitors , with the addition of some horses , cattle and 
hogs (Klinck and Talman 1 970 : 146) . 
Bas ic survival for the traditionalists became increasingly 
difficult with deterioration of the hide trade and decline of supportive 
communalism.  They eventually adopted plow agriculture, 
husbandry ,  and cloth production from sheer economic necessity ,  
practicing these activities at subsistence levels (McLoughlin 1984a) . 
Although the traditionalists ultimately lost their distinctiveness as 
communalists and hunters with their belated economic readaptation, they 
rejected Anglo-American economic motives and remained the poorest sector 
of Cherokee society . 
Many Cherokees in the less isolated portions of the Cherokee Nation 
struck an intermediate stance between uncompromis ing traditionalism and 
total assimilation . They adopted agrarianism and selectively 
assimilated aspects of Anglo-American value systems , yet preserved their 
social , political,  and cultural identity . They advocated the 
rejuvenation of Cherokee society through economic acculturation but did 
not favor the government ' s  goals of total ass imilation and absorption . 
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These moderately acculturated Cherokees included both Cherokee 
fullbloods and those of mixed ancestry . Distributed over most of the 
Cherokee Nation , they were particularly concentrated in the western 
parts of the nation near the government agency and the Tennessee 
frontiers (McLoughlin and Conser 1977 ) . Few resided in the nucleated 
towns ; in accordance with their economic pursuits they settled in 
scattered farmsteads . As noted by Cherokee John Ridge in 1826 , 
This population is dispersed over the face of the 
country on separate farms & villages or a community 
possessing one fence, and local laws to govern the labor of 
the citizens who acted in concert in cultivating their 
patches • • •  are gradually diminishing by migration [of 
inhabitants ] to the woods where they prefer to clear the 
forests and govern their own plantations . In view of their 
location it readily appears that they are farmers and 
herdsmen , which is their real character ( Sturtevant 
1981 : 8 1 ) .  
John Norton , who recorded his travels among the Cherokees in 1809 , 
observed the economic readaptation taking place within this sector of 
Cherokee society: 
They have, in general ,  made greater progress than could 
have been expected in so short a time ,  the females have 
however made much greater advances in industry than the 
males ; they now manufacture a great quantity of cloth; but 
the latter have not made proportionate progress in 
Agr iculture; however , they raise great herds of cattle , 
which can be done with little exertion ; and the sale of 
these brings much wealth into the Nation ( Kl inck and Talman 
1970 : 60 ) . 
• The increasing herds of the Cherokees are now 
progressively introducing the providing cares and industry 
of the herdsman and husbandman; and these appear to be 
drawing in their train , prosperity and their attendant arts 
( Klinck and Talman 1970 : 132) . 
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Norton properly emphasized the importance of cattle to the Cherokee 
economy . Lacking the investment capital and business connections of the 
Anglo-Cherokees , other nontraditional Cherokees depended on the sale of 
livestock as their principal source of cash income . The Turtle at Home, 
Attacullaculla ' s  son ,  referred to " • • .  the property they had all got 
by attending to the raising of cattle ( Kl inck and Talman 1970 : 36) . "  John 
Ridge noted , "The principal portion of our trade consists in Hogs and 
horned Cattle . Skins formerly were sold in respectable quantities , but 
that kind of trade is fast decl ining and becomes less reputable . 
( Sturtevant 198 1 : 82) . "  
Stock raising contributed to the demise of nucleated settlements 
where large herds depleted local resources rapidly and disturbed the 
crops of non-owners of livestock, disrupting the communal ethic . Norton 
observed that Willstown , once a thriving Cherokee settlement , was 
depopulated, " • . .  the people having scattered and seated themselves on 
eligible situations , where the Cane , yet abounding , enables them to 
raise cattle • • •  (Klinck and Talman 1970 : 72 ) . "  
The combined income of stock raising , minor cash crop farming , and 
minor participation in the hide trade allowed nontraditional Cherokees 
to selectively acquire material comforts of the Anglo-American agrarian 
l ifestyle . Those Cherokees who attained economic security through 
agrarian pursuits increasingly assimilated 
the accompanying material values , of 
the l ifestyle, and some of 
the southern frontier 
Anglo-Americans , although not to the degree of the Anglo-Cherokees . 
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The characteristics of these three socioeconomic grades of Cherokee 
society were neither exclusive nor immutable . In a number of instances , 
fullbloods advocated total assimilation and exhibited near total 
acculturation of Anglo-American plantation lifestyle while their mixed 
blood kinsmen l ived traditional lifestyles in town 
farmstead dwellers maintained traditional lifestyles 
settings . Some 
and ideologies 
despite their removal from communal settings while some town dwellers in 
communal settings practiced Anglo-American economic strategies with 
Anglo-American obj ectives . 
Neither did socioeconomic heterogeneity present concrete barriers 
to social interaction and political unity . Kinship continued to 
function as the maj or social integration mechanism and kinship networks 
were incredibly complex in a society of only 15, 000 individuals . 
Traditionalists , Anglo-Cherokees and partially acculturated Cherokees 
mingled freely at socially integrating events such as ballplays , all 
night dances , Green Corn dances , annuity distributions , and councils . 
For the traditionalists , these events were expressions of their cultural 
survival . For the assimilationists , these events were the equivalents 
of homecomings ; they functioned as socially visible reaffirmations of 
identity .  
The Cherokees were , however ,  acutely aware o f  the existence and 
structure of socioeconomic heterogeneity within their society . Ridge in 
his 1 826 letter to Albert Gallatin referred to "personal distinctions 
and gradations in property" between "the poorer class" 
traditionalists and the "half breeds & full blooded 
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of Cherokee 
Indians of 
distinguished talents , "  a class which retained "the valuable portion of 
property ( Sturtevant 1981 : 8 1 ) . 1 1 An Anglo-Cherokee girl writing from the 
mission school at Brainerd observed the habits of traditionalists in 
"the unenl ightened parts of this nation" , noting that "Many about this 
station are more civilized and appear as well as white people 
. ( Perdue 1979b : 6-7 ) . "  
The distinctions between the assimilationist and traditionalist 
ideologies occasionally erupted as overt class conflict . The 
Anglo-Cherokees nationalized Cherokee government and legislated 
acculturation as a general pol icy, drawing resentment of both 
traditionalists and nontraditionalist Cherokees . The traditionalist 
backlash was embodied in a nativistic revival during the Federal Period 
which has come to be known as "The Cherokee Ghost Dance" (Mooney 1900 ; 
McLoughl in 1984a , b) . The prophetic visions of this movement attacked 
attitudes of total assimi lation , promising that divine intervention 
would reinstate the old traditional lifestyle . One vision revealed 
that , 
• • • there would be an intense darkness and that it 
would last for three days ; during which all the white people 
would be snatched away as well as all Indians who had any 
clothing or household articles of the white man ' s  kind , 
together with all their cattle . Therefore , they should put 
aside everything that is similar to white people and that 
which they had learned from them, so that in the darkness 
God might not mistake them • • •  (Meigs to Eustis Mar . 1 9 ,  
1812) . 
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Swmnary 
The extreme social and economic stresses resulting from 
Revolutionary Period disruption rendered the Cherokees differentially 
susceptible to directed acculturation . Older individuals entrenched in 
Cherokee tradition and possessing a large body of experience under the 
traditional systems (when in good operating order ) ,  together with those 
individuals less exposed to stresses and Anglo-American influence , 
formed the soc ial body most resistant to acculturation . Those 
individuals in proximate contact with whites , those experiencing h igh 
levels of social and economic stresses , and those enculturated into 
Cherokee society during and after its social and economic disruption 
composed a social body amenable to directed acculturation . Mixed 
ancestry Cherokees enculturated in Anglo-American value systems , 
technologies , and economic strategies by white fathers experienced near 
total assimilation . The socioeconomic diversity which developed in 
Federal Period Cherokee society was a continuum characterized by three 
grades : Anglo-American ass imilation ists , 
nontraditional Cherokees , and conservative 
practiced 
supported 
divergent lifestyles 
by distinct economic 
based on 
strategies . 
economically readapted 
traditionalists . They 
divergent 
Those 
ideologies 
who pursued 
and 
the 
capitalist objectives of Anglo-American agrarianism grew progressively 
wealthier , while those who maintained the traditional Cherokee 
subsistence level economy remained poor , yet their wealth and poverty 
were measured on scales of confl icting value systems . The socioeconomic 
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diversity of Cherokee society, unlike that of Federal Period 
Anglo-American agrarian society, was inextricably l inked to a divergence 
of ideologies . Although the divergent ideologies , economic strategies , 
and l ifestyles occasionally generated overt internal confl ict , 
mechanisms of nationalism, kinship organization , and external pressure 
prevented pol itical splintering and allowed continued social interaction 
among Cherokees of all socioeconomic levels . 
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CHAPTER III 
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 
The socioeconomic heterogeneity which developed in Federal Period 
Cherokee society was the result of differential adoption and adaptation 
of Anglo-American value systems , economic modes , and lifestyle by 
different sectors of Cherokee society . This differential acculturation 
resulted in varying degrees of divergence from traditional Cherokee 
norms governing social and economic behavior and material lifestyle . 
Because a maj or aspect of this cultural process was the adoption of an 
alien material l ifestyle , differential acculturation should have a 
distinct archaeological expression . Specifically , the socioeconomic 
heterogeneity of Federal Period 
archaeologically manifested as 
Cherokee 
patterned 
society should 
variability 
be 
among 
contemporaneous Federal Period Cherokee archaeological contexts and 
assemblages . 
In order to identify and assess archaeological manifestations of 
Federal Period Cherokee socioeconomic heterogeneity, it is necessary to 
formulate archaeologically testable hypotheses which relate material 
dimensions of socioeconomic variability to archaeologically observable 
variability .  In this chapter ,  hypotheses concerning the relationship 
between Cherokee socioeconomic heterogeneity, Federal Period Cherokee 
material culture, and variability in the Federal Period archaeological 
record are derived from the ethnohistoric record and secondary 
historical treatments of Federal Period Cherokee society. 
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General Expectations 
A number of general expectations concerning the Federal Period 
Cherokee archaeological record are intuitively obvious from the prior 
discussion of the development and patterns of Federal Period Cherokee 
socioeconomic heterogeneity . These are : 
1 .  Federal Period Cherokee archaeological assemblages 
should display a greater degree of intercontextual 
variability than do Late Colonial Period and Revolutionary 
Period Cherokee assemblages . This trend is expected as an 
archaeological reflection of the socioeconomic 
differentiation of Cherokee society during the Federal 
Period . 
2 .  Archaeological contexts and assemblages generated by 
Federal Period Cherokee traditionalists will closely 
resemble those generated by traditional Cherokee society in 
the antecedent Late Colonial and Revolutionary Periods . 
3 .  The archaeological record generated by the 
assimilationist Anglo-Cherokees is expected to resemble that 
of contemporary southern frontier Anglo-Americans of 
comparable economic level . 
4 .  The archaeological record of nontraditional 
Cherokees who selectively adopted aspects of Ang lo-American 
material lifestyle is expected to span the range of 
variability between traditionalist and assimilationist 
extremes . Nontraditionalist assemblages are expected to 
reflect both retention of Cherokee identity ( in the presence 
of distinctive aboriginally produced or modified items ) and 
the trend of selective acculturation ( in the presence of 
manufactured goods other than the traditional trade 
assemblage) .  
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Material Dimensions of Socioeconomic Variability 
In order to address these general propositions , it is necessary to 
specifically define material dimensions of variability which are 
relevant to the phenomenon of socioeconomic heterogeneity .  The 
extensive ethnohistoric record of Federal Period Cherokee society 
provides data for modelling material and spatial variability and thus 
serves to relate the socioeconomic heterogeneity of Federal Period 
Cherokee society with specif ic aspects of the archaeological record . 
The remainder of this chapter presents ethnohistoric documentation of 
both spatial ( settlement patterning ) and material aspects of Federal 
Period Cherokee socioeconomic variability, and its archeological 
expression . Categories of material culture presented and discussed are 
architecture, kitchen related materials , clothing and personal 
adornment , cloth and clothing production technology, agricultural 
technology, arms and armaments ,  horse related hardware ,  and technologies 
relating to specialized manufacturing skills . These functional 
categories reflect material classes represented in known Federal Period 
Cherokee archaeological assemblages . Hypotheses concerning 
interassemblage variation in the representation of these material 
classes are developed from ethnohistoric evidence . 
A .  Architectural Variability 
Federal Period Cherokee domestic architecture , which ranged from 
Greek Revival mansions to f loorles s ,  windowless log pens , reflected 
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widely varying degrees of adoption of Anglo-American standards of 
l iving . Josiah Gregg , travelling in the Western Cherokee Nation , 
observed the extreme social and economic disparity in Cherokee housing . 
The traveller, passing through the Cherokee Nation, is 
struck with the contrast between an occasional stately 
dwelling , with an extensive farm attached, and the miserable 
hovels of the indigent , sometimes ten feet square . 
(Moorhead 1954 : 400) . 
These "stately dwellings" were almost certainly the homes of 
wealthy Anglo-Cherokees and intermarried whites ; many, if not most ,  of 
the "miserable hovels of the indigent11 were were the residences of 
Cherokee traditionalists . This pattern of socioeconomic variation in 
Cherokee housing is well documented during the Federal Period . 
Because traditional Cherokee structures were constructed with 
l imited proj ected use lives , they might well be characterized as 
1 1miserable hovels . "  Cotterill  ( 1954) notes the impermanence and 
inconvenience of traditional Indian dwell ings : 
The houses were dirty, flea-ridden , uncomfortable, and 
unsightly but served their purpose as points of departure . 
The Southern Indian , being both Southern and Indian, 
regarded his house as a place to sleep at night and to find 
haven from inclement weather ; he lived out of doors 
( Cotterill 1954 : 10 ) . 
Moravian missionaries Steiner and de Schweinitz (Williams 192 8 )  and 
French Prince Louis-Philippe ( Becker 1 9 7 7 )  offer detailed descriptions 
of the traditional Cherokee dwellings in the study area . 
Our house measured about 24 feet by 1 2  feet . One half , 
at the end of which there is a fireplace, has along the side 
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walls reed-woven benches that serve as tables � seats and 
bed� was arranged as a dwelling � and the other half as a 
corn storehouse . The house is blocked up of slender logs � 
without a wooden floor and has a roof of long shingles � 
covered with bark on the upper side (Williams 
1928 : 47 9 ) . 
All the houses were good , except one � belonging 
to another Indian � built only of poles and not boarded � with 
nothing inside but f ire and people (Williams 1928 : 490) . 
• an Indian has built his shack� or rather his 
house� as it looks very much like all the houses of the poor 
around here . The main difference is that the latter are a 
bit squatter and a bit smaller � and instead of selecting 
good thick trunks for construction � they took thin ones and 
small � because they were less trouble to cut down and 
transport . They stuff the chinks with a mastic made of 
earth and sand� as our peasants do ( Their roofs too are like 
our peasants ' �  with stones laid on strips of bark � as in 
Switzerland and on all wooden houses ) .  The door is 
extremely narrow,  but high enough to enter without 
stooping . . . .  The f ire was at one end of the room in a 
f ireplace l ike our own � and the beds � made of s lats laid 
long way and covered with blankets � stood against the long 
wall ( Becker 1977 : 83 ) .  
Many conservative Cherokee households maintained the traditional 
pattern of dual summer/winter residences ( Faulkner 1 97 8 ;  Schroedl 1983 ) . 
Contemporary observers found the asi or -- ·  winter house , worthy 
description : 
Their dwellings generally consist of small log huts , 
too insignificant to need a description . But their "hot 
houses" are more remarkable in appearance . They are small , 
low huts , constructed of small logs , mud & clapboards .  In 
forming the roof � generally � a layer of thick puncheons is 
f irst laid on� - - then a thick coat of mud � - - and lastly 
clapboards , to prevent the mud being washed off in the 
rain . A small opening is made in the end� capable of 
admitting a man ; to this a shutter is made • • . ( Evans 
1979 : 12- 1 3 ) . 
He was lodged in his winter house� which is called 
Oshigh: it is built of logs , well plaistered [sic]  within 
and without ; - - the roof is covered with s labs , and over 
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of 
them earth . No crack or aperture for the air is left , 
except one of , about eight inches diameter, on the outside 
of the house ,  and the door , which is very small,  and shut 
when the weather is cold • • •  These dwellings are , however , 
getting much out of use among the Cherokees ; and perhaps , 
now, there is not one half of the families of the Nation , 
who have them ( Kl inck and Talman 1970 : 141 ) .  
Domestic architecture of more acculturated Cherokees reflected a 
closer approximation of the Anglo-American standards of permanence and 
convenience . Steiner and de Schweinitz described the dwelling of 
Kulsathee, a Cherokee whose family adopted Anglo-American agrarian 
economic strategies such as stock raising and cloth production . 
His house is but small , chiefly intended for a dwelling 
house;  for he has several other houses ranged around this 
one . This dwelling house is built of hewn logs ; is neatly 
floored , has a walled f ireplace , and everything looks neat 
and clean (Williams 1928 : 485 ) .  
The homes of Anglo-Cherokees were essentially indistinguishable 
from those of their economic counterparts in Anglo-American society . 
Steiner and de Schweinitz note the s imilarity of Anglo-Cherokee housing 
to that of frontier whites : 
The house [ of Anglo-Cherokee Burgess ) is l ike that of 
other white people and everything was in good order , as 
might be the case in the home of any well circumstanced 
plantation people; they have, also , a milk-house at a spring 
(Williams 1928 : 487 ) . 
The house of Mrs . Hartin is built up of hewn 
logs , well chinked and covered inside with white clay . The 
f ireplace is of stone (Williams 1928 : 490 ) . 
John Ridge and other Anglo-Cherokees provide f irsthand accounts of 
Anglo-Cherokee housing : 
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They have a few framed and brick Houses , 
Houses are usually constructed of hewed logs 
chimneys & shingled roofs ( John Ridge in 
1981 : 81 ) .  
but their 
with brick 
Sturtevant 
They generally l ive in log houses and cabbins [sic ] , 
though some have framed ones . Some of our neighbors go to 
the seat of government and to the neighboring states and see 
how civilized people bui ld their houses and they begin to 
l ive a l ittle as they do . • •  (McPherson to Thatcher n . d .  
in Perdue 1979b : 7 ) .  
Our cabins as I told you are 
places are f illed with mud . 
some but very few ,  have brick . •  
in Perdue 1979b : 7 ) .  
built of logs and the open 
. Some have framed houses ; 
• (Reece to Cadding n . d . 
Most of the surviving Federal Period Cherokee structures are the 
more elaborate houses of Anglo-Cherokees , such as those of James Vann , 
Lewis Ross , and Maj or Ridge . These are true mans ions , designed and 
constructed by skilled Anglo-American and Afro-American artisans , and 
including all the amenities of contemporary southern plantation homes . 
The improvement valuations of properties abandoned in the 1 838 
Removal (Anon . 1838 ) document the wide range of dwellings inhabited by 
Cherokees . The Anglo-Cherokee residences described in these records 
include frame ,  brick ,  and hewn log houses . These houses were floored , 
often with nail-fastened , planed boards ( rather than loose puncheons ) ,  
ceiled, and roofed with nailed shingles . Anglo-Cherokee houses 
frequently included interior panelling , glass windows , and brick or 
stone chimneys . The maj or ity of Cherokee houses described in these 
valuations were built of hewn logs , floored with puncheons ,  and roofed 
with unfastened shingles . The windows of such structures were generally 
shuttered; chimneys were of stick and mud construction with stone 
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f ireboxes . Many Cherokee houses in the more remote mountain distr icts 
were constructed of round logs,  built without windows or f loors . 
These improvement valuations (Anon . 1838)  also document a variety 
of non-residential structures on Cherokee farmsteads . Valuations of 
farmsteads include henhouses , springhouses , loomhouses , stables , 
fodderhouses , blacksmith shops , hoghouses , smokehouses , corncribs , 
cattle pens , potato houses , milk houses , sheep houses , and bee sheds . 
Those outbuildings which are described were generally constructed of 
cribbed round logs with board roofs . 
Archaeological manifestations 
architecture are largely limited to 
of Federal 
non-perishable 
Period 
materials 
Cherokee 
such as 
nails , hinges , hasps , locks , window glass , brick , daub , and stone . 
However , variability in the representation of these architectural 
remains in archaeological assemblages may well  reflect structure types , 
and by extension ,  the socioeconomic status of site occupants . 
Simple, lightly constructed cribbed log structures such as those 
used by Cherokee traditionalists probably incorporated little 
manufactured hardware and thus left few archaeological remains other 
than daub and stone . Because such structures were most often 
dirt-floored, structural logs rested directly on the ground surface and 
did not require substructure stone foundations or piers . Use of stone 
in these s imple log cabins was probably restricted to hearth bases and 
weights for roofing . Daub was used extensively in closing the large 
chinks which resulted from cribbing small , unhewn logs . Lack of 
f looring in such structures may have allowed greater use of subterranean 
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storage facilities and the greater accumulation of household refuse than 
with floored structures . 
The residential structures of more acculturated Cherokee households 
were most typically hewn log cribs with puncheon floors and shuttered 
windows . Such structures probably included greater quantities of 
manufactured hardware ,  such as nails and hinges , than did the windowless 
and floorless bui ldings of Cherokee traditionalists . Additionally , 
floored structures generally require substructural foundations , such as 
stone piers , to elevate the floor above ground level . The 
archaeological remains of such structures should include manufactured 
hardware ( predominantly nails ) ,  daub ( from log interstices and 
chimneys ) ,  and structural stone ( from foundations and hearth bases ) .  
The archaeological remains of the log , framed , or brick structures 
owned by Anglo-Cherokees and intermarried whites are expected to include 
large quantities of many types of manufactured hardware ,  including 
nails , hinges , pintles , screws , door locks and plates , and window 
glass . Chimneys and foundations of such structures were generally 
constructed of dressed stone or brick , materials which survive well in 
archaeological contexts . 
B .  Kitchen Related Materials 
Ceramics and other artifacts related to the storage, preparation , 
and consumption of food form a maj or portion of the artifact assemblages 
from Federal Period Cherokee and Anglo-American contexts . Because 
foodways and food related technologies generally reflect cultural 
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distinctiveness ,  it is expected that artifacts of traditional Cherokee 
and Anglo-American food related activities were comparatively distinct . 
Cherokee assimilation of Anglo-American food related behaviors is 
expected to be reflected by a concomitant adoption of Anglo-American 
technologies . 
Aboriginally produced 
traditional Cherokee food 
ceramics are the most distinctive element of 
related technologies . Colonial Period 
accounts indicate that the Cherokees employed ceramics for food storage , 
preparation , and service (Williams 1927 ; Adair 1966 ) . Food preparation 
functions of Cherokee ceramics included soaking , fermenting , frying , 
baking , and boi ling/ stewing (King 1977 ) .  
Cherokee use of aboriginal ceramics during the Federal Period is 
well documented in contemporary accounts . Norton ( 1809 ) noted that 
" • • •  Pots and pans , of their own manufacture , made of clay which 
endures the heat of the f ire , are the most generally used among the 
Cherokee ( Klinck and Talman 1970 : 1 34 ) . "  An Anglo-Cherokee girl writing 
from the Brainerd Mission observed that , in "the unenlightened parts of 
this nation . • their dishes are made by themselves of clay , f irst 
hardened by burning , then glazed by the smoke of meal bran • . •  ( Perdue 
1979b : 8-9) . "  
Cherokee meals were often informal;  no regular scheduling of meals 
is noted in ethnohistoric accounts . Evans ( 1 979 ) , recording 
observations made 
should "eat when 
in the 
you are 
1 820s , noted that the Cherokees believed one 
hungry ( Evans 1979 : 15) . "  Washburn ( 1 869)  
recorded that the traditionalist Cherokee Ta-kah-to-kuk disliked the 
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Anglo-American practice of scheduled meals , believing that hospitality 
required that food always be readily available.  Food service was 
generally communal, and no ethnohistoric references are made concerning 
aboriginal vessels for individual service . The communality and 
informality of traditional Cherokee meals is recorded in contemporary 
observations : 
In the mealtime, the women had prepared a supper for 
us . In a large earthen vessel, made by themselves , a cold 
soup of honey- locust pods and in another sour corn-broth 
were served . The whole company used a large wooden spoon , 
which was passed down the row . The procedure was very 
informal (Williams 1928 : 47 9 ) . 
When we went in , the men were eating a soup of 
cornbread and milk . They offered us some immediately, 
according to the rules of Indian hospitality . Their spoons 
were wooden and fairly well made . In shape they were more 
pointed and triangular than ours ( Becker 1977 : 83-84 ) . 
• • . eight or ten will 
[aboriginal vessels ] on the 
one will take a mouthful and 
1979b : 9 ) .  
often get around one of these 
ground with one wooden spoon , 
pass it on to the other ( Perdue 
Contemporary accounts indicate that many Cherokees , presumably 
those tending toward greater acceptance of Anglo-American lifestyle, 
acquired and used nontraditional kitchen related items . Steiner and de 
Schweinitz (Williams 1928 ) observed "kitchen and table utensils and 
dishes" but no aborig inal ceramics at the home of Kulsathee . At 
Anglo-Cherokee Betty Martin ' s  house , the Moravians saw "a closet of tin 
and china ware" but there again noted no aboriginal ceramics (Williams 
1928 ) .  John Ridge recorded that , among Anglo-Cherokees , 
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• • . the same rule and etiquette is observed at table 
as in the f irst families of the whites ( they have their 
regular meals as the whites • • • and the tables are usually 
covered with a clean cloth - - & furnished with the usual 
plates - - knives & forks , etc . ) ( Sturtevant 1981 : 81 ) .  
Euro-American glass bottles and metallic trade vessels were 
employed universally within Cherokee society . Glass bottles were 
generally acquired by Cherokees as containers of spirits and patent 
medicines . Bottles and vials recorded in nineteenth century Cherokee 
household inventories (Anon . 1838)  indicate that these containers were 
retained and reused after their original contents were consumed . The 
importance of tinwares in all Federal Period Cherokee kitchen 
assemblages is indicated by Meigs ' 1816 request for a government 
supported tinsmith to serve the Cherokees . Meigs noted , I I  • . the 
Cherokees now pay a great deal of money for tinware , it being useful in 
every family (Meigs to Crawford, Dec . 1 0 ,  1816 ) . 11 
The Cherokees acquired Anglo-American kitchenwares from a number of 
sources both within and outside the Cherokee Nation . Federal Period 
trade inventories from Tellico Factory document a wide array of kitchen 
related obj ects available to the Cherokees ( Polhemus 1980 ) . These 
include knife and fork sets , tinware ( kettles , pudding pans , cups , 
j acks ) , pewterware (plates , dishes , basins ) ,  tablespoons , teaspoons , and 
cast ironware. Cherokees from the study area could also easily travel 
to the American marketplaces of Knoxville and Maryville and select from 
the same range of kitchenwares available to Anglo-American consumers . 
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Acquisition of Anglo-American tablewares and continued use of 
aboriginal ceramics were by no means mutually exclusive . Cherokee 
household inventories recorded in 1838 spoi lation claims (Anon . 1838 ) 
document numerous instances of households employing "dirt pots" ( i . e . 
aboriginal ceramics ) and "ho11100ny" pots as well as "Delph" plates , 
earthenware ,  stoneware crocks and jugs , cast ironware , forks , and table 
knives . Other kitchen related artifacts listed in these inventories 
include tin pans , bottles , vials , sugar dishes , coffee pots , pot hooks , 
tin cups , glass tumblers ,  pitchers , butter plates , and coffee cups . 
While no clear patterns of the differential distribution of these 
artifacts are apparent , those claims from the more conservative mountain 
settlements tend to include fewer items overall and most often include 
"dirt pots" ( i . e . aboriginal ceramics ) .  Very few claims from outside 
the traditionalist mountain districts include dirt pots . 
Cherokee adoption of Anglo-American tablewares ( e . g .  "china" , table 
knives , and forks ) suggests a departure from the traditional practice of 
informally scheduled , communal meals which were eaten from the same 
vessels in which they were prepared . Traditionalist Ta-kah-to-kuk noted 
that Cherokees favoring assimilation had adopted the practice of 
scheduled meals (Washburn 1869 : 1 7 7 ) . Cherokee adoption of Anglo-American 
ceramics , flatware ,  and glassware also may have carried symbolic 
significance as a statement of acculturation . The significance of 
tablewares as symbols of taste and prosperity in the frontier 
Anglo-American value system is demonstrated by the open display of such 
items when not in use . Acquisition of Anglo-American tablewares by 
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Cherokees may represent both acculturation of foodways and etiquette and 
visible statements of "civilization" . Conversely , Ford ( 1982) suggests 
that the continued use of aboriginal ceramics may constitute statements 
of Cherokee cultural identity . 
Differential representation of traditional Cherokee and 
Anglo-American kitchen group artifacts in Federal Period archaeological 
assemblages is expected to reflect differing degrees of acculturation of 
Anglo-American foodways and meal etiquette , and disparate economic 
access to Anglo-American goods . Assemblages generated by assimilated 
Anglo-Cherokees and intermarried whites should contain kitchen related 
artifacts s imilar to those of frontier Anglo-American domestic 
assemblages . Euro-American tablewares ( flatware ,  f ine service ceramics , 
pewterware, service glassware) , storage vessels ( glass bottles , 
earthenware , stoneware) , and cookware ( cast ironware, tinware) should be 
well represented in Anglo-Cherokee contexts , while aboriginal ceramics 
should be rare or totally absent . In addition , certain functionally 
specific Euro-American vessel forms , such as teapots ,  salters , and sugar 
dishes should occur much more frequently in Anglo-Cherokee contexts than 
in other Cherokee contexts . The relative wealth and acculturated tastes 
of the Anglo-Cherokees should be reflected by better quality, greater 
quantities , and a wider diversity of Euro-American kitchen group 
artifacts than either nontraditional Cherokee or traditionalist Cherokee 
contexts .  
Aboriginal ceramics are expected to predominate the kitchen related 
assemblages of traditionalist Cherokees , reflecting retention of 
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traditional preparation and service modes . While Anglo-American 
tablewares , cookwares , and storagewares were physically available to 
most traditionalist Cherokee households , restricted economic access 
probably limited the number and diversity of such items acquired , used, 
and discarded in traditionalist contexts . Glass storage containers and 
sheet metal vessels , forms which were integrated into traditional 
Cherokee use contexts during the Colonial Period, should be well 
represented in traditionalist contexts . 
Assemblages generated by nontraditionalist Cherokees are expected 
to include Anglo-American tabl�wares , servicewares , cookwares , and 
storagewares as well as aboriginal ceramics . Because economically 
readapted Cherokees were f inancially able to acquire cast iron cookware 
and earthen storagewares , use of aborig inal ceramics in 
nontraditionalist contexts may have been l imited to the preparation of 
Cherokee specialty foods . Anglo-American servicewares including 
pearlwares , creamwares , glasswares , table knives , and forks should be 
present in greater quantities and diversity in nontraditionalist 
assemblages than in traditionalist contexts , but lesser quantities and 
diversity than in Anglo-Cherokee contexts . 
C .  Armaments and Ammunition 
Personal armaments figured prominently in the functional and 
symbolic assemblage of nearly all frontier southerners , Indian and 
white . Firearms were considered essential for hunting , protection , and 
warfare ,  and f ine f irearms were widely considered a mark of prestige . 
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Variability in the types of f irearms used by Cherokees was largely 
determined by individual economic circumstances . Wealthy Cherokees 
lavished great sums on f ine f irearms . Steiner and de Schweinitz 
observed that the Anglo-Cherokee Dick Fields possessed "a rifled gun 
with silver mountings and the f inest trimmings on the stock; the work 
done by an artist in the State of Tennessee , the gun having been sold 
for 80 dollars (Williams 1928 : 495) . "  
Moravian miss ionaries at Springplace , Georgia, noted the passage of 
John Albright , a well known Lancaster , Pennsylvania gunsmith , who 
brought a wagonload of guns , rifles , and pistols to the Cherokee Nation 
to exchange for cattle ( Springplace Diaries 1801 -1836 ) . 
In addition to firearms , Cherokee traditionalists continued use of 
the bow and arrow throughout the Federal Period . Malone ( 1 956 ) refers to 
the sport of "stalk-shooting" , a competitive bow contest ,  as an 
expression of traditionalism .  Cherokee Captain Spirit wrote to the 
Cherokee Phoenix complaining of the disgraceful conduct of "Cherokees 
from our country going about in the cities of the United States with 
bows and arrows , shooting about , and expecting to obtain a little money 
(McLoughlin 1984b : 3 1 ) . "  Bows , and arrows with steel points , appear in a 
few household inventories in the 1838 spoilation claims ( Anon 1838 ) . 
Cane blowguns , which the Cherokees used in small game hunting , are 
well documented in the Federal Period ethnohistoric record . Steiner and 
de Schweinitz (Williams 1928 ) observed John Watts , Jr . in his attempts 
to shoot birds with a blowgun . Household spoilation claims from the 
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Removal Period often include blowguns and thistle darts among the valued 
items (Anon . 1838 ) .  
Archaeological evidence of armaments and ammunition is generally 
restricted to nonperishable hardware .  Evidence of bow and arrow 
technology is expected to be l imited to metal , and perhaps l ithic,  
arrowpoints in the contexts of traditionalists . F irearms hardware and 
ammunition are expected to be represented in nearly all Federal Period 
Cherokee archaeological contexts . Their representation should , however , 
vary in a few aspects reflective of socioeconomic diversity .  Heavy use 
of firearms as an economically important technology for hunting probably 
resulted in much higher rates of attrition than casual usage for 
subsistence hunting and other activities . Hence, it is expected that 
f irearms components will be more frequently represented in contexts of 
Cherokee traditionalists for whom hunting was the major economic 
pursuit .  In addition , it is expected that less costly f irearms , such as 
smoothbore trade fusils , were employed mainly by impoverished 
traditionalists . These cheap f irearms were subj ect to higher rates of 
breakage and discard than better quality rifles and military muskets , 
and their use is expected to further amplify the representation of 
f irearms components in traditionalist contexts . 
Ammunitions ( lead balls , shot , casting sprue, and gunflints ) are 
expected to vary in both quantities and kinds represented in different 
Cherokee socioeconomic contexts . F irst , ammunition is expected to be 
represented in proportions relative to its expenditure, hence the 
contexts of traditionalists pursuing the hide trade economy should 
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include greater quantities of ammunition than the contexts of those 
Cherokees less dependent upon hunting . The 20 gauge ( . 6011 ) and 28 gauge 
( . 54" ) bores of trade fus ils (used in more impoverished Cherokee 
contexts )  were s ignificantly larger than the range of rifle bores ( 40-60 
gauge, . 48" - . 35 " )  generally offered by eastern American gunsmiths . It 
is expected, therefore, that large lead balls ( . 50"- . 60" ) and small 
shot, which denote the use of smoothbores , should occur most often in 
the contexts of impoverished traditionalists . Rifle balls ( . 35"- . 48 " )  
will occur in all Federal Period Cherokee contexts . 
gunflints also reflects the fusil/rifle dichotomy . 
The size of 
The locks of 
smoothbore long guns were generally much larger than those of rifles , 
and appropriate sized flints were required for each . Hence , large ( 2 . 5  
cm2) musket flints are expected in traditionalist contexts , while 
smaller ( 2  cm2) rifle flints should occur in all contexts . 
D .  Riding Horse Paraphernalia 
Horses were highly prized by Cherokees as early as the 
mid-eighteenth century (Newman 1979 ) . Horse related paraphernalia is 
well represented in Colonial Period archaeological contexts in the study 
area , including Chota-Tanasee ( 40MR 2/40MR62) ( Newman 1986 ) , Citico 
(40HR 7 )  (Ford 1979 ) , and Tomotley ( 40MR 5 )  ( Carnes 1983 ) . By the 
Federal Period, horses had come to be considered a major form of wealth 
among the Cherokees . Horses were obtained through natural increase, 
purchase , trade , and theft .  Norton notes that the Cherokees traded for 
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horses with the agriculturalists living on the margin of the Great 
Plains : 
• I met a sens ible young man (half Cherokee) who 
had been to the west of the Mississippi , as far as the 
Villages of the Pawnees on the upper parts of the Red River . 
their errand was to purchase horses , which these 
people generally possessed in abundance . These animals are 
of the Spanish breed , and are to be bought very cheap . Two 
or three yards of coarse broad cloth will suff ice to 
purchase a horse (Kl inck and Talman 1970 : 54 ) . 
The 1809 Cherokee census (Meigs 1809) indicates the differential 
distribution of horses in the study area . Anglo-Cherokees , listed by 
their individual plantations , generally possessed the largest numbers of 
horses , averaging four horses per capita . John Lowry kept 100 horses on 
his plantation , while James Vann ' s  plantation included 250 horses . By 
contrast , the traditionalist towns contained few horses , averaging only 
one horse per f ive people . Smaller Cherokee settlements , such as the 
extended family hamlets of Chota and Goodf ield , possessed about one 
horse per two people (Meigs 1809 ) . 
Anglo-American manufactured horse tack was generally employed by 
Cherokees of all socioeconomic levels . Miss ionary Elias Cornelius 
observed a group of traditionalist Cherokee headmen in 181 7 : "The chiefs 
were all well provided with horses , and saddles , and blankets . Their 
appearance was that of the utmost contentment ( Edwards 1833 : 77 ) . "  Riding 
tack was available to the Cherokees from a variety of sources . Federal 
Period trade inventories from Tellico Factory include f ive types of 
men ' s saddles , three types of women ' s  saddles , stirrups , spurs , bridles , 
and bits ( Polhemus 1980 ) . Meigs noted that by 1816 that there was "one 
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good saddler , a Cherokee" and Cherokee silversmiths who made "silver 
spurs equal to any I ever saw (Meigs to Crawford, Dec . 1 0 ,  1816 ) . "  
Because the Cherokees rapidly incorporated riding horses and 
European tack into their traditional technology , horse related hardware 
is expected to be represented in all Federal Period Cherokee 
archaeological contexts . However , wealthier ( and more acculturated) 
Cherokees generally possessed greater numbers of horses than 
traditionalists , and it is expected that horse related paraphernalia 
will be more frequently represented in Anglo-Cherokee and 
nontraditionalist Cherokee contexts than in archaeological contexts 
generated by traditionalists . 
� Agricultural Implements 
Prior to and during the Federal Period, most tasks of the 
traditional Cherokee horticultural complex were conducted by Cherokee 
women using iron hoes for soil preparation ,  planting , and weeding . 
Cherokee adoption of draft animal and plow technology revolutionized 
Cherokee agriculture , allowing more efficient tillage than hoe culture 
and enabling households to dramatically increase crop production . 
Concomitant with the shift from hoe horticulture to plow agriculture was 
a shift in men ' s  roles from hunters to farmers . Acceptance of plow 
agriculture was regarded by government officials as a definitive sign of 
acculturation ,  since it signalled a shift from hoe horticulture 
conducted by Cherokee women to row crop agriculture conducted by men . 
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The Federal government encouraged Cherokee adoption of cash 
cropping and plow agriculture as an initial step toward agrarianism . As 
incentives for assimi lation , the government proffered agrarian equipment 
such as hoes , axes , plows , and harnesses to Cherokees interested in 
adopting Anglo-American farming techniques for increased productivity . 
By 18 11 , the government agency had distributed over f ive hundred plows 
(Meigs to Eustis , May 1 0 ,  181 1 ) .  
Differential Cherokee acceptance of plow agriculture is indicated 
by the 1809 Meigs census of the Cherokee Nation (Meigs 1809 ) . According 
to this census , the Anglo-Cherokee plantations in the study area 
averaged one 
study area 
plow per 
averaged 
three people, while traditionalist towns in the 
only one plow per 26 people . The poor 
representation of plows in traditionalist towns may reflect the 
maintenance of traditional Cherokee horticultural co-operatives 
(gadugi ) (Fogelson and Kutsche 1961 ) ,  
and cultivated fields with hoes . 
in which 
High 
work companies prepared 
on 
individual farmsteads and plantations 
proportions of plows 
of Anglo-Cherokees and 
nontraditionalists probably reflects increased emphasis on cash crop 
agriculture . 
Because of the low attrition rate of agricultural tools, it is 
expected that hoes , plows , and harness hardware will be poorly 
represented in all Federal Period Cherokee contexts . Breakage,  discard , 
and loss of such items probably occurred primari ly in agricultural plots 
rather than domestic household contexts . However , plowshares , 
s ingletree hooks and clips , trace chains , hames hardware, and other 
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hardware associated with the Anglo-American agricultural complex should 
occur more frequently in contexts of Anglo-Cherokees and nontraditional 
Cherokees than in traditionalist contexts . Because traditionalist 
Cherokees depended upon hoes as their primary hort icultural hardware , 
hoes may frequently represented in traditionalist Cherokee contexts as 
well as nontraditionalist and Anglo-Cherokee contexts . 
F .  Clothing and Personal Adornment 
Ethnohistoric sources indicate that traditional Cherokee norms of 
clothing and personal ornamentation were quite distinct from those of 
Anglo-American society . Clothing and personal adornment are s ignificant 
as self-defining symbols of attitude , ethnicity, wealth, and social 
status which are closely regulated by normative belief systems and are , 
therefore, expected to be highly reflective of differential 
acculturation . 
Contemporaneous variability in modes of Cherokee dress is recorded 
by an Anglo-Cherokee girl at Brainerd mission : 
Many about this station are more civilized . Some come 
to meeting and appear as well  as white people . Others dress 
in the Indian manner with maucassins [ sic]  for shoes , and 
handkerchiefs round their heads as turbans . ( Perdue 
1979b : 7 ) .  
Prince Louis-Philippe observed traditional Cherokee dress and 
personal adornment in his 1796 visit to the study area . He describes 
Cherokee male dress : 
Cherokee clothing is made with European cloth and 
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goods . The rich among them wear ample dress ing gowns in 
bright prints or simi lar cloth . Some wear hats , but the 
maj ority keep the Indian haircut . They shave everything but 
the skull and the back of the head and look as Capuchin 
monks would look if they let the hair grow ins ide their 
aureoles . The fringes of their hair are usually decorated 
with a few hanging tokens or braids in their style , and 
banded by a piece of tin or red-dyed horsehide . Sometimes 
the hair itself is dyed red with vermillion , which is 
frightful and makes them look all bloody. On the whole, 
vermilion is very stylish among them, and is always applied 
where one would least expect to f ind it : now a thick dab 
under one eye and nowhere else, now one in front of the ear , 
now one at the roots of the hair . Some prink by twining 
wild turkey feathers ,  or other birds ' ,  in their hair , and 
attaching fobs to them, or little bits of glass , or red-dyed 
goose down . Their clothing is so various that an exact 
description is impossible . Most wear a woolen blanket over 
the left shoulder and beneath the right , so as to leave the 
right arm entirely free . They all wear a shirt or tunic 
which is I am told, washed fairly often . They bathe fairly 
often . Trousers ,  breeches , or underpants are unknown to 
them. They have only the little square of cloth ,  and the 
shirt or tunic which is belted in and hides it altogether . 
Some are turned out with notable elegance , and I saw one 
among many (him I bought the pouch from) whose outfit 
consisted of s ilk fichus and a light green cape or length of 
cloth , which hung with classic elegance and charms . 
The outer rim of the ear is always slightly detached by an 
incision . They wrap it in a· layer of tin and from it hang 
very long , very large earrings . Often too they hang a 
little triangle or other ornament through the nasal septum. 
These embellishments are reserved to the men ( Becker 
1 97 7 : 95-96 ) .  
Observers throughout the Federal Period and afterwards noted the 
retention of distinctly aboriginal modes of dress and adornment among 
Cherokee males : 
The dress of the men consists of mocassins , leggins , 
generally of deer leather , which reach the top of the thigh; 
a quarter of a yard of broadcloth which passes between the 
thighs , and is fastened by a belt round the waist , the two 
extremities falling down behind and before ; a shirt , and 
frock which reaches below the knee, a cap or hat , or a shawl 
t ied round the head (Klinck and Talman 1970 : 134 ) . 
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They were less civilized in their exterior . Their  ears 
are slitted. after the Indian manner . and pieces of silver 
attached to them. Their dress was the hunting shirt . vest . 
turban. deer-skin leggins . with s i lk or other garters . and 
moccasons [sic ] . Some of them had hats • • •  ( Edwards 
1833 : 7 7 ) . 
The dress of the men . consists of a short gown . 
generally called hunting shirt . in the construction of 
which .  considerable taste is sometimes displayed . A beaded 
belt . ( especially in winter) .  is worn around the waist . 
Coarse homespun pantaloons are the most common ; but some old 
men disdain their use and wear deerskin leggins . Moscassins 
[sic]  are yet extensively used by both men and women ; but 
shoes are coming into use .  The blanket • . • serves as a 
cloak by day and a bed at night (Evans 197 9 :  12) . 
The clothing and adornment of Federal Period Cherokee women was so 
s imilar to that of frontier whites that contemporary observers found it 
unremarkable . The adoption of Anglo-American dress by Cherokee women is 
noted in numerous instances . 
The women wear the European 
which their circumstances in life 
Talman 1970 : 1 34) . 
dress 
may 
with 
afford 
that variety 
(Kl inck and 
• all the women in this country dress like 
Europeans .  although the men for the greater part retain 
their ancient dress (Kl inck and Talman 1970 : 51 ) .  
The dress of the females both young & old . is copied 
from the whites (Evans 1979 : 12) . 
There is nothing unusual about their clothes . except 
perhaps the way they wrap themselves in a blanket. in one 
fold of which they carry their babies on their backs as if 
in a basket . They all wear braid about their hair . close to 
the head. and sometimes braid the hair . Some. but not many. 
wear earrings ; I saw none with a nose r ing . Their garments .  
l ike the men ' s .  are all made o f  our European materials 
( Becker 1979 : 85 ) .  
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Anglo-Cherokees were generally distinguished by their use of 
Anglo-American dress , grooming , and personal adornment practices . John 
Quincy Adams wrote of the 1824 Anglo-Cherokee delegation to Washington , 
"They dress l ike ourselves , except that Hicks , a young and very handsome 
man , wore habitually a purfled scarf (Adams 1875 : 373 ) . "  Maj or John 
Norton observed that Anglo-Cherokee John Thompson was "a man of 
respectable appearance , in European garb ( Klinck and Talman 1970 : 1 1 6 ) . "  
Early nineteenth century portraits of Anglo-Cherokees depict most 
individuals dressed in Anglo-American suit clothes ( Fundaburk 1969 ) . 
Portraits of George Lowry and David Vann , however ,  illustrate 
traditional dress and adornment by Anglo-Cherokees , including profusive 
silver j ewelry and headwork . Steiner and de Schweinitz observed 
Anglo-Cherokees dressed and adorned in traditional fashion during the 
early Federal Period : 
• • . Dick Fields a half breed clothed entirely in 
Indian fashion , with hunting pouch , g irdle, etc . , set with 
corals . This one seems to be a sensible and modest man , 
speaks a pure English • . •  (Williams 1928 : 473 ) • 
• Walker , who is a· half breed and dressed wholly in 
Indian fashion , with silver rings in his nose and ears . 
(Williams 1928 : 491 ) .  
Ford ( 1982) views the retention of traditional clothing and 
ornamentation styles by Cherokee males as an expression of boundary 
behavior , "a visible affirmation of traditional Cherokee culture and an 
affront to Anglo-Americans and their attempts to assimilate the Indian 
( 1 982 : 125 ) . "  Ta-kah-to-kuk, a Cherokee traditionalist who befriended 
Rev . Cephus Washburn , thought adoption of Anglo-American styles as 
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symbolic of assimilation . Washburn stated , "The other party, i . e .  the 
friends of schools and civilization and the mechanic arts , he bitterly 
ridiculed . He denigrated them as the breeches or pantaloon party 
(Washburn 1869 : 1 7 6 ) . "  The symbolic value assigned to Anglo-American 
dress by the Cherokees is expressed in contemporary accounts of Cherokee 
nativistic revival of 1811-1813 . McKenney recorded revelations of the 
Cherokee prophet Charlie : 
• The Great Spirit said that the Cherokees were 
adopting the customs of the white people • • • This was not 
good . They must . • • cut short their frocks , and 
dress as became Indians and warriors . They must discard all 
the fashions of the whites . (McKenney and Hall 
1967 : 19 1 ) . 
The Moravian Diaries of Springplace noted the rumored prophecy that 
" . • •  all the white people will be snatched away as well as any Indians 
who had any clothing . of the white man ' s  kind ( Springplace Diary, 
Mar . 8 ,  1812 ) . "  U . S .  Agent R . J .  Meigs also observed the symbolic 
signif icance which nativistic Cherokees assigned to Euro-American 
clothing styles : 
Amongst them are some fanatics who tell them that the 
Great Spirit is angry with them for adopt ing the manners , 
customs , and habits of the white people who they think are 
very wicked . In some few instances some have thrown off 
their clothing into the f ire and burned them up ; some of the 
females are mutilating f ine musl in dresses • • • At a late 
meeting • • • a man burned his hat as a sacrifice (Meigs to 
Eustis , Mar . 1 9 ,  1812) . 
Archaeological manifestations of Cherokee clothing are generally 
limited to hardware used as fasteners or decoration . Euro-Amer ican 
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manufactured fastening hardware, such as buttons , hooks , s leeve links , 
and buckles , were employed in traditional Cherokee clothing styles as 
well as the Anglo-American styles of acculturated Cherokees . 
Additionally, Cherokee traditionalists used manufactured clothing 
hardware as decorative devices . As an example, Moravian missionaries 
noted that Cherokee Chulioa wore a cap decorated with several hundred 
silver buckles ( Springplace Diaries 1801- 1836 ) . Such variation in the 
functional contexts of clothing hardware disallows interpretation of its 
acculturative significance . 
Archaeological representation of artifacts associated with personal 
adornment is expected to better reflect differential Cherokee adoption 
of Anglo-American norms governing personal appearance . As indicated by 
the accounts of Louis-Philippe,  Steiner and de Schweinitz , and 
Cornelius , traditional Cherokee norms allowed a far greater degree of 
personal adornment than was acceptable to frontier Anglo-Americans . 
These accounts and contemporary Cherokee portraits illustrate the 
profuse j ewelry worn by Cherokee males . In addition to 
j ewelry such as f inger rings and earrings , Cherokee 
manufactured 
males used 
aboriginally produced ornaments such rolled sheet metal cylinders and 
cones , sheet metal bangles , and wire hoops and bracelets . The 
importance of j ewelry in Cherokee fashion is indicated by the inclus ion 
of silversmiths in the 1809 Cherokee census . Meigs noted in 1816  that 
the Cherokees " have many silversmiths . They [Cherokee 
silversmiths ] make rich hatbands , armbands & other ornaments of dress . 
• . (Meigs to Crawford, Dec . 1 0 ,  1816)  . "  
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Glass trade beads , which occur commonly in Cherokee archaeological 
contexts ,  were used both in personal adornment and the decoration of 
accessories . Small "seed" beads were used in applique headwork on items 
such as belts , sashes , bags , and moccasins whi le larger beads were 
integrated in headwork, used s ingly on clothing or other items , and worn 
as j ewelry in strands or in the hair .  Although use of beaded garments , 
bags , garters , sashes and belts by Anglo-Cherokees and frontier whites 
is historically documented , such items appear to have been regarded as 
distinctly "Indian" . It is expected , therefore , that Cherokee 
traditionalists made the greatest use of glass trade beads , and that 
more acculturated Cherokees , in striving to appear "civilized , " may have 
shunned headwork decoration . 
Because personal adornment was prevalent among traditionalist 
Cherokees but uncommon among frontier Anglo-Americans and 
Anglo-Cherokees , it is expected that the hardware of personal adornment , 
including j ewelry, hair pipes , ear pipes , bangles , and beads , will occur 
much more frequently in the archaeological contexts generated by 
traditionalist Cherokees than in those of more acculturated Cherokees . 
Such items are particularly common in Colonial Period Cherokee burial 
contexts where they occur as grave goods ( Baden 1983 ; Schroedl and 
Breitburg 1986 ) . While personal adornment items should not be expected 
to occur exclusively in traditionalist contexts , their representation in 
any Cherokee archaeological context connotes retention of traditional 
Cherokee norms of personal appearance .  
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G .  Specialized Technologies 
Acquisition of Anglo-American technical skills was a maj or aspect 
of Federal Period Cherokee acculturation . In order to promote Cherokee 
training in mechanical arts , the Federal civilization program sponsored 
Anglo-American blacksmiths , wheelwrights , millers and millwrights and 
other tradesmen willing to ply their trades in the Cherokee Nation and 
instruct interested Cherokees . Meigs , the Federal agent , proposed to set 
up a central facility with "Wheel Right [sic ] , Hatter , Tinman , Tanner & 
Furrier , Carpenter , Shoemakers ,  Blacksmith & Armorer , Leather Dresser , & 
Potter" to serve Cherokee needs (Meigs to Henry Dearborn , Nov . 30 , 
180 1 ) . 
The Cherokee National Committee legislated support for techn ical 
training in an 1819  law which provided : 
That school-masters ,  blacksmiths , millers , saltpetre , 
and gunpowder manufactures , ferrymen , and turnpike keepers 
and single hirelings as mechanics , are hereby priviledged to 
reside in the Cherokee Nation • . .  [and] are priviledged to 
improve and cultivate twenty acres of ground for the support 
of themselves and families . ( Laws of the Cherokee 
Nation 1852 : 6 ) . 
A supplementary 1825 law provided that "such respectable 
individuals as are interested in the improvement of the youths of this 
country" could sponsor Anglo-American tradesmen brought into the 
Cherokee Nation to take apprentices ( Laws of the Cherokee Nation 
1852 : 60-6 1 ) .  
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Cherokee progress toward learning Anglo-American trades is recorded 
by Agent Meigs and Anglo-Cherokee Charles Hicks : 
There is now 15 blacksmiths within this agency, 5 of 
which are Cherokees , self taught . • • • there are two white 
men and two real Cherokees who make spinning wheels . 
the looms for weaving are nearly all made by Indians • 
they make shoes , and there is one good saddler a Cherokee 
(Meigs to Crawford, Dec . 1 0 ,  1816 ) . 
The art of making the spinning wheel and loom has been 
acquired by f ive or six Cherokees known in this 
neighborhood;  and also making water vessels out of wood . 
Bes ides there are six or seven others who work at the 
blacksmith ' s  trade , though not to any extent , but only in 
repairing the plough, the axe, the gun , and shoeing of 
horses , some of whom even make the plough • • • Some sets of 
tools for blacksmithing have already been furnished to some 
of the Cherokees and will be continued as circumstances may 
be found necessary (Hicks in Evans 1981 : 69 ) . 
Numerous references in the Records of the Cherokee Indian Agency 
( 1801 - 1835) indicate that blacksmithing was particularly important to 
the Cherokees , who became dependent on iron based technologies during 
the eighteenth century. At the beginning of the Federal Period , the 
government agency provided free blacksmith services to Cherokees to keep 
agrarian equipment in repair . The 1809 invoice of blacksmith George 
Colville to R . J .  Meigs illustrates the types of blacksmith work needed 
by the Cherokees , including 
making keys , making whip saws , steeling axes , 
making clevises , twisted links , lap rings , mending crowbar , 
upsetting axes and mattocks , dressing hoes , sharpening 
shares , pointing coulters ,  making coulter mend bolt , 
socketing hoes , making polhooks , sleeting hoes , putting 
clapper in bell ,  making heat screw for plow, making fish 
g ig ,  bales for kettles ( Colville to Meigs , Apri l  2 ,  1809 ) . 
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Cherokees gradually learned and developed blacksmithing skills . By 
1810 ,  a number of Anglo-Cherokees and intermarried whites living in the 
study area were active blacksmiths , including Samuel Parks , Caleb Starr , 
John Walker , and Samuel Candy (Allen 1935) . Boudinot ' s  1826 "Address to 
the Whites" notes that 62 blacksmith shops were operative in the 
Cherokee Nation ( Sturtevant 1981 ) .  
Cherokee acquisition of technical skills was highly differential , 
paralleling general attitudes concerning acculturation . Washburn 
recorded that traditionalist Ta-kah-to-kuk ridiculed "the friends of 
schools and civilization and the mechanic arts" (Washburn 1869 : 1 76 ) .  
McLoughlin and Conser ( 1977 ) note in their analysis of the 1835 census 
that "mechanics" were twice as coDDDon in Anglo-Cherokee households than 
among traditionalist fullbloods . 
Cherokee use of Anglo-American technical skills is expected to be 
manifested archaeologically by the presence of specialized tools and 
task by-products in archaeological assemblages . Carpentry , 
wheelwrighting , and blacksmithing , the primary technical skills useful 
in the development of Cherokee agrarianism, each have assemblages of 
diagnostic tools . Such tools would , however , be highly curated and 
seldom enter archaeological contexts unless broken beyond repair or worn 
beyond rejuvenation . In addition , most technical arts worked in 
perishable media and thus left l ittle or no archaeological evidence of 
by-products . Ironworking is an exception ,  and forge activities generate 
quantities of s lag and iron scrap . 
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Because Cherokee acquisition of specialized technical skills was 
differential , it is expected that few specialized tools and l ittle 
debris reflective of blacksmithing , carpentry, cabinetry, 
wheelwrighting , saddlery, or other Anglo-American skills will be present 
in archaeological contexts of Cherokee traditionalists . Such materials 
should be well represented in Anglo-Cherokee assemblages and should be 
occasionally represented in nontraditionalist Cherokee assemblages . 
H .  Cloth and Clothing Production 
Domestic cloth production was emphasized by the Federal 
civilization plan as a characteristic of agrarian self sufficiency . In 
promoting cloth production by the Cherokees , the Federal agency 
distributed large numbers of cotton and wool cards , spinning wheels , 
reels , and looms to interested Cherokees and employed Anglo-Americans to 
instruct Cherokees in spinning and weaving . The Cherokees themselves 
credited Agent S ilas Dinsmore as the principal influence in persuading 
Cherokee women to begin growing cotton, spinning thread , and weaving 
cloth (Klinck and Talman 1970 ; Sturtevant 1981 ) .  Rapid Cherokee 
acceptance of cloth production technology may be attributed to their 
growing inabil ity to acquire cloth and clothing through diminishing hide 
trade incomes . Anglo-Cherokees Charles Hicks and John Ridge describe 
the prevalence of cloth and clothing production among the Cherokees . 
• • • The females were the first who were induced to 
undertake domestic manufactures , and they are still conf ined 
to them. These consist of white and striped homespun , 
coarse woolen Blankets , and in many instances of very 
valuable and comfortable twilled and figured coverlets . 
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• A great portion of Cherokee clothing is furnished from 
our own people • (Ridge in Sturtevant 1 98 1 : 82) . 
• . . there is scarcely a family but what understands 
the use of the card and spinning wheel,  except those in the 
mountainous parts of this territory who have not had the 
same advantages as those have had in the middle and lower 
parts of this nation • The arts of weaving and knitting 
have become part of the female attention of this nation . 
There are ten families within twenty or thirty miles of this 
place, who weave coverlets and double twi lled cloth • • • 
( Hicks in Evans 1981 : 69 ) . 
As indicated by Hicks , production was not uniformly adopted 
throughout the Cherokee Nation . The 1809 Cherokee census (Meigs 1809)  
documents the differential distribution of spinning wheels and looms 
within the study area . In the traditionalist towns of C itico, 
Chilhowee , and Tallassee along the Little Tennessee River , there was an 
average of one spinning wheel per 26 people and one loom per 89 people . 
The Hiwassee River towns of Chestua, Great Hiwassee , and Tennessee, 
which were nearer the Federal agency, possessed one spinning wheel per 
f ive people and one loom per 44 people . At Chota ,  an extended family 
hamlet , there as one spinning per f ive people and one loom per 15 
people . Anglo-Cherokee households in the study area averaged one 
spinning wheel per three people and one loom per 18 people (Meigs 1809 ) . 
Little evidence relating to Cherokee cloth production may be 
expected in the archaeological record . The products of spinning and 
weaving are highly perishable and the cards , spinning wheels , and looms 
used in cloth production probably suffered low rates of attrition and 
replacement . Presence of hardware from cloth production equipment in 
Federal Period Cherokee archaeological contexts may be viewed as a 
general measure of acculturation . 
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Small items related to clothing production , such as pins , needles , 
awls , and thimbles , are easily lost , and may therefore be expected to 
occur in archaeological assemblages . However ,  their archaeological 
representation probably has little significance in terms of differential 
acculturation and socioeconomic variability,  since clothing production 
with such materials took place in most Cherokee households . 
Socioeconomic Variability in Settlement Patterning 
One nonmaterial aspect of Cherokee socioeconomic variability which 
is expected to have archaeological expression is variation in site type 
and settlement patterning . The socioeconomic differentiation of 
Cherokee society is highly correlated with a shift from the traditional 
settlement pattern of nucleated villages to a pattern of dispersed 
farmsteads and nucleated villages . Contemporary observers viewed the 
dissolution of the towns as an important aspect of Cherokee economic 
readaptation and acculturation . Anglo-Cherokees Elias Boudinot and John 
Ridge noted the trend of decentralization in Cherokee settlement : 
• • • The rise of these people in their movement toward 
c ivilization , may be traced as far back as the 
relinquishment of their towns ; when game became incompetent 
to their support, by reason of the surrounding white 
population . They then betook themselves to the woods , 
commenced the opening of small clearings , and the raising of 
stock ; still however following the chase ( Boudinot 1826 : 7 ) .  
• • • the inhabitants of [nucleated towns ] • are 
gradually diminishing by migration to the woods where they 
prefer to clear the forests and govern their own individual 
plantations . In view of their location it readily appears 
that they are farmers and herdsmen, which is their real 
character (Ridge 1826 in Sturtevant 1981 : 8 1 ) . 
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Jedidah Morse, in his 1822 report to the secretary of war , noted , 
in somewhat ethnocentric terms , that the towns were populated mainly by 
traditionalists while those who acculturated lived on individual 
farmsteads : 
At present only that portion of the Cherokee nation , 
which is confessedly the most indigent and degraded , 
continue to live in towns . The greater and more respectable 
part l ive on their plantations , and thus acquire the habits 
of industry and sobriety, which are uniformly counteracted 
by their congregating together (Morse 1822 in Evans 
1981 : 62 ) . 
These ethnohistor ic accounts suggest that archaeological contexts 
generated by the activities of traditionalist Cherokees will be best 
represented at the sites of nucleated towns , while sites of 
nontraditionalist Cherokees and Anglo-Cherokees will be represented 
primari ly by single household components . Because locations and 
identities of nucleated Cherokee communities are well  documented through 
contemporary maps , surveys , j ournals , correspondence, and governmental 
records , it is possible to define probable traditionalist settlement 
areas prior to archaeological investigation . 
Summary of Archaeological Expectations 
The following outline summarizes the archaeological expectations 
generated in the prior discussion of specific dimensions of 
socioeconomic var iability in Federal Period Cherokee material culture 
These archaeological expectations are arranged with respect to the three 
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maj or socioeconomic grades of Cherokee society and specify expected 
dimensions of material variation differentiating each grade . 
Archaeological contexts and assemblages generated by Federal Period 
Cherokee traditionalists should closely resemble those generated by 
traditional Cherokee society during the Late Colonial Period . Hypotheses 
concerning specific dimensions of traditionalist contexts 
assemblages are : 
A .  Traditionalist Cherokee contexts are expected to occur 
primarily within sites of nucleated towns . 
B .  Assemblages from these contexts should reflect the 
relatively impoverished economy of traditional society in 
the quantities and nature of manufactured goods present . 
Traditionalist assemblages should include fewer �d cheaper 
manufactured goods than assemblages generated by wealthier 
Anglo-Cherokees and nontraditional Cherokees . 
C .  Traditionalist Cherokee assemblages are expected to include 
relatively low proportions of architectural debris , 
agricultural hardware ,  riding tack hardware , cloth 
production hardware, �d Euro-American kitchenwares in 
comparison to Anglo-Cherokee and nontraditional Cherokee 
assemblages . 
D .  Traditionalist Cherokee assemblages are expected to include 
high proportions of aboriginal ceramics , personal 
ornamentation artifacts , and armaments and ammunition in 
comparison with Anglo-Cherokee and nontraditional Cherokee 
assemblages . 
Archaeological contexts and assemblages generated 
�d 
by 
Anglo-Cherokees should closely resemble those generated by southern 
Anglo-American agrarians of the same economic level .  Hypotheses 
concerning specific dimensions of Anglo-Cherokee contexts and 
assemblages are : 
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A .  Anglo-Cherokee contexts should occur primarily within single 
household components .  In some instances . associated 
households of allied relatives . slaves . or Anglo-American 
employees might cause Anglo-Cherokee components to appear as 
multihousehold hamlets . In addition . the range of economic 
activities pursued by Anglo-Cherokees generated nondomestic 
components such as stores . taverns . ferries . and mills . 
B .  Anglo-Cherokee assemblages should include greater 
frequencies and a wider diversity of manufactured goods than 
either traditionalist or nontraditional Cherokee assemblages . 
C .  Anglo-Cherokee assemblages should contain high proportions 
of Euro-American kitchenwares . architectural hardware 
( including nails of various functions . window glass . brick 
or dressed stone block. hinges . pintles . latches . etc . ) .  
agricultural hardware. riding tack. and specialized tools or 
residues connected with Anglo-American manufacturing technologies . 
D .  Anglo-Cherokee assemblages are expected to include no 
aboriginal ceramics and comparatively little personal 
adornment paraphernalia .  
Archaeological contexts and assemblages generated by 
nontraditionalist Cherokees should reflect both the selective adoption 
of aspects of Anglo-American agrarian l ifestyle and economy and the 
selective retention of traditional Cherokee lifestyle . Specific 
expectations for the archaeological record of Cherokee 
nontraditionalists are : 
A .  Nontraditionalist Cherokee contexts are expected t o  occur 
primarily within single household components although 
occasionally occurring within town sites or s ites of extended 
family hamlets . 
B .  Quantities and diversity o f  manufactured goods occurring in 
nontraditional Cherokee assemblages are expected to be greater 
than within traditional Cherokee assemblages but less than 
that within Anglo-Cherokee assemblages . 
C .  Nontraditionalist Cherokee assemblages should include high 
proportions of Euro-American kitchenwares . architectural 
hardware ( predominantly nails ) .  riding tack. and agricultural 
equipment relative to traditionalist Cherokee assemblages . 
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D .  Nontraditionalist Cherokee assemblages should include low 
proportions of aboriginal ceramics and personal adornment 
items relative to traditionalist Cherokee assemblages . 
This suite of hypotheses , derived from the ethnohistoric record, 
provides a means of articulating the Federal Period Cherokee 
archaeolog ical record with the historically observed phenomena of 
differential acculturation and socioeconomic heterogeneity . Should 
patterns of variability among Federal Period Cherokee archaeological 
assemblages correspond with patterns of material variability outlined in 
these hypotheses , then it may be reasonably asserted that the 
interassemblage variability is the product of differential acculturation 
and socioeconomic diversification . The remainder of this study is 
devoted to testing these expectations for congruency with the 
archaeological record through the comparative analysis of Federal Period 
Cherokee archaeological assemblages . 
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CHAPTER IV 
ASSEMBLAGE ANALYSIS 
In order to examine the relationship between Cherokee socioeconomic 
heterogeneity 
archaeolog ical 
and variability in 
assemblages ( Table 1 ;  
the archaeological record , 58 
Appendix A)  from the Tellico 
Reservoir Proj ect area in Monroe County , Tennessee were comparatively 
analyzed . These assemblages derive from Federal Period Cherokee 
components at Chota ( 40MR 2) , Citico ( 40MR 7 ) ,  and the Bell Rattle Cabin 
s ite ( 40MR 21 1 ) ;  Federal Period Anglo-American components at Harrison 
Branch ( 40MR 21 ) and Hodge ( 40MR 46 ) ;  and the late Colonial Period 
Cherokee component at Tomotley ( 40MR 5 ) . 
A marked degree of intercontextual variabil ity in assemblage 
content is evident in the Chota ,  Citico , and Bell Rattle data sets . As 
a means of explicating intrasite variability in assemblage content as 
well as intersite variability, this study compares the assemblages of 
individual archaeological features rather than combining these as total 
site assemblages . Two feature contexts from the Bell Rattle s ite, three 
feature contexts from Chota , eight feature contexts from C itico,  and 45 
feature contexts from Tomotley are considered . Federal Period 
assemblages from the s ingle household components at Harrison Branch and 
the Hodge s ite are considered in their entirety. Federal Period 
assemblages analyzed in this study are relatively dated by the inclusion 
of temporally diagnostic artifacts (Newman 1977 , 1986 ; Ford 197 9 ;  
Schroedl 1 986a; Davis et al . 1983 ) . The Colonial Per iod assemblages 
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Table 1 .  Archaeological assemblages included in the 
comparative analysis . 
ASSEMBLAGE TYPE 
Federal Period 
Cherokee 
Federal Period 
Anglo-American 
Colonial Period 
Cherokee 
SITE 
Bell Rattle Cabin 
( 40MR 21 1 )  
Chota ( 40MR 2 )  
Citico ( 40MR 7 )  
Harrison Branch 
( 40MR 2 1 )  
Hodge ( 40MR 46)  
Tomotley ( 40MR 5)  
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FEATURE NO. 
1 , 6  
233 , 255, 379 
1 7 0 ,  1 7 1 , 237 , 
270 ,  27 1 ,  275 , 
277 , 281 
all contexts 
all contexts 
1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  4 ,  279 , 
280 , 284 , 287 , 
288 , 289 , 291 , 
292,  294 , 296 , 
297 , 3 1 0 ,  3 1 3 ,  
321 , 323 , 331 , 
333 , 334,  341 ,  
342 , 343 , 346 , 
349 ,  350 , 352 , 
353 , 374 , 376 ,  
383 , 387 , 389 , 
390 , 405, 406 , 
4 1 1 , 414 , 416 , 
417 , 418  
from Tomotley date to the brief ( 1752- 1 7 7 6 )  Cherokee village occupation 
of the site (Baden 198 3 ) . 
Late Colonial Period Cherokee assemblages from Tomotley and Federal 
Period Anglo-American assemblages from Harrison Branch and Hodge are 
included in this analysis as standards against which to measure the 
expected range of variation among Federal Period Cherokee assemblages . 
Colonial Per iod Cherokee assemblages from the town s ite of Tomotley 
represent a uniformly traditional Cherokee occupation and thus provide a 
model for traditionalist Cherokee assemblages . 
Hodge s ite assemblages represent isolated 
farmsteads and are employed as models for 
The Harrison Branch and 
frontier Anglo-American 
assemblages genrated by 
Cherokees who adopted Anglo-American agrarian economy and lifestyle . It 
should be noted that identification of the Harrison Branch component as 
an Anglo-American farmstead is questionable . This s ite is located 
within the boundaries of the Federal Period Cherokee Nation and may 
actually represent an Anglo-Cherokee occupation . 
Historic documentation suggests that the Federal Period Cherokee 
components at the Bell Rattle Cabin site and Chota represent 
nontraditional Cherokee occupations , while the Federal Period Cherokee 
component at Citico represents traditionalist , nontraditionalist , and 
Anglo-Cherokee occupations . The Bell Rattle s ite (Appendix B) is an 
isolated s ingle family farmstead which was probably associated with the 
economically prosperous community of Great Tellico . During the Federal 
Period , Chota was a hamlet occupied by Old Bark and his extended family 
(Williams 1928 ; Hicks to Meigs 1813 ; Moore to Meigs 1817 ) .  The 1809 
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Cherokee census (Meigs 1809) indicates that the 30 individuals resident 
at Chota were relatively prosperous , owning 14 horses , 56 cattle , and 35 
hogs . The households at Chota also possessed six spinning wheels , two 
looms , and three plows , suggesting a trend toward Anglo-American style 
agrarianism. 
C itico , on the other hand , was a predominantly traditionalist town 
during the early Federal Period . The 1809 census documents 129 Cherokees 
and f ive whites living at Citico (Meigs 1809 ) . Despite this 
comparatively large population , only four horses , 47 cattle , 69 hogs , 
nine spinning wheels , two looms , and four plows were recorded in the 
census , suggesting that Citico 
impover ished settlement . Records 
was a 
relating 
relatively traditional and 
to the 1819  Cherokee treaty 
suggest that a broader range of Cherokee socioeconomic diversity was 
represented at C itico during the late Federal Period . Seventeen 
households are documented in the vicinity of C itico , including the 
Anglo-Cherokee households of Gideon Morgan and Andrew Taylor (Anon . 
1825, 1828 ) .  The households of Squire , Cootiah ,  Whirlwind , Coming Deer , 
Kee- leh , Takee , The Bean , Nancy , Kulcoleskee , Kenahteetah , and Standing 
Deer are specifically documented in the property valuations of 
improvements abandoned in the Cherokee cession (Anon . 1825) . These 
claims record 34 structures ( including four dwellings with floors ) ,  186 
fruit trees , and a total of 68 improved acres at C it ico in 1 820 . Five of 
these households included less than 1 . 5  improved acres each , indicating 
that they continued to practice agriculture at the traditional level of 
bare subsistence . Five households cultivated four to f ive acres each , 
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suggesting s light economic readaptation� and two households cultivated 
19  and 27 acres respectively, indicating that these households may have 
pursued agriculture as an economic venture . 
Analysis Format 
To facilitate comparative analysis of the archaeological 
assemblages , individual artifacts are categorized into a uniform 
comprehensive classification format reflective of artifact function and 
sensitive to historically defined patterns of material variability . 
Artifact classes employed in this analysi s ,  together with the specific 
composition of each clas s ,  are presented in Table 2. This format 
parallels the modified version of South ' s  ( 1977 ) historic artifact 
classif ication scheme used by Ford ( 1979 ,  1982 ) and Russ ( 1 984 ) in their 
analyses of Cherokee archaeological assemblages , yet differs in several 
respects .  The functional groups which Ford and Russ used as the primary 
analysis units in the development and comparison of material patterns 
are here subdivided into artifact classes which better reflect the 
effects of differential acculturation than do the more inclusive 
functional groups . As noted by Russ ( 1984 : 16 ) , " • • •  comparison at the 
type level is well suited to addressing specific questions regarding 
culture contact and acculturation . "  As an example , the Kitchen 
Functional Group as def ined by Ford and Russ combines aboriginal and 
Euro-American ceramic classes , and thus fails to distinguish the 
relative representation of each . The classification format employed in 
this analysis specifically considers the aboriginal ceramic, 
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Table 2 .  Artifact classification format . 
ARTIFACT CLASS 
Euro-American coarsewares 
Euro-American finewares 
aboriginal ceramics 
metallic vessel fragments 
kitchen/table utensils 
g lassware 
architectural hardware 
clothing hardware 
CLASS CONTENT 
lead g lazed earthenware 
salt g lazed stoneware 
alkaline glazed stoneware 
pearlware 
creamware 
porcelain 
Overhill series ceramics 
Qualla series ceramics 
tinware 
brass kettle parts 
cast ironware 
spoon 
fork 
table knife 
tumbler 
decanter 
wine/rum bottle 
case bottle 
pharmeceutical bottle 
bottle ( indet . )  
g lass container ( indet . ) 
nail 
spike 
hasp 
window g lass 
button 
sleeve link 
buckle 
hook 
adjustment slide 
7 7  
Table 2 .  ( continued) 
ARTIFACT CLASS 
clothing production items 
personal adornment items 
beads 
personal paraphernalia 
arms 
ammunition 
utilitarian tools 
CLASS CONTENT 
needle 
pin 
scissors 
awl 
Euro-American manufactured j ewelry 
aboriginally produced j ewelry 
ornament production byproducts 
glass beads 
Euro-American manufactured pipe 
aboriginally produced pipe 
coin 
ceramic f igurine 
snuffbox 
mirror 
comb 
razor 
watch part 
hair plucker 
turtle shell rattle 
gun hardware 
brass projectile point 
bayonet scabbard tip 
lead ball 
lead shot 
lead sprue 
gunflint 
clasp knife 
axe 
adze 
7 8  
TABLE 2 .  ( Continued) 
ARTIFACT CLASS 
horse related hardware 
CLASS CONTENT 
spur 
stirrup 
harness boss 
harness ring 
horseshoe 
horseshoe nail 
saddle brace 
bit 
agricultural implements hoe 
plowshare 
nondiagnostic iron artifacts indeterminate iron fragments 
forge debris slag 
forge worked iron fragments 
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Euro-American f ine ceramic ,  and Euro-American coarse ceramic classes 
separately, each having distinct functional and symbolic connotations 
relative to Cherokee acculturation . 
The analysis format employed in this study further deviates from 
that used by Ford and Russ in the deletion of faunal remains , 
prehistoric ceramics , residual sherds of aboriginal ceramics and lithic 
artifacts . Faunal remains are omitted from this analysis due to their 
disparate representation in the study assemblages . These differences in 
representation of faunal remains are attributable to a host of physical 
factors affecting disposal , deposition ,  preservation, and recovery . 
Although faunal remains must certainly reflect socioeconomic variabi lity 
in Cherokee diet and economic pattern , their disproportionate 
representation among the study assemblages hampers the use of 
quantitative analyses for interassemblage comparison . 
Aboriginal ceramics which obviously predate the Federal Period , 
together with nondiagnostic residual sherds , are excluded from this 
analysis . Prehistoric ceramics present in Federal Period Cherokee 
contexts are almost certainly derived from earl ier components and bear 
no relevance to the study orientation . Weathered , nondiagnostic 
residual sherds of aboriginal ceramics in these contexts cannot be 
attributed with certainty to Federal Period components . 
Lithic art ifacts other than stone pipes are also omitted from this 
analys is . Because the Cherokees were fully dependent upon iron based 
technologies for three generations 
considered improbable that Cherokee 
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prior to the Federal Period, it is 
lithic technology survived as late 
as the study period ( Schroedl 1986b) . The l ithic tools and debris 
present in the study contexts are therefore assumed to derive from the 
prehistoric components represented at all six sites . 
Four methods of quantitative analysis are applied in the comparison 
of the study assemblages . As a f irst measure of interassemblage 
variability , diversity of the study assemblages is compared using 
Kinteigh ' s  ( 1 984 ) assemblage simulation technique . Principal components 
analysis ( SAS 1982)  is conducted as a means of determining maj or 
dimensions of interassemblage variation and reducing the d imensionality 
of variation for subsequent analysis . In order to ascertain 
inter assemblage relationships in artifact composition , Ward ' s  
hierarchical cluster analysis is performed ( SAS 1982 ) .  Canonical 
discriminant analysis (SAS 1982)  is then applied as an independent means 
of illustrating the cluster solution . 
Diversity Analysis 
The most obvious aspect of interassemblage variability in the data 
set is that of class richness ; some assemblages include as many as 17 of 
the 19 artifact classes while others contain as few as three . Because 
certain 
assemblage 
affecting 
artifact classes occur primarily in larger assemblages , 
richness is highly dependent upon sample s ize, 
direct comparabi lity of assemblage diversity .  
seriously 
If , for 
example, one assemblage contains only 20 artifacts representing three 
(of  a possible 19)  artifact classes while another assemblage of 300 
artifacts includes 10 classes , which is more diverse? Kinteigh' s  ( 1984) 
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assemblage s imulation technique provides a means of comparing class 
richness among assemblages of different s izes by constructing model 
assemblages based upon the actual frequency distributions of a g iven 
data set . Class r ichness of actual assemblages may then be compared 
relative to the class richness of numerous simulated assemblages of 
similar s ize . This interassemblage comparison of class richness 
addresses the proposition that assemblage diversity increases with 
wealth and degree of acculturation . 
Results of the application of Kinteigh ' s  s imulation procedure to 
the study assemblages are displayed in Figure 3 .  In this f igure , class 
diversity and s ize of study assemblages are plotted against the mean and 
95% confidence interval for s imulated assemblage s ize/diversity values . 
Only one assemblage , that from Bell Rattle Cabin Feature 1 ,  is 
s ignificantly more diverse (plotted above the 95% conf idence interval ) 
than s imulated assemblages of the same size . Eleven assemblages fall 
within the 95% conf idence interval of predicted values for class 
richness . These are : Feature 379 from Chota; Features 170 , 27 1 ,  and 277 
from Citico , Features 331 , 341 , 342 , 383 , 418 , and 4 1 1  from Tomotley , 
and the Hodge site assemblage . The remaining 46 assemblages are 
s ignificantly less diverse than simulated assemblages of comparable 
s izes . These are : Chota Features 233 and 255 , Citico Features 1 7 1 , 237 , 
270 ,  275, 281 ;  Bell Rattle Cabin Feature 6 ,  Harrison Branch , and 
Tomotley 
294 , 297 , 
Features 1 ,  2,  3 ,  4 ,  27 9 ,  280 , 284 ,  287 , 288 ,  289 ,  29 1 ,  
3 1 0 ,  313 , 321 , 323 , 333 , 334 , 343 , 346 , 349 , 350 , 352 , 
374,  376 ,  383 , 387 , 389 , 390 , 405 , 406 , 414,  416 , and 417 . 
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Figure 3 .  Plot of  assemblage s i zes and c lass richness .  
Patterns of assemblage richness illustrated by the assemblage 
s imulation indicate that Federal Period Cherokee assemblages are 
generally more diverse than Colonial Period Cherokee assemblages . Five , 
or 38% of the Federal Period Cherokee assemblages in the data set 
class ified within or above the expected range of divers ity constructed 
by the assemblage simulation . In contrast , only 6 ,  or 13% of the 
Tomotley assemblages classified within 
diversity .  This trend i s  partially 
expected range of assemblage 
attributable to the increased 
variety of manufactured goods available to Cherokees during the Federal 
Period (Russ 1984 ) . Assemblage diversity is also more variable among the 
Federal Period assemblages than among the Colonial Period assemblages , 
indicating an overall greater uniformity among Colonial Period 
assemblages and heterogeneity in the Federal Period sample . 
Patterns of assemblage richness among Federal Period Cherokee 
assemblages are only partially interpretable as discriminating 
traditionalist from nontraditionalist assemblages . If the Chota and 
Bell Rattle Cabin assemblages represent nontraditionalist occupations , 
as suggested by the historic record , then these assemblages should be 
considerably more diverse than the traditionalist assemblages 
represented at Tomotley . However , only two of the f ive expected 
"nontraditionalist" assemblages from Chota and the Bell Rattle Cabin 
s ite are classified within or above the expected range of diversity .  
The Bell Rattle Cabin Feature 1 assemblage i s  unique in that all 1 9  
artifact categories are represented . I t  is suggested that this 
assemblage represents a nontraditionalist occupation . The low divers ity 
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classification of the Bell Rattle Feature 6 assemblage is explainable in 
terms of its functional distinctiveness . This large assemblage is 
composed almost entirely of forge debris and is totally distinct from 
the domestic household refuse assemblages most typical of Cherokee 
residential s ites . Assemblages from Chota are classified as both high 
and low diversity . Features 233 , 255, and 379 at Chota are spatially 
discrete and probably represent the disposal units of separate 
households . Hence ,  the low diversity classification of Features 233 and 
255 and the high diversity classification of Feature 379  may actually 
define interhousehold variability, indicating that both traditionalist 
and nontraditionalist occupations are represented at Chota . 
Anglo-Cherokee , nontraditionalist , and traditionalist occupations 
are historically documented at Citico . Patterns of assemblage richness 
in the C itico sample may reflect this heterogeneity . Three (Features 
1 7 0 ,  27 1 ,  and 277 )  of the eight C it ico assemblages are classified within 
the expected range of class richness and are interpretable as 
representing nontraditionalist occupations . The other f ive Citico 
assemblages are classified as low diversity assemblages and thus 
resemble the assemblages of late Colonial Period traditionalists at 
Tomotley . 
Multivariate Analyses 
In order to i llustrate patterns of interassemblage variability in 
actual artifact composition of the study assemblages , the data set was 
analyzed using principal components procedure , cluster analysis , and 
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canonical discriminant analysi s ,  all multivariate analysis techniques 
which measure or define variation . Prior to these analyses , the data 
set was standardized by the conversion of the raw data into percentage 
profiles for each assemblage as a means of accommodating highly varied 
sample sizes . The bead, metallic vessel fragments , nondiagnostic iron 
fragments , and forge debris artifact classes were deleted from the 
analysis because their contribution to the overall structure of 
interassemblage variability tends to determine the cluster solution 
without due consideration of other classes which might better define 
socioeconomic variability. As an example, the forge debris class is 
represented only in the Bell Rattle Cabin site ( 40MR 21 1 )  assemblages , 
yet signif icantly contributes to the overall 
set , and forces classification of the Bell 
variability of the data 
Rattle Cabin assemblages 
within a single discrete cluster . S imi larly, the representation of 
beads in historic Cherokee assemblages is strongly influenced by f ield 
recovery methods , which, in the case of the study assemblages , varied 
from trowel sorting to 1 007. f inescreening . Consequently , inclusion of 
beads in these analyses would monitor recovery techniques rather than 
any culturally significant variation in the representation of this 
artifact class . 
Principal Components Analysis 
As an initial analysis technique, principal components analysis was 
applied to delineate the maj or dimensions of variation among the study 
assemblages and to reduce the original variables into a smaller set of 
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principal components which describe the interassemblage variability . 
Output component scores for each of the 58 assemblages are used as a 
standardized data set for subsequent cluster and canonical discriminant 
analyses . 
Principal components analysis was performed on the data set us ing 
the SAS Institute ( 1982 : 309-345) FACTOR procedure . The resultant factor 
pattern matrix is presented in Table 3 .  Using a minimum eigenvalue of 1 
as a criterion for selection of s ignificant components of variation , six 
components or factors were retained, a substantial reduction from the 15 
original variables . Component 1 ,  which accounts for 30 . 34% of the total 
variability ,  describes the combined effects of tablewares , glass , 
ammunition ,  horse paraphernalia , and agricultural implements . In other 
words , tableware ,  glass , ammunition , horse paraphernalia , and farm 
implements tend to co-occur , but the distribution of these classes among 
the study assemblages is highly uneven . Component 2 ,  which combines 
high positive loadings 
loadings for aboriginal 
on Euro-American ceramics and high 
ceramics , accounts for 2 1 . 92% 
negative 
of the 
interassemblage variability . This component reflects mutually exclusive 
patterns in the occurrence of high proportions of Euro-American ceramics 
and high proportions of aboriginal ceramics within the study set . 
Component 3 ,  which accounts for 1 3 . 957. of the variation , reflects a 
correlation between architectural debris and clothing hardware classes . 
Sewing paraphernalia and utilitarian tools are represented by Component 
4 ,  which accounts for 1 2 . 717. of the variability. Component 5 combines 
the ornaments and armaments variables , and contributes 1 2 . 057. to the 
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Table 3 .  Varimax rotated factor pattern matrix.  
Artifact COMPONENT 
Class 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Euro-American 
coarsewares . 06808 . 92292 . 01222 - . 06653 - . 00619  - . 07313 
Euro-American 
f inewares . 13741 . 89335 . 08914 . 28469 - . 00092 - . 04544 
aboriginal 
ceramics - . 36493 - . 79480 - . 23699 - . 14083 • 01018 - . 37067 
kitchen/table 
utens ils . 98698 . 06529 . 01487 . 03544 . 00048 - . 00164 
g lassware . 56461 . 41872 . 07817 - . 09735 - . 1 1509 - . 00239 
architectural 
hardware . 04320 . 3 1545 . 83994 . 03877 - . 01707  . 01521 
clothing 
hardware - . 04936 - .  07758 . 81220 - . 00548 - . 09401 - . 04692 
clothing 
production items - . 03405 . 06523 . 50337 . 7 7062 . 09034 - . 00605 
personal 
adornment items - . 03988 . 00235 - . 04312 . 16820 . 85353 - . 0557 3 
personal 
paraphernalia - . 02789 . 01019  - . 04886 - . 01518 - . 04542 . 99353 
arms/arms related 
items - . 03608 - . 03480 - . 05229 - . 1 0944 . 86754 . 00731 
ammunition . 65996 . 40591 - . 17490 - . 00260 - . 04869 • 0 1 157 
utilitarian tools - .  03111  . 12142 - . 17055 . 92039 - . 00266 - . 00293 
horse 
paraphernalia . 97683 • 0891 1  . 02427 - . 02957 . 00866 - . 00838 
agricultural 
implements . 98519 . 00425 . 00042 - .  01136  - . 02483 - . 00084 
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total interassemblage variability . Component 6 represents personal 
group artifacts and accounts for 9 . 03% of the variability . 
Cluster Analysis 
Varimax rotated factor scores for each of the 58 cases were cluster 
analyzed using Ward ' s  hierarchical clustering algorithm on SAS 
( 1982 : 423-43 1 )  as a means of classifying the study assemblages according 
to similarities in their artifact compositions . The cluster tree 
diagram illustrating the results of the cluster analys is is presented in 
F igure 4 .  Cubic clustering criteria (Figure 5) indicate that the seven 
cluster solution is most signif icant ( Saarle 1984 ) . 
F ive of these clusters consist of unique assemblages .  These are 
Feature 379  from Chota ( 40MR 2 ) , Feature 331 from Tomotley ( 40MRS) , 
Citico ( 40MR 7 )  Features 237 and 277 , and Bell Rattle Cabin ( 40MR 21 1 )  
Feature 6 .  The Citico Feature 237 assemblage forms a distinct cluster 
( Cluster A) due to its high loadings on Component 6 ,  the personal group 
factor . Kaolin pipe fragments ( personal group artifacts ) constitute 
over 98% of this highly unusual assemblage . 
The Bell Rattle Cabin Feature 6 assemblage ( Cluster B)  is 
classif ied as distinct by virtue of a particularly high Component 1 
score . Component 1 describes the unusually high proportions of 
tablewares , glas s ,  horse related hardware ,  and agricultural implements 
present in this assemblage . Although the large quantities of slag and 
forge scrap ( indicators of forge activity) which predominated this 
assemblage were excluded from the analys is , the co-occurrence of 
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Figure 5 .  Plot of cubic clustering criteria scores . 
reworked agricultural implements , horse paraphernalia,  and tablewares 
serve to identify the forge related nature of the Feature 6 assemblage.  
The Tomotley Feature 331 assemblage ( Cluster C )  is scored 
particularly high on Component 5 .  This relative prominence o f  arms and 
ornaments is attributable, in part , to sampling problems affecting t�e 
class distribution in the small Feature 331 assemblage.  In other 
respects , this assemblage resembles other Tomotley Colonial Period 
feature assemblages . 
The Chota Feature 379  assemblage ( Cluster D) is distinct in its 
exceptionally high Component 4 score, which reflects the high 
proportions of sewing implements (pins ) and utilitarian tools ( c lasp 
knives ) in this assemblage.  This assemblage also displays relatively 
high scores for Components 2 and 5, which describe high proportions of 
Euro-American coarse and f ine ceramics , ornaments ,  and arms , and low 
relative proportions of aboriginal ceramics . 
The C it ico Feature 277 assemblage ( Cluster E)  is distinguished by 
high Components 4 and 3 scores , which describe the prominence of 
architectural debris and sewing implements . 
The Bell Rattle Cabin Feature 1, Harrison Branch , Hodge , and Citico 
Features 170 and 27 1 assemblages form a s ingle cluster ( Cluster F ) . 
These assemblages are scored especially high on Component 2 ,  indicating 
that they are distinct in terms of high proport ions of Euro-American 
ceramics and low proportions of aboriginal ceramics . 
The remaining assemblages , Chota Features 233 and 255, C itico 
Features 1 7 1 ,  270 , 275, and 281 ;  and all Tomotley feature assemblages 
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( 42)  other than F . 33 1 , are classified as a single cluster ( Cluster G) . 
Assemblages of this cluster are characterized by low positive and 
negative scores for all six factors , indicating that these assemblages 
are predominated by aboriginal ceramics . 
The Federal Period Cherokee assemblages cons idered in this analysis 
are split into six discrete clusters in the seven cluster solution , 
indicating that there is a high degree of interassemblage variability 
among the Federal Period sample . By contrast , the Tomotley Late 
Colonial assemblages ( except Feature 33 1 )  are classified within a single 
cluster , indicating a low level of variability among Colonial Period 
assemblages . In other words , art ifact composition of the Tomotley 
assemblages is remarkably homogeneous , whereas artifact composition of 
the Federal Period assemblages is equally heterogeneous . These results 
are congruent with the expectation that Colonial Period Cherokee 
assemblages , which were generated by a socioeconomically homogeneous 
society, should display less interassemblage variability than Federal 
Period Cherokee assemblages , which were generated by a socioeconomically 
heterogeneous society . 
With the exception of two assemblages which are classif ied as 
functionally distinct (Citico Feature 237 ;  Bell Rattle Cabin Feature 6 ) , ·  
the Federal Period Cherokee assemblages may be dichotomized as similar 
to either the Colonial Period Cherokee assemblages or the Federal Period 
Anglo-American assemblages . 
( Features 1 7 1 ,  270 ,  275, 
Four Federal Period assemblages from Citico 
and 28 1 )  and two Chota assemblages (Features 
233 and 255) are classif ied as indistinct from the Colonial Period 
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cases . Based on these results , these six assemblages are interpreted as 
representing Federal Period traditionalist Cherokee occupations at 
C itico and Chota . Three Federal Period Cherokee assemblages , Bell Rattle 
Feature 1 and Citico Features 170  and 27 1 ,  are classified together with 
Hodge and Harrison Branch, the Anglo-American/Anglo-Cherokee cases . Due 
to this resemblance , it is suggested that these three Cherokee 
assemblages represent nontraditionalist occupations . Although the Chota 
Feature 379  and Citico Feature 277 assemblages are classif ied as 
distinct in the seven cluster solution , they are clearly more similar to 
the Anglo-American/Anglo-Cherokee/nontraditionalist cluster than the 
Tomotley/ traditionalist cluster . 
Canonical Discriminant Analys is 
In order to illustrate cluster classification and separation , 
canonical discriminant analysis was conducted on rotated factor scores 
for each assemblage using the SAS 1982 CANDISC procedure . As might be 
expected , s ix significant canonical variables were constructed from the 
s ix principal components (Table 4 ) . The plot of Canonical Variables 2 
( tablewares , glass , ammunition , horse paraphernalia,  agricultural 
implements ) and 3 (Euro-American ceramics ) best illustrate the 
separation of clusters in two 
( C itico Feature 238 ) and B 
dimensional space ( Figure 6 ) . Clusters A 
( Bell Rattle Cabin Feature 6 ) , the 
functionally distinct assemblages , are highly divergent from the other 
clusters . Cluster G ( Tomotley; Chota Features 233 and 255; C itico 
Features 1 7 1 , 270 ,  275, and 2 8 1 )  is quite compact and includes Tomotley 
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Table 4 .  Canonical variate structure . 
CANONICAL VARIATE 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
COMPONENT 1 - . 3693 . 9221 . 0848 . 0290 . 0731  - .  0017  
COMPONENT 2 . 0608 - . 0343 • 7758 - . 5042 . 0310  - . 37 16 
COMPONENT 3 . 0158 - . 0164 . 4951 . 1 667 - . 3357 . 7835 
COMPONENT 4 - . 0282 - . 0778  . 3633 . 8442 . 0748 - . 3781  
COMPONENT 5 . 0083 - .  0811 . 1 167 . 0049 . 9353 . 3240 
COMPONENT 6 . 9267 . 3683 - . 0155 . 0674 . 0267 - . 0040 
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Figure 6 .  Plot of Canonical Var iables 2 and 3 scores � 
i llustrating relationships of clusters in two 
dimens ional space . 
Feature 331 ( Cluster C)  as a member . This pattern illustrates the low 
level of variability among the Tomotley/traditionalist assemblages . 
Cluster F ( Bell Rattle Cabin Feature 1 ;  C itico Features 170  and 27 1 ;  
Harrison Branch; Hodge) cases are pictured as totally distinct from 
Cluster G,  yet occupy a relatively diffuse space . This pattern 
indicates that members of the Anglo-American/nontraditionalist cluster 
are dissimilar from the Tomotley/traditionalist assemblages , but are not 
especially s imilar to each other . Clusters D ( Chota Feature 379)  and E 
( Citico Feature 277 )  are plotted in proximity to Cluster F cases , 
indicat ing that these assemblages are most 
Anglo-American/nontraditionalist Cherokee cases . 
Summary and Conclus ions 
s imilar to the 
In order to test the proposition that Federal Period Cherokee 
socioeconomic variability is manifested in the archaeological record, 13 
Federal Period Cherokee archaeological assemblages , two Federal Period 
Anglo-American assemblages and 45 Late Colonial Period Cherokee 
assemblages were comparatively analyzed for patterns of interassemblage 
variability . Class divers ity analys is was performed using Kinteigh ' s  
assemblage simulation technique in order to test the proposition that 
assemblages generated by impoverished, traditionalist Cherokees are 
distinctly less diverse than those generated by wealthier 
nontraditionalist Cherokees or Anglo-Cherokees . Results of the diversity 
analysis indicate that Federal Period Cherokee assemblages are highly 
variable in terms of artifact class richness , whereas class richness is 
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relatively uniform among Colonial Period assemblages . Federal Period 
assemblages which are classified below the expected range of class 
richness are grouped with the Colonial Period assemblages in the cluster 
analysis . Federal Period Cherokee assemblages which are classified 
above or within the predicted range of class diversity are clustered 
with the Anglo-American assemblages by the cluster analysis . These 
trends suggest that assemblage diversity may indeed reflect 
socioeconomic variability among Federal Period Cherokee assemblages . 
Principal components analys is was conducted in order to def ine 
variability in artifact compos ition among the study assemblages and to 
reduce the dimensionality of that variabil ity . The principal components 
analysis illustrated distinct patterns of co-occurrence among artifact 
classes which are historically documented as characteristic elements of 
nontraditionalist material assemblages , and correlations among artifact 
classes distinctive of traditionalist assemblages . Components 1 ,  2 ,  and 
3 include tablewares , horse paraphernalia, agricultural implements ,  
architectural hardware and Euro-American ceramics , all of which are 
historically documented as characteristic elements of nontraditionalist 
Cherokee material culture . Component 5 illustrates the co-occurrence of 
personal adornment items and armaments , artifact classes which are 
historically defined as traditionalist material elements . Aboriginal 
ceramics , characteristic elements of traditionalist assemblages , 
predominate the maj ority of the study assemblages and are not , 
therefore , cons idered defining factors of var iability . 
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Cluster analysis was performed in 
interassemblage variability discriminates 
order to determine 
"traditionalist" 
if 
and 
"nontraditionalist" Cherokee assemblages relative to assemblage models 
provided by the Anglo-American and Colonial Period Cherokee data sets . 
The cluster analysis defined seven groups in the data set on the basis 
of assemblage composition . Two of these groups are composed of Federal 
Period Cherokee assemblages which are classified as s imilar to either 
Colonial Period Cherokee assemblages or Anglo-American assemblages . Two 
functionally distinct Federal Period Cherokee assemblages are classif ied 
separately , and two other Federal Period Cherokee assemblages are 
classified as distinct from both Colonial Period and Anglo-American 
assemblages . 
Artifact class profi les of groups defined by the cluster analysis 
(Table 5) illustrate the relationship of these groups to prior 
expectations for the composition of traditionalist and nontraditionalist 
Cherokee assemblages . Those Federal Period Cherokee assemblages which 
are classified as low diversity assemblages by the diversity analys is 
and which are grouped with the Late Colonial Period Cherokee assemblages 
by the cluster analysis are interpreted as representing traditionalist 
occupations at Chota (Features 233 and 255) and Citico (Features 171 , 
2 7 0 ,  275, and 281 ) . Artifact class means ( des ignated G1 in Table 5)  for 
this group illustrate that these assemblages contain relatively low 
proportions of Euro-American kitchen related artifacts , architectural 
hardware ,  and horse related hardware ,  and high proportions of aboriginal 
ceramics and armaments .  This compostion is congruent with the expected 
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Table 5 .  Artifact class profiles of groups defined in the cluster solution (*) . 
CLUSTER 
Artifact 
Class A B c D E F( 1) F( 2 )  G( 1) G( 2)  
Euro-American mean 0% 4% 0% 5 . 13% 0% 15 . 76% 18 . 59% .08% . 02% 
coarsewares sd 13 . 14 13 . 14 . 12 .08 
Euro-American mean 0% 20% 0% 54. 8% 3 . 23% 35 .88% 44 . 87% 1 . 31% .03% 
finewares sd 17 . 2  3 . 46 1 . 6  . 09 
aboriginal mean 0% 0% 87 . 5% 14. 35% 45 . 16% 19 .99% 0% 85 . 29% 95. 35% 
ceramics sd 17 .47 22 . 35 4 . 52 
kitchen/table mean 0% 8% 0% . 51% 0% . 34% . 28% 0% 0% 
utensils sd . 58 . 39 
glassware mean 0% 48% 0% 6. 15% 3 . 23% 12 . 82% 20 . 66% 10 . 32% . 83% 
sd 1 . 5  20.07 24. 34 3 . 85 
architectural mean . 98% 4% 0% . 51% 38 . 7% 7 .49% 13 . 92% . 82% .65% 
hardware sd 6 . 71 2 . 54 . 65 1 . 12 
clothing mean 0% 0% 0% . 51% 6 .45% 1. 04% . 76% .04% . 56% 
hardware sd . 9  1 . 07 .09 1 . 54 
clothing mean 0% 0% 0% 3 . 6% 3 . 23% . 17% 0% . 05% . 15% 
production items sd . 27 . 1  . 31 
personal mean 0% 0% 6. 25% 3 . 08% 0% 1. 24% O% . 26% • 77% 
adornment items sd 1 .96 . 35 1 . 06 
personal mean 98.04% 0% 0% 1. 02% 0% .91% .91% . 6% . 89% 
paraphernalia sd 1 . 39 1 . 39 . 65 2 . 39 
arms/arms related mean 0% 0% 6. 25% . 51% 0% 0% 0% . 48%  . 14% 
items sd .72  .45 
ammunition mean .98% 8% 0% . 51% 0% 3 . 86% . 37% . 64% . 54% 
sd 2 . 89 . 52 . 65 . 92 
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Table 5 .  (Continued) 
CLUSTER 
Artifact 
Class A B c D E F(1) F(2)  G(1) 
utilitarian tools mean ()\ ()\ ()\ 9 . 23% ()\ . 05% 
sd . 08 
horse mean ()\ 4% ()\ ()\ . 34% . 19% . 04% 
paraphernalia sd . 58 . 26 . 07 
agricultural mean ()\ 4% ()\ ()\ 0% . 09% .003% 
implements sd . 1 3  . 008 
(*) Note : F(1)  represents Federal Period Cherokee members of Cluster F.  
F( 2)  represents Anglo-American members of Cluster F. G( 1) represents 
Federal Period Cherokee members of Cluster G. G(2)  represents Colonial 
Period Cherokee members of Cluster G. 
1 01 
G(2) 
. 38% 
1 . 09 
. 01% 
.OS 
patterns of traditionalist assemblage composition as defined in Chapter 
3 .  Contrary to propositions defined in Chapter 3 ,  these traditionalist 
assemblages do not contain higher proportions of personal adornment 
items or ammun ition than the nontraditionalist assemblages . 
Nontraditionalist Cherokee assemblages ( Citico Features 170  and 
27 1 ;  Bell Rattle Feature 6 )  are interpreted as those which are 
classified with the Anglo-American assemblages (F2 in Table 5) by the 
cluster analysis and which the diversity analysis defined as high 
diversity assemblages . The nontraditionalist Cherokee assemblages 
differ absolutely from the Anglo-American cases by their inclusion of 
aboriginal ceramics and personal adornment 
nontraditionalist group ( designated F1 
items . Assemblages of the 
in Table 5) contain high 
proportions of Euro-American kitchen related artifacts , architectural 
hardware , and horse related hardware, and low proportions of aboriginal 
ceramics and armaments . This assemblage pattern conforms with 
previously stated expectations for nontraditionalist Cherokee 
assemblages . Contrary to prior expectations , however ,  this group 
includes higher proportions of personal adornment items and ammunition 
than does the Tomotley/traditionalist group . 
The Bell Rattle Feature 6 assemblage , which was classified as a 
unique cluster , represents a specialized Anglo-American skilled 
techn ical activity ( ironworking ) at the Bell Rattle Cabin site. Given 
the expectation that tools and residues of skilled technical activities 
should mainly occur in nontraditionalist and Anglo-Cherokee contexts , 
the presence of this feature assemblage supports the assertion that the 
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Bell  Rattle Cabin component represents a nontraditionalist Cherokee 
occupation . 
The assemblages from Feature 379 at Chota and Feature 277 at Citico 
illustrate that traditionalist and nontraditionalist assemblage patterns 
are not totally distinct . The Chota Feature 379 assemblage includes 
high proportions of Euro-American kitchen related artifacts and low 
proportions of aboriginal ceramics , but also includes a high proportion 
of personal adornment items and low proportions of architectural debris 
and horse related hardware .  The C itico Feature 277 assemblage is 
characterized by low proportions of Euro-American kitchen related 
artifacts , and high proportions of aboriginal ceramics and architectural 
hardware . 
Canonical discriminant analysis was 
graphically display the relationships 
conducted 
of defined 
in order to 
clusters in 
two-dimensional space . Plots of canonical variate scores illustrate the 
homogeneity of the Tomotley/traditionalist cluster , the heterogeneity of 
the Anglo-American/nontraditionalist cluster and the spatial 
distinctiveness of these clusters . The Chota Feature 379 and Citico 
Feature 277 assemblages are plotted in proximity to the 
Anglo-American/nontraditionalist cluster , indicating their general 
resemblance to this group . Assemblages from Citico Feature 238 and Bell 
Rattle Feature 6 are shown to be highly distinctive . 
These analyses show that : 1 )  Federal Period Cherokee assemblages 
are more heterogeneous than Colonial Period Cherokee assemblages in 
terms of both artifact class diversity and artifact composition; 2 )  the 
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interassemblage variability which characterizes the Federal Period 
Cherokee sample 
dimensions of 
corresponds 
socioeconomic 
with historically 
variability;  and 
defined material 
3 )  patterns of 
interassemblage variability in the Federal Period Cherokee sample serve 
to classify assemblages as "traditional" or "nontraditional" relative to 
the model Colonial Period Cherokee and Anglo-American assemblages . 
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CHAPTER V 
STUDY SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
During the post-Revolutionary War era, Cherokee society underwent 
rapid and radical transformation from a traditional , socioeconomically 
homogeneous state into a state of socioeconomic diversity surpassing 
that of contemporary Southern Anglo-American society . This 
transformation is attributable to the Cherokee economic radiation and 
differential acculturation which emerged in response to social and 
economic pressures generated by the American Revolution and Chickamauga 
Conflict . While older Cherokees , along with Cherokees l iving in isolated 
or insular communities , tended to maintain traditional pre-Revolutionary 
values and lifestyle , many other Cherokees partially or fully adopted 
the southern Anglo-American agrarian economic strategies , values , and 
material l ifestyle . This differential acculturat ion gave rise to a 
broad socioeconomic diversity in Federal Period Cherokee society. The 
Cherokee socioeconomic continuum ranged from impoverished 
traditionalists dependent upon the fur trade to nontraditional Cherokees 
who selectively adopted Anglo-American agrarian strategies to 
assimilationists who maintained cash crop plantations and manor houses . 
This study has examined the differential nature of Cherokee 
acculturation during the post-Revolutionary era and the effects of this 
process on variability in the archaeological record . Goals of this 
research were : 1 )  to develop a model of the material correlates of 
Federal Period Cherokee socioeconomic variability and 2) to apply this 
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model to the analys is of variability among Federal Period Cherokee 
archaeological assemblages . A suite of archaeologically testable 
hypotheses concerning material aspects of Cherokee socioeconomic 
variability was developed from ethnohistoric data and 58 feature 
assemblages from six sites were comparatively analyzed to test for 
material congruency with these hypotheses . 
Propositions addressed by the comparative analysis were : 
1 .  Because the socioeconomic heterogeneity of Cherokee society 
dramat ically increased during the Federal Period, the Federal 
Period Cherokee archaeological record is expected to display 
greater interassemblage variability than does the late Colonial 
Period Cherokee archaeological record . 
2 .  If heightened variability among Federal Period Cherokee 
assemblages is the product of socioeconomic variability and 
differential acculturation, patterns of Federal Period Cherokee 
interassemblage variability should correspond with historically 
defined patterns of material variability distinguishing Cherokee 
traditionalists , Cherokee nontraditionalists , and Anglo-Cherokee 
assimilationists . These patterns are : 
a .  Archaeologi cal contexts and assemblages generated 
by Federal Period Cherokee traditionalists should closely 
resemble those generated by traditional Cherokee society 
during the Late Colonial Period . Traditionalist Cherokee 
contexts are expected to occur primarily within sites of 
nucleated towns . Traditionalist assemblages are expected to 
include relatively high proportions of aboriginal ceramics , 
personal ornamentation artifacts , armaments , and ammunition 
and low proportions of architectural debris , agricultural 
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hardware �  riding tack hardware� cloth production hardware �  
and Euro-American kitchenwares . Traditionalist assemblages 
should include fewer and cheaper manufactured goods overall 
than assemblages generated by wealthier Anglo-Cherokees and 
nontraditional Cherokees . 
b .  Archaeolog ical contexts and assemblages generated 
by nontraditionalist Cherokees should reflect both the 
selective adoption of aspects of Anglo-American agrarian 
lifestyle and economy and the selective retention of 
traditional Cherokee lifestyle . Nontraditionalist Cherokee 
contexts are expected to occur primarily within s ingle 
household components although occasionally occurring within 
town s ites or sites of extended family hamlets . As compared 
with traditionalist assemblages � nontraditionalist Cherokee 
assemblages should include high proportions of Euro-American 
kitchenwares � architectural hardware (predominantly nails ) �  
horse paraphernalia� and agricultural equipment and low 
proportions of aboriginal ceramics and personal adornment 
items . Quantities and diversity of manufactured goods 
occurring in nontraditional Cherokee assemblages are 
expected to be greater than within traditional Cherokee 
assemblages but less than that within Anglo-Cherokee 
assemblages . 
c .  Archaeological contexts and assemblages generated 
by Anglo-Cherokees should closely resemble those generated 
by southern Anglo-American agrarians of the same economic 
level . Anglo-Cherokee contexts should occur primarily 
within single household components . In some instances � 
associated households of allied relatives � s laves � or 
Anglo-American employees might cause Anglo-Cherokee 
components to appear as multihousehold hamlets . In 
addition �  the range of economic activities pursued by 
Anglo-Cherokees generated non-domestic components such as 
stores � taverns � ferries � and mills . Anglo-Cherokee 
assemblages should contain high proportions of Euro-American 
kitchenwares � architectural hardware ( including nails of 
various functions � window glass � brick or dressed stone 
block � hinges � pintles � latches � etc . ) �  agricultural 
hardware � riding tack � and specialized tools or residues 
connected with Anglo-American manufacturing technologies . 
Such assemblages are expected to include no aboriginal 
ceramics and comparatively low proportions of personal 
adornment paraphernalia . Anglo-Cherokee assemblages should 
include greater frequencies and a wider diversity of 
manufactured goods than either traditionalist or 
nontraditional Cherokee assemblages . 
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Thirteen Federal Period Cherokee assemblages from Chota ( 40MR 2 ) ,  
Citico (40MR 7 ) ,  and the Bell  Rattle Cabin s ite ( 40MR 21 1 ) ,  two Federal 
Per iod Anglo-American assemblages from Harrison Branch ( 40MR 2 1 )  and 
Hodge ( 40MR 46 ) ,  and 43 Colonial Period Cherokee assemblages from 
Tomotley ( 40MR 5) were compared as a test of these propositions . Direct 
and indirect ethnohistoric documentation indicate that nontraditionalist 
occupations were represented at Chota and the Bell Rattle Cabin s ite and 
that both traditionalist and nontraditionalist occupations were 
represented at Citico . No documented Federal Period Anglo-Cherokee 
assemblages were available for study . The Anglo-American and Colonial 
Period Cherokee assemblages were considered as standards to which to 
compare the variabil ity among the Federal Period Cherokee assemblages . 
Assemblage comparisons were conducted using Kinteigh ' s  ( 1984) gssemblage 
diversity analysis technique , principal components analysis ( SAS 1982 ) ,  
Ward ' s  hierarchical cluster analysis 
discriminant analysis (SAS 1982) . 
(SAS 1982 ) ,  and canonical 
The results of these analyses indicate that : 1 )  a wider range of 
interassemblage variability is represented in the Federal Period sample 
than in the Colonial Period sample ; 2 )  the heterogeneity of  the Federal 
Period sample relates 
variation defined in the 
to the material patterns 
ethnohistoric record ; and 
of socioeconomic 
3 )  variation in 
assemblage content differentiates Federal Period Cherokee assemblages as 
s imilar to Anglo-American frontier agrarian assemblages or Late Colonial 
Period Cherokee assemblages and therefore serves to define 
nontraditionalist and traditionalist material patterns . 
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Citico Features 170  and 271  and Bell Rattle Feature 1 were defined 
as nontraditionalist assemblages which resemble the Anglo-American 
assemblages in content and structure . They characteristically include 
high proportions of Euro-American kitchen related artifacts , 
architectural hardware ,  and horse related hardware and low proportions 
of aboriginal ceramics . 
S ix Federal Period assemblages , Chota Features 233 and 255 and 
Citico Features 17 1 ,  270,  275,  and 281 ,  were defined as traditionalist 
assemblages which closely resemble the Tomotley sample . These 
assemblages are characterized by high proportions of aboriginal ceramics 
and armaments and low proportions of Euro-American kitchen related 
art ifacts , architectural hardware , and horse related hardware . 
Four Federal Period Cherokee assemblages were classified with 
neither the Anglo-American nor the Colonial Period Cherokee cases . The 
Bell Rattle Feature 6 and Citico Feature 237 assemblages are 
functionally distinct from the remainder of domestic household 
associated contexts . Although distinct from either set of model 
assemblages , the Chota Feature 379  and Citico Feature 277 assemblages 
were classified as most similar to the Anglo-American model assemblages 
and are interpreted as representing nontraditionalist occupations . 
In accord with historic documentation of the Bell Rattle and Citico 
occupations , nontraditionalist assemblages were defined at both sites 
and traditionalist assemblages were recognized in the Citico sample . 
Contrary to expectations , traditionalist as well as nontraditionalist 
assemblage patterns were recognized among the Chota assemblages . 
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Representation of both patterns in the Federal Period component at Chota 
is attributed to interhousehold variation . 
In contrast to the f indings of Ford ( 1982) and Russ ( 1984 ) , results 
of this study suggest that Federal Period archaeological assemblages 
cannot be adequately characterized by a single material pattern . While 
overall levels of variability among Colonial Period Cherokee assemblages 
may be low enough to allow such monotypic description, interassemblage 
variability in the Federal Period Cherokee archaeological record is 
demonstrably higher . Hence , any characterization of Federal Period 
Cherokee archaeological record should recognize multiple patterns of 
assemblage composition . This variability in the Federal Period Cherokee 
archaeological record mirrors the heterogeneity of Federal Period 
Cherokee society . 
This study has examined assemblages representing a small segment of 
the documented range of Cherokee socioeconomic variability. More 
precise definition of the entire range of variability in the Federal 
Period Cherokee archaeological record must await investigation of well 
documented and dated contexts representing the full socioeconomic 
spectrum . Archaeological definition of the extreme ranges of Cherokee 
socioeconomic variability is hampered by problems in recognition of the 
temporal and cultural affiliations of representative assemblages . The 
Federal Period traditionalist assemblages defined in · these analyses 
differ from the Late Colonial Period assemblages inasmuch as they 
include absolutely greater quantities of Euro-American ceramics . This 
difference is an artificial by-product of the definition of Federal 
1 1 0  
Period assemblages ; only those assemblages which contain temporally 
diagnostic Federal Period artifacts (principally Euro-American ceramics ) 
were considered in the study . Many more Federal Period Cherokee feature 
assemblages go unidentified due to their lack of temporally diagnostic 
artifacts . Such unidentified assemblages 
would most closely resemble the Colonial 
best represent extremely conservative 
components . 
are precisely the ones which 
Period sample and which might 
and impoverished Cherokee 
The Harrison Branch assemblage illustrates the difficulty in 
distinguishing Anglo-Cherokee from Anglo-American assemblages . Although 
this site was located within the Cherokee Nation during its occupation , 
there are no defining characteristics of the archaeological assemblage 
which identify it as Anglo-Cherokee rather than Anglo-American . By the 
same token , the nontraditionalist assemblages defined in this study 
differ absolutely from the Anglo-American assemblages only in their 
inclusion of aboriginal ceramics and ornament production debris . 
Nontraditionalist or Anglo-Cherokee components which are not 
specif ically documented in the historic record and which lack aboriginal 
ceramics and aboriginal ornaments are practically indistinguishable from 
southern frontier Anglo-American components .  
Hence , it is difficult to document the full range of variability 
which might be expected among Federal Period Cherokee archaeological 
assemblages . Fortunately, the extens ive historic record of early 
nineteenth century Cherokee society provides data for the identification 
and location of household sites representative of the entire 
1 1 1  
socioeconomic continuum from impoverished conservatives to the 
wealthiest Cherokee planters .  Records and survey plats relating to 
Cherokee l ife estate reservations (Armstrong 1819- 1820 ) document and 
illustrate the locations of numerous house sites in Tennessee , North 
Carolina , Georgia , and Alabama . The 1835 Cherokee census (Henderson 
1835 ) , improvement and spoilation claims relating to the Cherokee 
removal (Anon . 1 838 ) ,  and Army Corps of Engineers surveys of the 
Cherokee Nation (Anon . 1837 ) are a database which provide information 
necessary for locating many s ites of identif iable post�Federal Period 
Cherokee households . Documentary evidence and archaeological 
assemblages recovered from these sites could afford a unique opportunity 
for conjunctive ethnohistoric and archaeological examination of the 
processes of differential acculturation , socioeconomic diversification , 
economic radiation , and the rapid emergence of capital economy and its 
effects on a traditional society . 
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APPENDIX B 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXTS AND ASSEMBLAGES AT THE BELL 
RATTLE CABIN SITE ( 40MR 2 1 1 )  
Introduction 
Archaeological f ieldwork at the Bell Rattle Cabin s ite ( 40MR21 1 )  
was conducted during the fall of 1981 by the University of Tennessee 
Department of Anthropology as part of the Tellico Reservoir Proj ect 
(Davis .  et al . 1982 ) .  Investigations at the site were initiated 
following discovery and inspection of the 1820 Armstrong survey plat 
depicting the Bell  Rattle house within or adj acent to the Tellico 
Reservoir Project Area . Because no such late historic Cherokee farmstead 
s ites had been previously investigated in the course of the Tellico 
Reservoir Archaeological Proj ect , documentation and assessment of the 
s ite was deemed important to gaining an archaeological understanding of 
the terminal Cherokee occupation in the Proj ect Area . The following 
account constitutes a report of archaeological contexts and assemblages 
at the Bell Rattle Cabin s ite ( 40MR 2 1 1 )  with emphasis placed upon the 
Federal Period Cherokee component of the site . 
S ite Location and Environs 
The Bell Rattle Cabin s ite is located on the east s ide of Tellico 
River approximately 1200 m.  downstream of Tellico River Mile 20 in 
Monroe County, Tennessee ( Figure 7 ) .  The s ite is situated on an ancient 
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Figure 7 .  Location of the Bell Rattle Cabin S ite ( 40MR 211 ) .  
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terrace remnant 80m east of the active river channel . S ite elevation is 
820 ft AMSL . The Bell Rattle Cabin site is located near the interface of 
the Ridge and Valley and Blue Ridge Physiographic Provinces in the Red 
Knobs , a dissected terrain formed by eroded hills of the Holston shale 
formation . 
Histor ic Background 
The Bell  Rattle Cabin site is associated with the histori c  
personage o f  the Cherokee Bell Rattle, his wife Unakald , and two or 
three unspecified household members . The earl iest 
documentation of the site is dated July 21 , 1 8 1 9 ,  
specific historic 
when Bell Rattle 
registered a claim for a 640 acre life estate reservation (Anon . 1828)  
in accordance with Article 2 of the February 27 , 1819  U . S . /Cherokee 
Treaty ( Royce 1887 ) .  Bell Rattle ' s  registration (Anon . 1828 ) identifies 
him as the head of a Cherokee household of four located on the Little 
Tellico River . 
Bell  Rattle ' s  t itle to this reservation was impeded by an 1819  
Tennessee law ( Scott 1821 ) which forbade the U . S  Government surveyor 
from laying off reservations registered after July 1 ,  1818 , the date 
specified for registration of reservation claims under the 1817  Cherokee 
treaty . Bell Rattle, together with fellow reservees Bold Hunter , The 
Mink , Stone Toter , and The Smoke, filed a petition before the Tennessee 
General Assembly on July 5 ,  1820 (Anon . 1820) requesting that survey of 
their reservations be allowed . Although their petition was refused by 
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the General Assembly, surveys of the Bell Rattle, Smoke ,  and Bold Hunter 
reservations were conducted the following fall . 
Surveyor Robert Armstrong laid off the adj acent reservations of 
Bell Rattle , Smoke, Tee-las-ka-ask, and S ituakee on Oct . 25, 1 820 
(Armstrong 1 8 1 9 - 1 820) . Bell Rattle retained title to the reservation 
until 1 826 when Smoke , as Bell Rattle ' s  heir and representative , 
transferred title to William Ainsworth in return for one thousand 
dollars (Anon 1826) . Bell Rattle is next documented in Arkansas , where 
he entered a spoilation claim with the Western Cherokee Agent for $40 . 00 
in peltry stolen by a white man (Anon . 1 833) . Bell Rattle ' s  death prior 
to 1830 is documented by Unakald Bellrattle ' s  Nov . 6 ,  1 830 conveyance of 
her widow ' s  dower to the reservation property to John J .  Humphries 
(Anon . 1 8 30 ) . The site area has subsequently passed through various 
Anglo-American titles . The present landowner is William Shaw . 
Prior to the 1 8 1 9  Cherokee cession of the Hiwassee District , the 
Bell Rattle farmstead and the neighboring farmsteads of Smoke , S ituakee , 
Tee-las-ka-ask , Kus-kee- lees-kee , Oo-wa-hoos-kee , Kee-loo-na-hah , 
Oo-wah-ah, and Caty Harlan (Anon 1 828 ) were associated with the Great 
Tellico community, which was centered upriver at Tellico Plains . As 
documented by the 1809 Meigs Census (Meigs 1809) , Great Tellico was the 
most populous Federal Period Cherokee community in the Hiwassee 
District , numbering 1 1 9  Cherokee males , 127 Cherokee females , one white , 
and 22 black slaves . Great Tellico was a relatively prosperous 
community ,  having 1 09 horses , 3 7 1  cattle , 30 sheep , 554 hogs , and 22 
black slaves in 1809 . Acceptance of the government acculturation program 
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in the Great Tellico community is indicated by the 45 spinning wheels , 
1 2  looms , and 1 7  plows enumerated in the census . 
In summary , the Bell  Rattle Cabin site was occupied by a single 
Cherokee household from some time prior to 1 8 1 9  until approximately 
1 826 . This household was composed of Bell  Rattle , his wife Unakald, and 
at least two other family members . Inasmuch as the Bell Rattle 
household was an isolated single 
of a nucleated town , it is 
family farmstead rather than a member 
suggested that it represents an 
nontraditionalist Cherokee occupation of the site . 
Archaeological F ieldwork 
Archaeological f ieldwork at the Bell Rattle Cabin site consisted of 
surface reconnaissance of the site area , controlled surface collection ,  
auger testing , and test excavation . Location of the site area was 
facilitated by the 1820 Armstrong survey plat (Armstrong 1819- 1820 ) , 
which depicts the Bell Rattle dwelling house relative to the Tellico 
River and reservation boundaries which are referable to extant section 
l ines ( Figure 8 ) .  
At the time of initial reconnaissance, the s ite was heavily grazed 
pastureland . Surface inspection of erosional exposures along the 
eastern edge of the site located diagnostic early nineteenth century 
Euro-American ceramics , glas s ,  forge s lag , and chert f lakes . In order 
to determine the horizontal distribution of artifact densities in the 
site area , a . 46 acre tract on the flat top of the second terrace 
( Figure 9 )  was plowed , disked , and collected after approximately 5 
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Figure 8 .  Armstrong plat ( 1 820 ) of the Bell Rattle Reservation . 
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inches of rain had fallen on the plowed surface . This plowed area was 
� 
subdivided into 200 10 ft� collection units and all apparent surface 
materials collected by respective unit . Diagnostic art ifacts collected 
indicated Archaic,  Woodland, Early Mississippian, historic Cherokee , and 
historic Anglo-American site components . 
Analys is of distributions of surface collected materials revealed 
particularly high densities of early nineteenth century ceramics and 
forge slag along the eastern edge of the plowed area . This high density 
area was subsequently tested with a small diameter split spoon auger as 
a means of locating subplowzone anomalies . In order to evaluate the 
high dens ity areas determined in the surface collection and the 
subplowzone anomalies defined through coring , three noncontiguous 10 ft2 
test excavation units were hand excavated to the base of the plowzone 
(Figures 9 , 10 ) . All plowzone fill from these units was dry screened 
through 1/4  inch mesh wire screens . S ix cultural features and 15 
postmolds were exposed at the base of the plowzone of these units 
( Figure 1 0 ) . 
Excavated Contexts 
The plowzone of of the f irst excavation unit, designated Test Unit 
59-57 according to its field co-ordinates , was a uniform dark brown 
s ilty clay loam which varied in depth from . 35 ft to . 5  ft below ground 
surface . Artifact content of the plowzone in this unit included 
Euro-American and aboriginal ceramics , daub, nails , bottle glass , 
historic metal artifacts , slag , animal bone , and l ithic artifacts . 
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Figure 9 .  S ite map of Bell Rattle Cabin S ite ( 40MR 21 1 ) .  
( after Davis � et al . 1982 ) 
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Figure 1 0 .  Excavated units and features at the Bell Rattle Cabin 
Site ( 40MR 21 1 ) .  ( after Davis,  et al . 1982) 
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Features 1-3  and Postmolds 1-7  were observed at the base of the plowzone 
of Test Unit 59-57 . 
The plowzone of the second excavation unit (Test Unit 59-63 ) was 
excavated as three distinct levels to a depth of 1 . 4  ft . The upper zone 
of this unit was a colluvial wash of light brown clay loam containing 
historic artifacts , aboriginal ceramics , and l ithic artifacts . The 
second level was a buried plowzone of dark brown clay loam with similar 
artifact content . The third level ,  a zone of dark brown silty clay 
loam, was a colluvially sealed surface containing aboriginal ceramics , 
l ithic artifacts , animal bone , and a few historic artifacts . Features 4 
and 5 and Postmolds 8-10  were apparent at the base of Level 3 .  
The modern plowzone and a buried plowzone present in the third 
excavation unit ( Test Unit 60-60) were removed as separate levels to a 
depth of . 8  ft below ground surface . Artifact content of these levels 
was predominantly slag , iron scrap , and burnt sandstone . Feature 6 and 
Postmolds 1 1 -16  were exposed at the base of the plowzone in this unit . 
Feature Contexts 
Features 1 ,  2 ,  and 6 are assoc iated with the historic Cherokee 
occupation of the site . Features 3 ,  4 ,  and 5 are associated with a Late 
Woodland component . Because no historic artifacts were recovered from 
any postmold ,  it is inferred that all sixteen postmolds are attributable 
to prehistoric components . 
Feature 1 ( Figure 1 1 )  was a rectangular pit measuring 7 . 4  ft x 2 . 6  
ft and extending 1 . 8  ft into the sterile clay subsoi l .  The pit was 
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F igure 1 1 . Plan and profile views of Feature 1 .  
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bisected in excavation to facilitate exposure of natural strata . All 
f ill from the northeast section , with the exception of a 4 liter soil 
sample ,  was dry screened through 1 / 4  inch mesh wire screen . The fill 
was dark brown highly organic silty clay loam with pockets of fired and 
unfired clay and ash . Interspersed throughout the fill  were large 
limestone or dolomite blocks and quantities of daub . Two depostional 
strata were apparent in the exposed profi le within the pit . The upper 
zone of the southeast section was removed and dry screened through 1/4  
inch mesh wire screen . The lower . 4  ft zone was comprised of a wet , 
ashy soil containing an abundance of small artifacts and animal bones . 
Fill from this zone was water screened through 1 / 16 inch mesh wire 
screen . Artifact content of Feature 1 included Qualla Plain and Qualla 
Check Stamped ceramics , Euro-American pearlwares , earthenwares and 
stonewares , glass bottle, decanter , and tumbler fragments , nails , 
buttons , beads , tinware , floral remains , and faunal remains . A mean 
ceramic date ( South 197 7 )  of 1802 . 8  for Feature 1 is derived from 
Euro-American ceramics present in the pit fill .  
Although no postmolds or  other in situ structural remains were 
located in definite association with Feature 1 ,  assemblage content of 
the pit indicates its function as a substructural facility. Large 
quantities of daub with flat wood 
architectural hardware in the 
impress ions , 
upper 
limestone blocks , and 
directly assoc iated with a structure . 
zone suggest that the pit was 
The f inely sorted household 
refuse in the lower zone of the pit was most probably the result of 
gradual accumulation rather than dumping and may be the result of loss 
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or sweeping through a s ize f iltering agent such as a puncheon floor or 
trapdoor covering the pit . Presence of mud dauber nest fragments in the 
lower zone further substantiate the association of Feature 1 with some 
protective structure . 
Stratif ication of Feature 1 f ill indicates two distinctive 
depositional episodes . The upper zone was composed of dumped refuse and 
architectural debris and probably relates to a period of pit abandonment 
and structure destruction or collapse . The lower zone of pit fill  was 
an accretional deposit which apparently accumulated during active use of 
the pit facility and covering structure . Lower zone fill was f inely 
sorted ash containing large quantities of small animal bones , eggshell , 
and small or fragmented artifacts . 
Rectangular pits similar to Feature 1 are well documented in 
Overbill Cherokee sites in the Tellico Reservoir Archaeological area . 
Schroedl ( 1986a) discusses rectangular pits , both with and without 
associated postmolds , at Chota-Tanasee ( 40MR 2/62 ) ,  Toqua (40MR 6 ) ,  
Tomotley (40MR 5 ) ,  Mialoquo ( 40MR 3 ) ,  Citico ( 40MR 7 ) ,  and Starnes ( 40MR 
32) . Although the function of such pits is not apparent from the 
archaeological record , they may have functioned as cellarlike storage 
facilities (Schroedl 1986a) . Cherokee improvement claims relating to the 
1 838 Removal document small rectangular cellars within Cherokee 
dwellings as well as "potato cellars" within hothouses (Anon . 1 838) . 
Southern frontier Anglo-Americans utilized 
facilities located within dwellings for 
s imilar trapdoor accessed 
protection of perishables 
ag�inst freezing ( Shelton Johnson , personal communication 1986 ) .  
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Feature 2 was an oval pit measuring 1 . 4 ft x 1 . 0  ft and extending 
. 25 ft below plowzone . All pit fill ,  which was comprised of carbonized 
corn cobs , corn kernels , and wood charcoal , was retr ieved for 
f lotation . Such cob-filled pits are documented as part of Cherokee 
components at Chota-Tanassee, Toqua , Mialoquo , Tomotley, and Citico 
( Schroedl 1986a ) . Contents of these pits reflect in situ burning in an 
oxygen deprived environment . Ethnohistoric evidence suggests that these 
features may have functioned as pottery smudging facilities (Holmes 
1903;  Harrington 1909 ; Myer 1928 ; Reece in Perdue 1979b) . This 
functional identification is supported by the presence of complete , 
broken vessels in cob filled pits at Chota-Tanassee ( Schroedl 1986a ) .  
Feature 6 was a circular , burnt sandstone filled feature measuring 
3 . 1  ft x 3 ft and extending 1 . 1  ft below plowzone . The upper . 3  ft of 
feature f ill  was water screened through 1 / 16 inch mesh wire screen . The 
lower . 8  ft of feature fill was dry screened through 1 / 4  inch mesh 
screen . Feature content included burnt sandstone blocks , charcoal ,  
s lag , iron scrap and blacksmithing debris , bottle glass , and a few 
historic sherds . No evidence of in situ burning was observed in or 
around Feature 6 .  This feature is interpreted as either a receptacle for 
dumped forge debris or the base of a forge facility with above ground 
f iring . 
Few temporally diagnostic artifacts were associated with Feature 6 ,  
and the contemporaneity of this facility with the Cherokee occupation of 
the s ite is questionable . However ,  the presence of small quantities of 
slag and forge scrap within Feature 1 suggests that the ironworking 
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facility may have been operated during the Bell Rattle occupation . 
Although no such features or forge facilities are known from Overbill 
Cherokee sites , ethnohistoric documentation indicates that blacksmithing 
was practiced by Cherokees during the Federal Period and thereafter . 
Features 3 ,  4 ,  and 5 were associated with a Late Woodland 
occupation of the site . Feature 3 was an oval pit measuring 1 . 25 ft x 1 
ft and extending . 7  ft below plowzone . Feature 4 was an oval pit 
measuring 1 . 45 ft x 1 . 15 ft and extending . 85 ft below plowzone . 
Feature 5 was a shallow basin , . 5  ft deep , 3 ft long and 2 ft wide . 
Fill of all three pits was homogeneous dark brown silty loam . Artifact 
content of Features 3 ,  4 ,  and 5 were similar , including sparse 
associations of Late Woodland l imestone tempered sherds , lithic f lakes , 
and f ire cracked rocks . 
Material Assemblages from the Bell  Rattle Cabin Site (40MR � 
Archaeological investigations at the Bell Rattle Cabin site 
recovered collections of aboriginal ceramics , historic artifacts , lithic 
artifacts , faunal remains , and f loral remains from surface and excavated 
contexts .  These material assemblages document Early , Middle. and Late 
Archaic , Middle Woodland , Late Woodland/Early Mississippian , historic 
Cherokee, and historic Anglo-American site components . 
THE ABORIGINAL CERAMIC ASSEMBLAGE 
A total of 3749 aboriginal ceramic sherds ( see Appendix C ) were 
recovered in surface collections and test excavations at the Bell Rattle 
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Cabin site . A descriptive analysis of the sherd assemblage considered 
four ceramic attributes : sherd temper , sherd surface treatment , sherd 
size , and vessel portion represented by the sherd . This descriptive 
account of the aboriginal ceramic assemblage at the Bell Rattle Cabin 
site is organized by temper category , an attribute which serves to 
identify cultural historical affiliations . 
Grit/Coarse Sand Tempered Ceramics (n=305)  
A total of  305  grit/ coarse sand tempered sherds were recovered from 
the Bell Rattle Cabin site , 196 ( 647.) of which were small,  eroded, 
nondiagnostic sherdlets . All diagnostic grit/ coarse sand tempered 
ceramics in the site assemblage are attributable to the Federal Period 
Cherokee component and are referable to the historic Qualla series 
( Egloff 1967 ) . Surface treatments of grit tempered body and neck sherds 
include plain ( 597. ) ,  check stamped ( 207.) , rectil inear complicated 
stamped ( 167.) and simple stamped ( 57.) . Rim (n=16)  forms are either 
s imple everted or simple straight rims . S imple straight rims ( n=S) 
occur in conjunction with vertically notched applique rimstrips . 
A minimum vessel count of f ive grit/ coarse sand tempered vessels is 
derived on the basis of distinctively occurring sherd elements . Vessel 
form is identif iable for two vessels recovered from Feature 1 .  One of 
these is a small ( ca.  1 l iter ) capacity wide mouthed j ar with plain 
surface and simple , slightly everted rim (Figure 12) . The lip of this 
vessel displays impressions of tightly woven , loom produced cloth . The 
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Figure 12 . Reconstructed portion of Qualla Plain j ar ,  40MR 2 1 1 ,  
Feature 1 .  
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Figure 13 . Qualla ceramics from the Bell  Rattle Cabin Site 
( 40MR 2 1 1 ) :  a .  portion of check stamped j ar ;  
b - e .  rectilinear complicated stamped sherds ; 
d-f .  plain rims with notched rimstrips . 
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other vessel is a large check stamped jar of unidentif iable rim form 
( Figure 13) . 
Crushed Shell Tempered Ceramics ( n=7 7 )  
Crushed shell tempered ceramics make up 2 7.  o f  the total site 
ceramic assemblage . Residual sherds comprise 847. of all shell tempered 
ceramics from the site . Because the distribution of shell tempered 
sherds on the site is not coincident with that of Qualla ceramics ( see 
Appendix C ) , it is suggested that the shell tempered ceramics relate to 
an earl ier Mississippian component and are not associated with the 
Federal Per iod Cherokee component . 
Limestone Tempered Ceramics (n=3 148) 
Limestone tempered ceramics , which relate to a Middle/Late Woodland 
component at the site , compose 847. of the total sherd assemblage . 
Small , eroded residual sherds ( n=2795) constitute 887. of all limestone 
tempered ceramics in the site assemblage . Surface treatments 
represented on limestone tempered ceramics are plain ( 747.) ,  z-twist 
cordmarked ( 87.) , s-twist cordmarked ( 37.) , indeterminate cordmarked 
( 107.) , brushed ( . 67.) , simple stamped ( 37. ) , recti linear complicated 
stamped ( . 37.) , and checkstamped ( . 37.) . Referable historic types are 
Mulberry Creek Plain (Haag 1939 : 9 ) ,  Candy Creek Cord Marked ( Lewis and 
Kneberg 1946 : 102 ) ,  Flint River Brushed (Heimleich 1952 : 20 ) , Bluff Creek 
S imple Stamped (Haag 1939 : 18 ;  Heimleich 1952 : 18 ) , and Wright Check 
Stamped (Haag 1939 : 12 ;  Heimleich 1952 : 17 ) .  
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Coarse Crushed Quartz Tempered Ceramics(n=S ) 
Four residual and one cordmarked coarse quartz tempered sherds were 
recovered at the Bell Rattle Cabin site . These ceramics are attributed 
to an Early Woodland site occupation . 
Sand/ Small Crushed Quartz Tempered Ceramics (n=27 ) 
Sand/small crushed quartz tempered ceramics in the site assemblage 
appear to relate to a Middle Woodland Connestee site component . 
Diagnostic surface treatments present on sand/ small crushed quartz 
tempered sherds are plain (n=6 ) .  cordmarked (n=3 ) . simple stamped (n=3 ) . 
and rectilinear complicated stamped (n=1 ) .  These ceramics are referable 
to the Connestee series (Keel 1976 ) . 
Indeterminate Tempered Ceramics (n=222)  
This class is comprized of  small ,  eroded sherds in which aplastic 
composition is indeterminable . 
Historic Euro-American Produced Artifacts 
Euro-American Ceramics (n=374) 
Euro-American ceramic sherds present in the Bell  Rattle Cabin site 
assemblage ( see Appendix D) are attributed to the Bell  Rattle household 
and later site occupations . Of 262 diagnostic sherds with known 
temporal ranges , 224 are contemporaneous with the Federal Period 
Cherokee component . The mean ceramic date ( South 197 7 )  for the site 
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derived from these earlier ceramics is 1804 . 68 .  Ceramics which clearly 
postdate the Federal Period component yield a mean ceramic date of 
1859 . 76 .  Ceramics associated with Feature 1 yield a mean date of 1802 . 8 .  
Euro-American ceramics ( Figures 14 , 15 ) associated with the Bell 
Rattle household occupation may be roughly divided into two 
1 )  finewares principally intended for table service, 
pearlwares ,  creamwares , and porcelains , and 2 )  
categories : 
including 
chiefly coarsewares 
intended for food and beverage storage functions , including lead glazed 
earthenwares , alkaline glazed stonewares and salt glazed stonewares . 
Pearlwares ( n=203 )  are the most frequent f inewares in the Bell 
Rattle assemblage . A minimum of 12 pearlware vessels of eight distinct 
decorative types are represented . Plate, saucer , teabowl , and teacup 
forms are indicated by sherd morphology . Other f inewares in the Bell 
Rattle assemblages are English porcelains (n=3 ) ,  creamwares (n=4 ) , and 
yellowwares (n=4 ) . 
Coarsewares include lead glazed earthenwares ( n=56 ) ,  alkaline 
glazed stonewares ( n=7 ) ,  and salt glazed stonewares ( n=9 ) . Feature 1 
f i ll contained 36 earthenware sherds , but no stoneware sherds ,  
indicating that the stonewares may well postdate the Cherokee occupation 
of the site . A minimum of six lead glazed earthenware vessels are 
represented in the assemblage, including crock, bowl , jug ,  and plate 
forms . 
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Figure 1 4 .  Euro-American f ine ceramics from the Bell Rattle 
Cabin Site (40MR 21 1 ) : a .  blue handpainted pearlware 
deep saucer; b .  polychrome handpainted pearlware cup ; 
c .  transfer printed pearlware plate; d .  plain 
pearlware plate; e . -f . edged pearlware plates . 
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Figure 15. Euro-American coarse ceramics from the Bell Rattle 
Cabin Site (40MR 211 ) : a . -d.  lead glazed earthenware; 
e .  alkaline glazed stoneware ;  f .  salt glazed stoneware. 
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Glassware ( n=95 ) 
Ninety-five glass container fragments were recovered from surface 
and excavated contexts at the Bell Rattle Cabin site (Appendix D) . A 
minimum of three clear tumblers ,  one pharmeceutical vial , one blown 
glass bowl or decanter , three wine bottles , and four other bottles are 
represented in the Bell Rattle Cabin site assemblage . 
Tinware and Sheet Iron (n=l36)  
Nineteen recognizable tinware container fragments and 117  pieces of 
sheet iron which are probably container fragments were recovered from 
the plowzone of Unit 59- 57 and from Feature 1 ( see Appendix D) . Tinware 
vessel forms represented in the assemblage are mainly small capacity 
containers , such as cups , jacks , and tankards (Figure 1 6 ) . 
Cast Steel Vessel (n=l ) 
A single rim fragment of a cast steel kettle (Figure 16)  was 
recovered from the plowzone overlying Feature 1 (Appendix D) . Such cast 
iron cookware is well documented in Cherokee household inventories 
dat ing to the 1838 Removal (Anon . 1838)  and in earlier trade inventories 
( Polhemus 1980 ) . 
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Figure 1 6 . Kitchen related metal artifacts : a .  tin plated iron 
teaspoon; b .  cast iron vessel fragment ; c .  tinware 
fragment . 
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Kitchen/Table Utensils ( n=4 ) 
Table utensils in the site assemblage are a small tinned iron 
teaspoon (Figure 16) , an aboriginally produced antler fork handle 
(Figure 20 ) ,  and two indeterminate ( knife/fork) iron tang fragments 
(Appendix D) . The iron tang fragments are associated with Feature 6 ,  and 
relate more to iron recycling or utensil repair than to household use . 
Table utensils are poorly represented in other Federal Period Cherokee 
archaeological assemblages , but are well documented in the 1838 Cherokee 
spoilation claims (Anon 1838 ) .  
Architectural Hardware (n=l38)  
Architectural hardware in the Bell Rattle site assemblage consists 
of 126 nails , 8 sherds of window glass , and one hasp fragment (Appendix 
D) . Cut nails are strongly represented in the overall assemblage, but 
occur in Feature 1 in equal proportions with wrought nails . Window 
glass , although identified as such by its thickness ,  lack o f  curvature ,  
and lack of mirror silvering , may represent a nonarchitectural 
function . Improvement valuations relating to the Cherokee Removal 
indicate that glass windows were rare even in the houses of acculturated 
Anglo-Cherokees . Daub ( n=6278 )  and limestone manuports ( n=99 ) from 
Feature 1 ,  although not included in the count of architectural hardware , 
are structural components which relates to the Federal Period Cherokee 
occupation . Flat wood surface impressions preserved in daub suggest 
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that daubing was placed on hewn or split surfaces rather than round 
poles . 
Clothing Hardware ( n=S ) 
EuroAmerican clothing hardware is represented in the assemblage by 
three plated brass buttons , a glass button inset , and a provisionally 
ident ified brass slide for belt or sling adjustment (Appendix D) . All 
three buttons (Figure 1 7 )  are South' s  ( 1964) Type 18 with solder 
attached eyelets . The faceted purple glass button set ( F igure 1 7 )  is 
part of a Type 13 ( South 1964) button . A small crimped brass covered 
iron bar (F igure 1 7 )  marked "PATENT JUNE 9 ,  180 [ ? ] "  is tentatively 
identif ied as an adjustment slide for a webbing strap . 
Cloth/Clothing Production Artifacts (n=1 ) 
A s ingle silver plated brass straight pin with soldered head 
(F igure 1 8 )  is the only clothing production related artifact in the Bell 
Rattle site assemblage (Appendix D) . 
Personal Adornment Items (n=1 1 )  
Although no manufactured or aboriginally produced ornaments were 
found at the site , seven sheet brass and four cut pewter fragments , 
presumed to be byproducts of ornament production , were recovered 
(Appendix D) . This functional assignment is based on the co-occurrence 
of sheet brass debr is and abor iginally produced sheet brass ornaments in 
other Federal Period Cherokee assemblages (Ford 1982 ) . 
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Figure 1 7 . Clothing hardware and personal adornment items : 
a . -c .  buttons ; d .  g lass button inset; e .  brass and 
iron adjustment slide ( ? ) ;  f .  cut brass scrap ; 
Figure 18 . 
g .  cut t inware scrap • 
• 
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Other metal artifacts : a .  brass harness bos s ;  
b .  bayonet scabbard ( ? )  tip ;  c .  pewter snuff box lid;  
d . -e.  lead balls ; f .  s ilver plated brass p in .  
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Beads ( n=22 ) 
Twenty small glass beads and two larger glass beads were recovered 
from Feature 1 and the overlying plowzone (Appendix D) . Seed beads were 
recovered only in the finescreened portion of Feature 1 fill . Sixteen 
small beads are oyster white (Type Ila1 1 ,  Kidd and Kidd 1970 ) , three are 
turquoise ( Type Ila61 ) and is one 
larger ( 6mm . ) beads are clear 
Kidds ' Type W1b .  
Personal Obj ects ( n=7 ) 
dark rose brown (Type Ila3 1 ) .  The two 
wound tumbled beads which conform to 
Seven artifacts in the Bell  Rattle assemblage may be termed 
personal obj ects (Appendix D) . Included in these are f ive mirror 
fragments which evince mirror silvering , one molded stub stemmed pipe 
fragment , and one tentatively identif ied pewter snuff box lid ( Figure 
1 8 )  The mirror fragments are identif ied as personal obj ects rather than 
household furnishings based on the occurrence of mirrors as grave goods 
in Colonial Period Overbill Cherokee burial contexts ( Carnes 1983 ; 
Schroedl and Breitburg 1986) . Steiner and de Schweinitz ,  however, note 
the presence of a wall mirror among the Cherokee Kulsathee ' s  home 
furnishings (Williams 1928 ) .  
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Ammunition and Arms Related Artifacts (n=1 1 )  
The site assemblage includes ten munitions (Appendix D) , consisting 
of two lead balls (measuring 17mm . and 11 mm. respectively) , four lead 
shot ( 9mm . , 8mm . ,  6mm. ,  and 3mm . )  and four lead casting sprue . A brass 
object (Figure 18) , tentatively identified as a bayonet scabbard tip , 
was recovered from Fe�ture 1 .  
Forge Related Debris (n=3770 slag ) and Non-diagnostic Iron Scrap (n=561)  
Forge related activities are represented in  the site assemblage by 
3770 fragments of ironworking slag (Appendix D) . The majority of this 
slag was recovered from Feature 6 of the overlying plowzone . 561 
nondiagnostic iron objects , most of which also relate to ironworking 
activities , were also recovered from the site . 
Horse Paraphernalia (n=20 ) 
Horse related hardware in the Bell Rattle site assemblage are one 
brass harness boss (Figure 1 8 ) , 2 1  horseshoe nails , and three horseshoe 
fragments (Appendix D) . Eight horseshoe nails and two horseshoe 
fragments are associated with Feature 6 or the overlying plowzone , and 
probably relate to forge activities at the site . 
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Agricultural Implements (n=3 ) 
The two hoe fragments and one plowshare (Figure 19)  in the Bell 
Rattle site assemblage are extensively modif ied and appear to relate 
directly to the forge activities at the site (Appendix D) . 
Faunal Assemblage 
A total of 2877 faunal remains were recovered from the Bell Rattle 
Cabin site and descriptively analyzed (Appendix E) . This analysis was 
oriented toward identification of class/genus/ species , and anatomical 
element . Other observations , made where applicable , were element side, 
element portion , human modification ,  nonhuman modification ,  relative 
age , sex , size , and weight . A total of 388 elements were identified to 
family , genus , or species level . All identified faunal remains are 
attributed to the Federal Period Cherokee occupation of the site . 
Fish remains ( n=1358 ) composed 47% of the total faunal assemblage . 
A total of 219 fish remains were identifiable to family, genus or 
species level . Redhorse (Moxostoma sp . )  remains accounted for 85% 
( n=l87 ) of the identifiable specimens . Channel catfish ,  gar , sucker , 
perch, and sunfish are also represented . 
Only 109 of the 1057 mammalian remains were identifiable to family, 
genus , or species level . Microfauna (mice and voles ) account for 39 of 
these identified remains . White-tailed deer ( n=34) appears to be the 
most economically important mammalian species represented , followed by 
pig (n=26)  and cow (n=3) . Evidence of butchering was observed on 14 deer 
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Figure 19 . Agricultural implements and forge related artifacts : 
a .  plowshare ; b .  iron bar ; c .  slag ; d . -e .  hoe fragments ;  
Figure 20. Antler and shell artifacts : a .  antler handle; 
b . - e .  mussel shell pottery scrapers . 
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elements . Eleven of these are ribs which appear to have been chopped 
away from the spinal column with an ax . 
Avian and avian related remains totalled 436 , including 351 chicken 
eggshell fragments . Turkey remains (n=13 )  are the most prominent avian 
skeletal elements ,  followed by passenger pigeon (n=5 ) , bobwhite (n=2 ) , 
and chicken (n=1 ) .  Small passerine remains total 26 elements . 
Reptilian remains 
turtle ( indeterminate) 
are scant in the faunal assemblage . Eleven 
carapace fragments , one box turtle coracoid, and 
one colubrid snake vertebra are represented . 
Thirteen molluscan bivalve remains are present in the assemblage . 
Two of these are mucket (Actinonaias ligamentina) valves ( Figure 20 ) 
which display modified edges attributable to their use as potter ' s  tools 
( Harrington 1909 ; Baker 1970 ) . 
Ethnobotanical Assemblage 
A total of 994 . 37g of carbonized and uncarbonized floral remains 
were recovered from dry screened, water screened and floated samples 
from the Bell Rattle Cabin site (Appendix F ) . The great majority of 
these floral remains derive from excavated historic Cherokee contexts .  
The analyzed portion of the botanical remains amounts to 483 . 33g , or 48% 
of the total assemblage . 
analyzed portion . The 
charcoal . 
Forty-two plant genera were 
unanalyzed 51 1 . 04g . is 
identif ied in the 
unidentif ied wood 
Ten species of dietary importance were identified in the sample.  
Cultivated species are maize ( Zea mays ) , squash ( Cucurbita �. and the 
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European introduced domest icates peach ( Prunus persica) , and mustard 
( Brassica nigra) . Charred maize remains ( 7 3 . 03g) are especially well 
represented in Features 1 and 2 .  Seven , eight , and 1 0  row northern dent 
varieties are identif ied in the sample . Wild food plant remains 
identif ied include black walnut ( Juglans nigra) , hickory ( Carya �) , 
black cherry ( Prunus virginiania) , blackberry/raspberry ( Rubus �) , 
blueberry (Vaccinium �) , and persimmon (Diospyros virginiana) .  
Eighteen genera are represented in the analyzed sample ( 224 . 56 g )  
of wood charcoal . Most prominent among these are pine Pinus � 
( 215 . 93 g )  and oak Quercus � ( 3 . 94 g ) . The analyzed charcoal content 
of Feature 2 ,  the cob filled pit ,  is exclusively maple (Acer �) . The 
uniformity of wood charcoal in Feature 2 contrasts with the varied 
charcoal content of cob filled pits documented at Chota-Tanasee 
( Schroedl and Shea 1 976) . 
Lithic Artifact Assemblage 
Surface collections and excavations at the Bell Rattle Cabin site 
yielded 327 lithic tools , 7821 pieces of unmodif ied l ithic debitage , 
1047 lithic manuports and 57 , 442 f ire cracked rocks (Appendix G) . These 
artifacts were analyzed using the Tellico Reservoir Archaeolog ical 
Proj ect low level tri-variate lithic format (Kimball 1985 ) . Raw 
material , blank , and working edge variable states were observed in this 
analysis in order to descriptively characterize the lithic assemblage . 
Kimball ( 1 985 ) provides a detailed description of these variable 
states . 
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Temporally diagnostic proj ectile point forms recovered from the 
site indicate Early Archaic ( Lower Kirk Corner Notched , Upper Kirk 
Corner Notched , Kirk Stemmed/Stanly, St . Albans) ,  Middle Archaic (Morrow 
Mountain I ) , Late Archaic ( Sykes , Iddins Undifferentiated Stemmed) , Late 
Woodland ( Hamilton) , and Mississippian (Madison, Dallas Excurvate 
Triangular) site components .  Other formalized f laked tool forms present 
in the assemblage include bifaces , proj ectile point preforms , drills , 
and endscrapers . 
Unmodif ied l ithic debitage (n=7821 )  in the assemblage includes 
primary decortication flakes ( 4 . 6/o) , secondary decortication flakes 
( 14 . 8/o ) ,  bifacial thinning flakes ( 55/o) ,  bipolar flakes ( 5/o) , and 
shatter fragments ( 1 7/o) . Over 40/o of this debitage is Knox black chert,  
38/o is other Knox group cherts , 12/o is vein quartz , and 6/o is Shady 
Dolomite chalcedony . Distinctive highly vitreous Knox black cherts in 
the assemblage derive from an outcropping approximately one mile 
upriver . 
Limestone ( n=412 )  and sandstone ( n=607)  manuports are mainly 
associated with the early nineteenth century occupation of the site . 
Large limestone blocks occurring in Feature 1 appear to be structural 
elements , possibly parts of a dry stone foundation or f irebox . 
Sandstone manuports in and around Feature 6 were associated with the 
ironworking facility . 
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Discussion of the Federal Period Cherokee Component 
The goal of archaeological investigations at the Bell Rattle Cabin 
S ite was to recover data concerning the terminal Cherokee occupation of 
the Tellico Reservoir Archaeological area . These investigations 
recovered assemblages which document the lifeways of the Bell Rattle 
household , a single family Cherokee farmstead dating ca . 1800-1826 . 
Architectural evidence suggests that the residential structure at 
the Bell Rattle site was a cribbed log cabin . Such structures are well 
documented in the Federal Period Cherokee ethnohistoric record (Williams 
1928 ;  Becker 197 9 ;  Perdue 1979b) . Feature 1 ,  from which the maj ority of 
structural remains and household refuse were recovered , was probably a 
storage facility which was situated inside this residential structure . 
Slag , reworked or forge modified iron artifacts , and iron stock 
recovered at the site strongly suggest that forge activities were 
conducted on the premises during the early nineteenth century . Absolute 
contemporaneity of the forge with the Bell 
assured by the proximity of the household 
Subsequent reoccupation of the site 
Rattle occupation 
and forge activity 
by Anglo-Americans 
is not 
areas . 
may be 
responsible for the forge debris represented at the site . However , a 
small quantity of slag and forge altered iron artifacts were recovered 
from Feature 1 ,  suggesting its contemporaneity with Feature 6 ,  the forge 
related facility . Although blacksmithing debris is not represented in 
other known Federal Period Cherokee assemblages , ethnohistoric sources 
indicate that smithing was one of the primary Anglo-American technical 
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skills acquired by Cherokees (Meigs to Crawford , Dec 1 0 ,  1 8 1 6 ;  Boudinot 
1826 ) . Thus , the incidence of forge debris as part of the Cherokee 
component at the Bell Rattle site may be regarded as unique , but not 
totally unanti cipated . 
Artifact assemblages associated with the Bell Rattle household 
component indicate the selective adoption of Anglo-American material 
culture , but also the retention of certain traditional Cherokee norms . 
Kitchen related artifacts in the Bell Rattle assemblage reflect this 
duality in the adopt ion of a wide array of Euro-American ceramics , 
cookwares ,  glasswares , and flatware and the retention of aboriginal 
ceramics . 
Euro-American ref ined earthenwares are especially prominent in the 
Bell Rattle assemblage. These ,  together with Euro-American tablewares 
and glass tumblers , suggest the adoption of Anglo-American style 
individual food service , and , by extension , scheduled mealtimes . 
Incorporation of these items into the household assemblage may also 
reflect a conscious attempt at acculturation by a Cherokee family 
striving to appear "civilized" to acculturated peers and whites . 
Coarse lead glazed earthenwares and aboriginal ceramics are 
represented in the assemblage in similar proportions . Euro-American 
coarse earthenwares and aboriginal ceramics probably served similar food 
and beverage storage and preparation functions . The Bell Rattle 
assemblage is distinct among Federal Period Over hill Cherokee 
assemblages in its particularly high proportions of Euro-American coarse 
earthenwares . This pattern may reflect a general trend in replacement 
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of aboriginal wares by manufactured counterparts . Cherokee use of 
aboriginal ceramics is documented throughout the Federal Period and 
thereafter , but gradually declined throughout the nineteenth century 
until the eventual extinction of Cherokee ceramic tradition (Harrington 
1909 ) . 
The aboriginal ceramic assemblage from the Bell Rattle Cabin site 
is unusual in the total absence of the shell tempered Overbill series 
ceramics which dominate other Overbill Cherokee components ( Bates 1982 , 
1 986 ; Schroedl 1 986b) . Appearance of Qualla series ceramics in the 
Overbill country of eastern Tennessee is temporally correlated with the 
documented influx of Lower , Middle , and Valley Town Cherokee refugees 
which began during the 1750s ( Baden 1983 ; Russ and Chapman 1983 ; 
Schroedl 1986b) . The homogeneity of Cherokee ceramics in the Bell Rattle 
assemblage is partially attributable to the fact that a single household 
component is represented . It is reasonable to suggest that the Qualla 
series ceramics in this very small ceramic assemblage represent the 
products of a single Cherokee potter or lineage of potters . The absence 
of shell tempered Overbill ceramics in this assemblages suggests that 
the potter( s )  whose products are represented at the Bell Rattle s ite was 
not trained in the Overbill ceramic tradition and may have ultimately 
derived from Middle , Valley, or Lower Town Cherokee populations . 
Personal adornment artifacts in the Bell Rattle assemblage indicate 
retention of traditional Cherokee norms of personal appearance . Cut 
brass , pewter , and t inware scraps , byproducts from ornament production , 
are represented in the assemblage, as are glass beads . Buttons present 
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in the assemblage document use of Euro-American clothing hardware ,  and 
perhaps ready-made clothing . 
Ammunition in the Bell Rattle assemblage, together with w ild animal 
remains in the faunal assemblage , are evidence of the continued 
importance of hunting to the subsistence system of the Bell Rattle 
household . The broader economic importance of hunting and trapping is 
reflected in the 1828 record documenting $40 . 00 in peltry stolen from 
Bell Rattle (Anon . 1833) . 
The faunal assemblage documents the content of the Bell Rattle 
household ' s diet , but is probably not a good indicator of the relative 
importance of the different faunal species which are represented . 
Assemblage content is comparable to that of other documented Federal 
Period Cherokee assemblages ( Bogan 1983 ) ,  and includes white-tailed 
deer , hog , cow , chicken, and turkey remains . However , by comparison 
with other Federal Period Cherokee faunal assemblages ( Bogan 1983 ) , f ish 
remains are disproportionately abundant in the Bell Rattle assemblage , 
while large animal and bird remains are equally underrepresented . This 
assemblage composition , with high proportions of f ish and microfauna 
remains and low proportions of large mammal remains , is a function of 
some size sorting mechanism which conditioned the 40MR 211  Feature 1 
deposit and probably does not reflect the relative importance of 
different faunal species to the Bell  Rattle household . 
The floral assemblage illustrates part of the wide range of plants 
which were important to the subsistence and economy of Federal Period 
Cherokee households . In addition to cultigens such as maize , squash, 
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gourds ,  mustard, and peaches , a wide array of wild plant foods are 
represented , including nuts (hickory and walnut) ,  fruits ( persimmon and 
cherry) , and berries ( blueberry and blackberry/raspberry) . European 
introduced cultigens represented in the assemblage ( peaches , mustard) 
indicate the broadening of the Cherokee dietary spectrum through 
borrowing . While peach pits are common in historic Cherokee 
archaeological contexts ( Baden 1983 ; Russ and Chapman 1983 ; Schroedl and 
Shea 1986) , the single mustard seed from the Bell  Rattle site is  the 
f irst recorded instance of domestic Brassica from Overbill Cherokee 
contexts .  Wood charcoal in the site assemblage indicates that pine was 
the primary fuel used by the Bell Rattle household , although oak , 
hickory , locust , sourwood , poplar , sweetgum, sycamore , cedar , and 
sassafras were also burned . Such broad spectrum selection of fuel woods 
is documented in other Overbill Cherokee assemblages ( Baden 1983 ; Russ 
and Chapman 1983 ; Schroedl and Shea 1986 ) . 
Quantitative comparisons of the Bell Rattle Cabin site artifact 
assemblages with other Cherokee and Anglo-American assemblages from the 
Tellico Reservoir Project area ( Chapter IV) illustrate s imilarities to 
both contemporaneous Anglo-American and traditional Cherokee material 
assemblages . The Bell Rattle assemblages are s imilar to contemporaneous 
Anglo-American assemblages in high relative proportions of Euro-American 
ceramics , glass , horse related paraphernalia, and architectural 
hardware . The distinct cultural identity of the Bell Rattle assemblages 
is reflected by the presence of substantial quantities of aboriginal 
ceramics and residues from the production of personal adornment items . 
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This similarity to both Anglo-American and traditional Cherokee 
assemblages corresponds with indirect historical evidence which 
indicates that the Bell Rattle component represents a nontradtional 
Cherokee occupation . 
Summary 
Historic records relating to the 1817 and 1819  U . S . /Cherokee 
treaties (Armstrong 1819- 1820 ; Anon . 1828) document the location of the 
Bell Rattle household , a Federal Period Cherokee family farmstead 
situated near the Tellico River in Monroe County , Tennessee . 
Archaeological investigations conducted at this location by the Tellico 
Reservoir Archaeological Proj ect in 1981 recovered contextual 
information and artifact assemblages documenting Early Archaic,  Middle 
Archaic , Late Archaic , Early Woodland , Middle Woodland , Late Woodland , 
Mississ ippian , Federal Period Cherokee , and Anglo-American site 
components . Archaeological investigations , which focused upon the 
Federal Period Cherokee component, consisted of plowing and surface 
collection of . 46 acres and excavation of three 10 ft2 units . Three 
subsurface features relating to the historic Cherokee component were 
located . These contexts and their accompanying assemblages provide data 
concerning early nineteenth century Cherokee architecture , household 
activities , diet , and acculturation . 
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l ur1g bo.lne 
phal anqe 
Yadius 
steYr•u" 
i ndQtet-11i nate 
Snakoii (i rodQt . )  
VeYt(Obt-a 
3 
1 
13 
1 
3 
2 
1 
10 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
6 
1 
.... 
...... 
(7\ 
APf'EHOIX E .  folund F e"aius f"r·o11 the Bel l Rattl e Cabi n Si te ("'ONR 2 1 1) , fQalure 1 .  
SPECI ES/ELENEHT 
f'ICES 
Channel Catfi sh 
(lctal urus punctatus) 
arti cul ar 
dentari::J 
dorsal spine 
11o5Ki l l a  
Cat f i sh (i ndQt . )  
(I ctal urus :sp . )  
oparcul u11 
Catostonidaa 
preath11oid 
suboJ>urcul u11 
Centrarcidaa 
arti cul ar 
f i n  spi rtQ 
hyo11�ndibubl ar 
114Ki l l a  
praoparculu11 
suboparculu11 
Gar (i ndet . )  
(Lapi :sost�u:s sp . )  
dentary 
Percidae 
branchi al 
Redt-.or se , .st-.or th•ad 
("oxostona 11acFolepi dotu11 
brevi caps) 
11aKi l l a  
n= SPECI ESiELENEHT 
Redhors� Ci nde l . )  
(NoKosto"a sp . )  
1 art i cul ar 
1 basi hyal 
1 basiocc i pi tal 
2 Lrachi ostegal ray 
branchial 
centru" (2nd) 
ceratohyal 
1 cl ei thru11 
coracoi d 
dentary 
3 epi hy'-11  
2 frontal 
hyo"andi bul ar 
hypohyal 
2 l api l l us 
3 11aKi l l a  
"' "etacoracoid 
1 "etepyeryqoi d 
2 tleur al 
2 operculun 
pal antinu 
parasphanoi d 
pel vi c  gi rdl e 
6 phaF angeal arch 
postte"poral 
pr�a11a><i l l a  
1 preoparcul u11 
quadrate 
reb oarti cul ar 
rostral 
scapu l a  
1 suboparculu11 
urohy.sl 
n= SPEti ES/ELENEHT 
Fi sh (i nda l�rl1i n�te) 
6 art i cul ar 
3 basi occi pi tal 
1 dors�l f i n  spine 
19 i nt.er·11uscul ar bone 
1 1  operculu11 
pleur·al 
"' pr811bKi l l a  
5 pt·aoJ>ercul u11 
"' pleryqi c'phores 
13 rib 
2 sca l a  
1 skul l fF ag11aut (i ndat . )  
1 1  soft f i n  :spitoe 
"' spina 
1 ul ti 11ale vari..abr·a 
2 1  vert111bra 
3 
... 
1 
8 
8 
2 
5 
... 
3 
'? 
3 
'? 
8 
3 
1 
10 
3 
n= 
2 
2 
1 
156 
1 
356 
1 
1 
"19 
5 
122 
50 
2-t6 
67 
2 
?8 
.... ...... ...... 
Rppandi l< F • Rrcha .. obot.aroi o:al r.a"ai ns fro" t.ha B"'l l Rat.U a CaLi n Si t.a C1C:t1R 2 1 1) 
(all Qntri"s ara wood char·co.al unl as�: oth"r�o�i sa not.ad) . 
------------ -------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------
SPECIES 
Bark 
�Ancarboni zli!d wood 
un�nalyz"d wood charcoal 
Rc.lilr spp . 
Carya spp . 
Ca:star.aa dli!nlat.a 
di ffus101 po...-ous i rodat .  
O i ospyro:s v i rgini �la 
Fnlll<i rous :spp . 
Gl loldi lsi a t.r i acarot.hos 
Gy"nocl adu3 di ai cu:5 
Gy"nocl adu:5/Gl !Oidi t:si a 
Jugl ans :spp . 
Junip101rus v i rgini ana 
Ligu i da"ba...- sh,-aci f l ua 
L i d  od101ndron t.ul i pi f "'-a 
Ol<ydandron arbcrQu" 
P l antconu:s occi dollntal i s  
F"i nus spp . 
Quarcus spp . (rad group) 
Qulolrcus :spp . (whi ta group) 
Qulolrcu:s spp . 
r i ng porou:5 i ndollt. .  
Sa:s:safra:s .sl b i dJ" 
Uni t 
59-57 
F .  1 
n= ">.IS:5 
5 . 75g 
28 3 . 05g 
)( 35 1 . 2 1g 
6 . 22g 
10 . 69g 
2 . 08g 
2 . 37g 
2 . 12g 
1 . 06g 
1 . 02g 
2 . 02g 
3 . 36g 
2 . 06g 
3 . 12g 
2 . 11g 
1 . 05g 
23 3 . 87g 
16 1 . 32g 
16 2 . 5 1g 
1 . 01g 
2 . 07g 
2 1 . 2 lg 
Uni t  Uni t  
59-57 60·-60 
F .  2 L . 1 , 2  
n= "a�s n= "ass 
)( 1 . 26g )( 9 . 79g 
25 . 5g 
1 . 07g 
17 1 . 11g 
Uroi t Uni t  Uni t  
60-60 59-63 59-63 po:st"ol ds 
F . 6  L . 1-3 F . 5  1 - 16 
n= "a!:5 n= "a s:s n= "�55 n= "ass 
27 . 15g 9 . 19g 1 . 0 1g 
33 . 32g 
112g 3 . 79g )( 1 9 . 17g 
3 . OSg 2 . 07g 19 1 . 19g 
1 . 0 1g 1 . 02g 
1 . 02g 3 . 02g 
3 . 01g 
1 . OSg 
1 . OSg 
1 . 05g 
7 1  2 . 95g 23 1 . 8 1g 27 2 . 29g 
3 . 02g 
1 . 0 1g 1 . 01g 
.... 
-..J 
00 
Appendi x F .  Rr-ct-.a�obot.ar.i cal ,..,.."ai ns fr-c•" th'i B�;�l l Rat tl e Cabi n Si te ('10t1R 2 1 1) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SPEC I ES 
Acalphon spp . <seed) 
A"br-osi a t.r- i fi da  (seed) 
A"pel opsi s ar-barea (sQed) 
Ar-undinar i a  ( s�") 
Aster-ac�o!le (sQ,;,jheolld) 
Br-ass i ca nigr-a ($e�d) 
Cal ondr- i r.i a epul asu" (s.,.ed) 
Carpi nus car-o l i ar1a (s�n•d> 
Canaa spp . (nuut-.el l >  
Car·ya cf . (husk) 
coni fer- c�le platel ets 
Cucur-bi ta �P . (r-i nd) 
Cucur-bi taceae ueed) 
Di ospyn)s vi rgi ni ana (seed) 
E l eochar i s  spp. (sQed) 
EuEhorbi a �p . <seed) 
frui t (i r.det . ) 
herbaceous ste� 
I nsect g<!ll l 
Juql andacQ.�e (r«Jtshel l )  
Juql an:; r.i qns (nut :shel l )  
L�qenari a :sp . (r-i nd) 
Liqustru" vulg�a (seed) 
uni det1ti f i Qd r•ut"eats 
F'ani cuu" spp . (sQed) 
F'.�sEal u" avi cul al' i a  (se�d) 
F'hal ari s carol ini §!la (s.,.�;�d) 
Pol yqor•u" pent 1:51..1l Vollni cu" (seed) 
F'olygonu" spp .  (se�d> 
F'r-unus per:si ca (seed) 
Prunus vi rqi ni ani a  (seed 
Quercus spp . (h.Jsk) 
Uni t 
5�-5? 
F .  1 
n= 11as� n= 
1 . 0 1g 
9 . 0'1g 
1 X 
30 13 . 5g 
5 . 0'1g 
... . 05g 
9 . 03g 
3 1  . 09g 
7 . lOg 
1 
1 . 0 1g 1 
3 . tag 
29 . 59g 
30 . 30g 
l . 22g 
12 . 0'1g 
1 
1 . O lg 
1 
1 
1 . O lg 
1 
2 1 . 30g 
1 
1 . O lg 
Uni t. Uni t Uni t.  Uni t. 
59-57 60-60 59-63 59-63 post."o l ds 
F .  2 F . 6 L . l-3 F . 5 1- 16 
"ass n= "ass n= "ass n= "":55 n= "ass 
1 )( 
1 )( 
1 . O lg 
2 . 03g 
1 )( 
1 )( 
1 . 03g 
1 . 02g 
3'15 1 . 81g 19 . 05g 
)( 
1 . O lg 1 . O lg 
10 . 09g 
... . 02g ... . 02g 
2 . 16g 
)( 
10 . OJg 
)( 1 )( 
1 X 
.... ........ 
\Q 
Rppendi �< F .  Archaliobot.ar.i •:al r a  ... a i  n :s  fro" the Bel l Rat. t l  e Cabi n S i te ("1011R 2 1 1) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SPECI ES 
root/tub"r (iu�t . )  
�ubu:s sp . <se�d) 
Ruppi a .spp .  (�a..d) 
Sa ... bU�US C�nadWlSi 5 (�ead) 
Sci rpus spp . (SIIi(ld) 
undi f h•r"nli a tad gnl55 (:!.eo;td) 
uni det�ti fi lid 
Zea "ay:s (l<enoel s) 
Zea "uy5 (cupul�:s) 
Zea "ay:s (cobs) 
Zea "ay:s (cobs and cupul e:s) 
Uni t 
59-5? 
L . 1 
n= "ass 
1 2 . 27g 
Uni t 
59-5? 
F .  1 
n:: "4:5$ 
1 . 26g 
1 . 0 1g 
1 )( 
1 . O lg 
186 1 . 66g 
200 17 . 13g 
1 10 . 00g 
3 . 2'1g 
Uni t Uni t. IJni t. 
59-5? 60-60 59-63 
F .  2 F . 6 L . 1-3 
n= "as5 n= "a :55 n= "a:s5 
1 )( 
1 )( 
1 )( 
2 . O lg 
)( )( 
1 )( 
)( z . z 19 1 . O lg 17 . 33g 
2 .03g 
)( 28 . 58g x ? . Z?g 
.... 
00 
0 
HPPEHO I X  G .  Li thi c arti facts fro" the Bel l Ratt l e  Cabi n Si te (10HR 2 1 1 )  
BL�HK 
li:A� HATH!I AL 
PROJECTILE f'OI HTS 
L�wQr Ki rk cornar notched 
transl u�ent 9rey green chert 
UppQr Ki rk Contar Notched 
KnoK dar k gray chli!rt 
Ki rk Stel"'"ed/5tanl y 
chal cedony 
vui n quartz 
St . Al Lan:s 
Kno�< bl ack banded 
Horrow Hounlai n I 
vui n quartz 
Sykes 
KnoK bl ack chart 
Kno�< l i ght gray banded chert 
Kno�< dar k gray churl 
chal cedony 
I ddi ns St"""ed 
KnoK bl ack banded 
vei n quartz 
Ha"i l ton I ncurvate 
KnoK bl ack chert 
KnoK bl ack banded chert 
Kno�< l i ght gray band.ad chert 
chal cedony 
Hadison 
KnoK bl ack chert 
KnoM bl ack banded chert 
KnoM dark gray chert 
chal cedony 
Uni t 
SURFACE 59-5? 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
L . 1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
Uni t 
59-5? 
F . 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Uni t 
59-5? 
F . 2  
Uni t 
5�-5? 
F . 3  
Uni t  
59-63 
L . 1-3 
1 
1 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Uni t 
59-63 
F . 1  
Uni t 
59-63 
F . 5 
Uni t 
60-60 
L . 1 , 2  
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
Uni t 
60-60 
F . 6  
l-" 
00 
..... 
ftPf'EHDIX G .  Li lhic art i f acts fro" the 8"1 1  Ratth Cabi n Si te ('10t1R 2 1 D  
BLANK 
li:A� HATEF.I AL 
Uni t 
SURFACE 59-5? 
L . 1 
Uroi t 
59-5? 
F . 1 
Uni l 
59-5? 
F . 2  
Uni t  
59-5? 
F . 3  
Uni t 
59-63 
L . 1-3 
Uni t 
5'SI-63 
F . ... 
Uni t 
59-63 
F . 5  
Uni l 
60-60 
L . 1 , 2  
Uni t 
60-60 
F . 6 
- - ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - ----------- - - - -
-- ----
PROJECTILE POI NTS 
Dal l as Excurvale 
KnoM dark gray chert 1 
ppl . frag . (prob. Archai c) 
chert (i ndet . )  1 
KllOM dar·k gray chert. 1 
vei n quart z  1 2 2 
ppt . fr-ag . (prob. "i ssi ssi ppi an) 
Kno>< bl ack chert 2 2 1 10 2 
Knox bl ack banded cher-t 2 1 1 1 
KnoM l i ght gray banded chert. '1 
KnoM dar-k gray chert 1 2 2 
chert. (i ndet . )  3 
chal cedony 1 
ppt . frag • (i ndet . )  
KnoM bl ack chert. 5 1 2 
KnoM bl ack banded chert. 1 
KnoM dark gray chert 3 2 
chert (i ndet. . )  1 
chal cedony 1 1 
ppt. . pr·efor" (Hi ssi ssi ppi an) 
KnoM bl ack chert 2 1 1 
KlloM bl ack banded 
Knox l i ght. gray banded chert 1 
KnoM dark gray chert. 1 
ppt . prefor" (Archai c) 
KnoM bl ack banded chert. 1 
chert. (i ndlill . )  1 
..... 
CD 
N 
APPENDI X G .  Lithic aYti facts fyo" the B�l l Rattl e Cabi n S i te C�OHR 2 1 1) 
BLAHK 
RA� MATERI AL 
PRO.JECT I LE POINTS 
ppt .  pyefoY" 
KnoM bl ack cheYt 
Knox daYk gya� cheYt 
vei n  quaYtz 
chal cedon� 
dYi l l  
tc:nox b l  ack cheYt 
KnoM bl ack banded cheyt 
Knox l i ght. 9Y¥J banded c.hliiYt 
Knox daYk gya� cheYt 
peyfoya\.oy 
Knox bl ack banded cheYt 
endscYapey 
tc:noM bl ack cheYt 
Knox daYk gya� cheYt 
si descYapeY 
chal cedon� 
denti cul ate 
Knox bl ack banded 
choppey/scYap,... 
congl o"eYate 
SURFACE 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Uni t 
59-57 
L . 1  
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
Uni t 
59-57 
F . 1 
2 
1 
Uni t 
59-57 
F . 2  
Uni t 
59-5? 
F . 3  
Uni t 
59-63 
L . 1-3 
2 
1 
1 
Uni t 
59-63 
F . �  
Urti t 
59-63 
F . 5 
Uni t 
60-60 
L . 1 , 2  
2 
1 
1 
Uni t 
60-60 
F . 6  
� 
00 w 
APPENDIX G .  li thi c arti facts fn'" the B._.l l Rattle Cabi n Si te (10t1R 2 1 D  
BLANK 
RA� t1ATERIAL 
bi faca 
KnoM bl ack doert 
t::nox bl ack bonded ch.,.rt 
t::no>< l i ght gr� chart 
t::nox l i ght gray b�nd.,.d chert 
Kno>< dar k gray chert 
chert (i ndet . )  
chal cedony 
Del Rio 
vei n quartz 
pi liiiCIIil esqui l l oa  
KnoM bl ack doart 
groundstone <i ndet . )  
sl ate 
dri 1 1  ad pebbl e  
sandstoroe 
natsi nklillr 
conqlo"arate 
sandstoroe 
sl ate 
st,.ati te shlilrd 
he"ati te frag . 
l i "oni ta frag. 
pi tted cobbh 
cong1o"arate 
sandstoroe 
"etasandstona 
SURFHCE 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
Uni t.  
59-57 
L . l  
5 
3 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
5 
Uni t 
59-57 
F . 1  
2 
1 
1 
1 
Uni t 
59-57 
F . 2 
Uni t 
5�-5<' 
F . 3  
Uni t 
59-63 
L . l- 3  
3 
1 
1 
10 
1 
Uni t 
59-63 
F . 1 
1 
Uni t 
59-63 
F . 5  
2 
Uni t 
60-60 
L . 1 , 2  
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
18 
5 
1 
Uni t 
60-60 
F . 6  
1 
3 
.... 
00 .1::-
ftPPEHDI X G .  Li thi c  arti facts fro" t.ha BQl l Rat.t. l e  Cabi n Si te C"'Ot1R 2 1 D  
BLAHK 
RA� t1ATEI':IAL 
ut.i li zad fl aka 
Know bl ack chert. 
Know bl ack bar.dad chert. 
Know l i ght. gray banded chert 
Know dark gra., chert. 
Know ool i ti c  chart. 
vai n qua,.-t.z 
chal cedony 
uti l i zed concavity on a"orphous cor�&� 
Know bl .&ck ct.ert. 
uti l i zed shatter frag"ent 
Know bl ack chert. 
Know bl ack bandli!d chert. 
chal cedon-, 
retouched :shat.te,- fr ag"ent 
Know bl ack chart. 
vei n  quartz 
chal cedon-, 
,-et.ouched f l ake 
Know bl ack chert. 
Know bl ack bar.dad chart. 
Know l i ght. gray chart. 
Know l i 9ht gray banded chert 
Know dar·k gra., chert 
chal cedont,J 
SURFACE 
8 
2 
2 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 •  
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
Uni t. 
59-5i" 
L . 1 
30 
3 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Uni t. 
59-5i" 
F . 1  
1 
1 
Uni t 
59-5i" 
F . 2 
1 
Uni t.  
59-5? 
F . 3 
Uni t. 
59-63 
L . 1-3 
8 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
Uni t. 
59-63 
F . "' 
Uni t 
5�-63 
F . 5 
Uni t 
60-60 
L . 1 , 2  
3 
1 
1 
Uni t. 
60-60 
F . 6 
APPEHDI !< G .  Li thk ar-tifact:!: fro" the Bel l Rat U Q  Cab i n  Si l� ('10HR 2 1 D  
------------------
-
------------ ---------- ----- - - - ------------------------------- ---
- - - --------------------
Uni t IJni t.. Uni t. Uni t Uni t Uni t Uni t. Ur1i t. Uni t. 
BLANK SURFACE 59-57 s·�-s;o 59-57 5':1-57 59-63 59-63 59-63 60-60 60-60 
F:A� t1ATERI AL L . 1 F . 1  F . 2 F . 3 L - 1-3 F . 1  F . 5 L - 1 , 2  F . 6 
----
----
-
------- -------------------------------------------------- -------- --- - - ----- ------- ---------------
pri"an,� decorli c�li on f l ake 
Knox bl ack ch•rt 27 25 15 ' H  1 1 33 
Knox bl ack ba11ded cher·t. 8 1 3 1 1 12 1 
Knox l i ght gny chert 1 1 
Knox l i ght gny banded chert 6 8 1?" 21 1 
Knox dark gra., chert. 6 12 '1 16 1 1 16 1 
Knox por-ce l l a11eous chert. 3 1 1 
char-t (i rtdet • ) 2 
cher-t cor·tex 2 1 
vei n quar-tz 1 ... 3 
chal cedony 2 2 2 
secondar-y decortication fl ake 
Knox bl ack ch•rt 1 17 1?7 3;' 1 18"1 1 13 1 
Knox bl ack baftd�d chert. 35 �8 .. '15 1 1 22 1 
� Knox l i ght gny cher-t. 7 1 1 2 00 Knox l i ght gr-�y banded chert 13 8 '13 1 1 1  1 v. 
Kn•)X dar-k gr-a., cher-t 6 1  £.8 6 36 25 1 
Knox dar-k g.-a., banded chert. 1 
Knox por-cel l  afteo•Js cher-t. 1 
c. her-t (i ndet. • ) 2 3 
vei n quar·tz 8 12 12 7 
chal cedorty 1 1  12 3 1 8 1 
bi faci al t.hi nn i nt f l ake 
Knox bl ack ch•rt. 350 302 2'16 2 1 708 9 5 171 29 
Knox bl ack baftdlild cher·t. E.9 �2 2 1  133 2 90 1 
Knox l i ght gr�y cher- t. 15 2 1 1 
Knox l i ght gr-�y banded dter-t. '18 22 98 1 236 1 ... 156 9 
Knox dark g.-a., cher-t. 1'15 129 62 169 2 103 10 
Knox dar-k gra., banded cher-t. 1 
Knox "ot U ed cher·t. 1 1 25 
Knox ool i ti c  ch ... ..-t. '1 1 2 
Knox porcel l afteous chert. 6 5 5 1 1 
APPEND I X  G .  li t.hj c arti fact.� fro" t.ha Boal l j;;att.h Cabin Si t.a ( ... OHR 2 1 D  
----------------- ------------------------------------ - - - -------- --- - - - ------------ - - - - - - ------------------
Uni t. IJni t. Uni t. Uni t. Uni t. Uni t. Uni t. Uni t. Uni t. 
BLANK SURFfiCE 59-5? 59-5? 59-5? 59-57 59-63 59-63 59-63 60-60 60-60 
RA� MATERIAL l . 1 F .  1 F . 2  F . 3  l . 1-3 F . "l  F . 5  l . 1 , 2  F . 6  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
bi faci al t.hi nni n9 fl aka 
chart. (i ndat. . )  10 16 9 9 3 1 1  
chart. ra�i duun 1 
Del Ri o red j asper 1 3 
vai n quartz 10? 53 ? 1  1 222 .. 92 3 
chal cadono,t 53 ("(" 36 "18 ?6 2 
i nter i or fl ake 
Knox bl ack chert. 8 5 1 
Knox bl ack bandQd chart. 2 
Knox l i ght. gray choar t. 2 
Knox dark gra., chart. 2 1 1 1 
Knox porcal l aneous chart. 1 
chal cedony ... 6 1 
Del R i o  r ed j asper 1 
.... vai n quar·t.z 1 00 0\ cora rejuvenation fl ake 
Knox bl ack chert. 1 2 2 
Knox bl ack bandQd char-t. 1 
Knox l i ght. g..-ao,t bandQd chart. 1 1 
shat.t.ar frag"ant. 
Knox bl ack chert. 38 fJ6 19 32 2"1 2 
Knox bl ack bandQd chart. 19 0::6 9 3 25 19 
Knox l i ght. gra•:1 chart. (" 3 ... 1 1 
Knox l i ght. gray banded chart. 9 1 16 3 38 1 "'? 1 
Knox dark gra., chart. 55 1"10 12 65 2? 
Knox dark gra., banded cht&trt. 3 
Knox "ot. U ad char·t. 1 
Knox porcal l anaous chart. 3 1 3 
chart. (i ndat. . )  2 ... 1 1 
chart. cortex 2 1 5 
.... 00 
� 
RPPEHDI X G .  Li thi c artifacts fr�" the B�l l Rattl e Cabi n Si te (�OHR 2 1 1) 
-
------�-----------�--------
----
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
BLRHI< 
RRW HRTERIAL 
SURFfiCE 
Uni t 
59-57 
L . 1 
Uni +.. 
5�-5? 
F . l  
Uni t 
59-57 
F . Z 
Uni t 
59-51" 
F . 3  
Uni t 
59-63 
L . 1-3 
Uni t 
59-63 
F . 1  
Uni t Urli t 
59-63 60··60 
F . 5  L . 1 , 2  
Uni t 
60-t:.O 
F . 6  
---·---��-------·-----··---------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------
shatter frag"_.nt 
Del R i o  r ed j •sper 
vein quartz 
chal cedoroy 
quartzi tjio 
sandstonjio 
bl ade 
KnoK bl ack chert 
KnoK bl ack band�d chert 
Kno�< 1 i  ght gnoy banded chert 
Knox dark gra'l chert 
Knox "ot U Qd chert 
vei n quartz 
chal cedony 
bl ade cora 
KnoK bl ack ch•rt 
bi pol ar n aka 
KnoK bl ack chert 
Knox bl ack band�d o.:her·t 
l<no�< l i ght qr•y chert 
KnoK l i ght gray banded chert 
Knox dark gra'l chert 
KnoK dad•: gra'l banded chert 
chert (i rodet . )  
vei n quartz 
chal cedony 
92 
16 
1 
10 
1 
1 
3 
1 
56 
9 
2 
1 
18 
1 
15 
3 
5 
108 
51 
1 
3 
10 
? 
2 
1 
2? 
5 
9 
8 
12 1 
23 2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
60 
1i" 
33 
8 
2 
2 
2 
37 
25 
168 
1 
1 
1 
6 1  1 
13 
22 1 
8 
1 
2 
1 
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Uni t Uni t Uni t Uni t llni t Uni t Uni t Ut�i l Uni t 
BLANK SURFACE 59-57 59-5? 59-57 59-57 5'3-6::5 59-63 59-63 60··60 60-60 
RAI-l MATERI AL l . 1 F .  1 F . 2 F . 3  L . 1-3 F . � F . 5 L . 1 , 2  F . E.  
---------- -------------------------------- - ---------------------------------- - ----------------------------
bi pol4r coroa 
Kno)( bl ack chert a i' 35 1 16 1 
Kno)( bl a�k bahdQd choart 3 � 2 1 
Kno)( l i  o,Jhl gr "'Y bandrilld choart 2 1 6 1 
Kno)( dark gr a \I doQrt 2 1 7' 
Kno)( "ot U rilld chrillrl 1 
voai n qual'· lz 1 2 2 
ch4l cedony 1 3 
�"ol' phous coroa 
Kno)( bl a�k chert a 2 1 1 
Kno)( bl ack bahdwd chrillrl 2 2 
Kno)( 1 i ght gr "'Y bandrilld dooart 1 
Kno)( dark gra\1 dooarl 3 1 1 
voai n qual'·tz 6 2 7 � 
1-' c. hal C'-'doroy 7 2 1 00 00 
nod�l Q of raw "atoari al 
Kno)( bl ack bahdrilld chrillr·t 1 1 2 
Kno)( 1 i ght gr "'Y bandoad dooart 2 
Kno)( dark qra\1 b6ndri11d chert 2 1 
Kno)( l i ght gr..,y t:.andrilld chrillrl 2 
Kno)( porcrill l ahrillous chrillrl 2 5 
chal cedoroy 1 
"anuport 
cal ci t.e 2 
dol o"i toa 2 � 
l i HriiiSlonoa �a 82 2a 
quartz cl' ystal 1 
sandstonQ 5 2�0 23 � 7' 3 18 2 
fi re crackrilld r·ock 
> 3 "  di a"cat.car 2� 13 36 26 2 1 19 
< 3" di a"rill rillr �%� 1 1�6 1 5 12 .. 16753 16 1 12700 6658 
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